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road on U.S. Highway 641 between Mono and Dexter.
When it Rains, It Pours,
On Billy Hamilton Family
When it rains, it does pour. unable to work.
And how it has poured on the Billy Then, last night, while the rest of us were
Hamilton family in recent months, high and dry, Hamilton's Doberman was
Not long ago, his home and all the tugging on his master's arm to wake him
contents were destroyed by fire. Then, a up. Hamilton stepped out of bed into calf-
short time later, Hamilton was in a car deep water that was rising fast.
wreck and partially disabled, and is now "I've trained Dobermans for lots of
things," Hamilton said, "Smoke detection,
burglars, but never for high water."City. Council Hamilton's first thought was of the
electric outlets on the walls of his home,
Meets Thursday located east of Murray on Highway 94. Thewater was just below the outlets. "I sent
the dog ahead before I got out of bed,"
The Murray Common Council will Hamilton said. "When he didn't 'fry,' I
consider the purchasing of additional knew it was all right for me to get out in
parking meters for the city at its regular it."
meeting Thursday at 7 pin. at City Hall. Hamilton went first to the fuse box to
Other items listed on the agenda for turn off the power, in case the rising water
discussion include: quotations for a did get to the outlets. Then he went to the
flouride feeder for the water system, front door where the water was up to the
renovations at the headstart buildings, the headlights on his pickup truck parked
first reading of ordinance 610 amending outside.
the zoning ordinance, a review of the The current was so strong that Hamilton
bicycle ordinance, and a resolution on the decided not to try and get out in the water,
police training incentive program. but called the Murray Police Department.
The radio operator in turn called the
School Board Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit, who
responded to evacuate the Hamilton's, and
their next door neighbor in the duplex
Meets Thursday building, the David Wall's.
No estimate was obtained from Wall on
The Murray Board of Education will the damage to his home, but Hamilton said
hold its regular meeting at 7:30 p.m. the damage to his furniture alone would
Thursday at the Board Office building, probably reach $2,500. The furniture,
The board will discuss the replacement which was recently purchased new after
of lights on the west side of Holland the fire, was not insured against water.
Stadium and will hear a review of the High The damage to the building and contents
School Program and staff from Eli both may reach as high as $5,000 to ;6,000.
Alexander and John Hina. "If someone had tried to sell me flood
The board will also consider several insurance before this, I would have
items of routine business at the meeting, laughed in their face," Hamilton said.
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As usual, the water was up of Old Almo this morning after a spring-like shower dumped nearly six inches of rain on the county. At right, water was over the
IStad Photos by David 144
Flash-Flood Warning
Issued For Calloway
Billy Hamilton wrings the water out a
textbook left in his car when the waters
surrounded his home last night. The car
was left partially submerged when the
flood found his home, and much of the
furniture inside his home was ruined.
Spelling Bee Many Activities Responsible
Set Saturday For 'Bicentennial Community'
A flash-flood alert was issued for
Calloway County for the remainder of
Loday by the National Weather Service
after stormy skies dimmed over 5L4 inches
of rain on the county last night and this
morning.
Local weather observer John E. Scott
reported that as of 8 a. m. today, the
county had been drenched with 5.62 inches
of rain, with another two inches expected
by 6 p, m. and possibly another inch later
tonight.
The rains swelled the Clark's River and
many streams in the cc.aity to overflow
proportions and Calloway County and City
The Calloway County Spelling Bee will By L. J. Hortin
be held Saturday, March 15, at the South- Twenty-four major activities in Murray,
west Elementary School, Charlie Lassiter, Calloway and Murray State University
Director of Pupil Personnel of the have been Largely responsible for the
Calloway County Schools, announced naming of this area as a nationally
today. The contest will start at 9:00 a. m. recognized "Bicentennial Community."
Students from both the Murray City Gov. Julian Carroll will officially
Schools and the Calloway County Schools present the American Revolution
are expected to participate in the contest. Bicentennial Administration's Community
Gail Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Award to Murray and Calloway County
Charles Tucker, won the contest last year, Friday evening, March 14, at the First
and represented Murray and Calloway Region Basketball tournament in the MSU
County schools at the Mid-South Spelling Fieldhouse.
Bee at Memphis, Tenn. Mrs. Betty Lowry, co-chairman with
The public is invited to attend. County Judge Robert 0. Miller of the
of Murray road and street department State Route 1346 between Dexter and
crews have been working steadily to Almo; the Will Brown Road, and the
repair damage to accessible areas. Of- Bethel Church Road.
!trials of both departments said that City street department officials said the
several roads in the county were still severest damage in the city reported as
inundated and repair work could not be yet was on Cardinal Drive, just east of
initiated until the water subsides. Meadowlane where the flowing water
washed out a portion of the street near a
The impassable condition of many bridge.
county roads this morning forced the Several other city streets in low lying
cancellation of Calloway County schools areas were reported covered with water,
for the clay including east Maple, the Old Concord
county road department were the Josh Road near Jones Iron and Metal, some
Tabers road west of Coldwater; the areas in Gatesbarough, Sunny Lane and
Parker Road. near Donelson's Grocery; Henry Streets.
Mtu-ray-Calloway program, has explained
that other non-listed activities have been
held and some will be repeated in 1975-76.
The official American Revolution
Bicentennial is being observed from
March 1, 1975, through 1976.
To qualify for national recognition, the
ARBA requires that "at least one" activity
be a "lasting reminder" of historical
significance. Two such activities were
listed by the committee for Murray and
Calloway:
1. The restoration and renovation of
Wrather Hall as a Jackson Purchase
Museum, and
2. 'rho Nathan B. Stubblefield Story.
"The donors of $117,000 to construct
Wrather Hall and to establish Murray
State University were honored at the
annual Homecoming," Mrs. Lowry
reported to the state and national
organizations. "Plans are being made to
renovate Wrather Hall as a Jackson
Purchase Museum. Initial collections are
being received and preserved in vaults in
Wrather Hall, the first building for state
higher education in West Kentucky. This
Hall has been nominated for listing with
(See Bicentennial, Page 12)
'King of the Moonshiners' To Tell His Story
By DAVID HILL Garland started out as a sawmill worker
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer and was boarding with another man who
Within a year, the stories and legends of was in the "whiskey racket" as it was
a bygone era in Western Kentucky will be called.
recorded for posterity between the covers "He kept giving me a rundown on it,"
of a book by the author of the biography of Garland recalled, "and mostly I just
"Walking Tall's" Buford Passer. thought I would get into it for the ex-
W. R. Morris, author of the biography citement of it, just anything for ex-
about the Tennessee sheriff, will pen a citement, you know. I worked for him for a
similar biography about Calloway year and a half, and I seen there was
County's own Bruce Garland, who, ac- money In it, and it got to getting to be a
cording to federal 'revenooers,' was the part of me, and I didn't have a lot of
"King of the Moonshiners," which, by the education, and I figured I had found me a
way, will be the title of the book, trade there," he added.
Morris was in town recently to ink the Garland was living in Trigg County at
contracts with the now-retired moonshine the time, around the now-famous Golden
operator. Garland now lives just outside Pond. Through the 1950s he had as many as
Murray on Highway 94 East. Plans call for nine stills being operated for him;
the book to be released in about a year, although he was not directly responsible
with, hopefully, a movie about Garland's for the operations, he had men running
life to follow, them for him. "Things was pretty tight in
Although contracts with the author that country in those days," Garland
prohibited an in-depth feature story on remembered, "And they (the workers)
Garland's moonshine activities, he did was operating for me."
relate some of the history of a period in One irony in the story of Bruce Garland
, West Kentucky's history that is now was that he himself could not stand the
almost legendary. taste of moonshine whiskey. "Some years
Garland got his start in the moonshining was bigger than others," he recalled.
besiness-in 1939, .when he was fast a "There was just so much whiskey I was
teenager. He retired from the "business" handling, and I didn't drink myself,
in 1960 after having produced hundreds of couldn't hardly stand the taste of it, I
thousands of gallons of the "white light- didn't see how in the world it was being
fling" . used, you see
Bruce Garland and
"Through some of them years we was
running anywhere from 1200 to 1500
gallons of whiskey a week; That's a lot of
'shine, I tell you!"
—A tot of the moonshine whiskey went to
Chicago, Detroit, and other large northern
cities. A considerable amount, went into
Mississippi, which was "dry country" at
the time
\1/4. t
Author W.R. Morris
Most of the whiskey was taken out of the
Golden Pond area in cars and trucks, and
even some of it in airplanes, The fast cars,
with hot-rod engines, were a part of the
life, just as they are depicted- tri movies.
"Many's a time I guess those cars kept me
from winding up in jail," Garland
remembered.
A substantial part of the coming book
will be devoted to Garland's experiences
with the federal "revenooers," and he
would not go into detail about his
problems, but he did say that the
authorities did give him "a world of
trouble, a lot of it."
"They worked after me so long, and all
this operation going on, and they couldn't
get me, I was out-tricking them some way
or another. They finally had to draw up a
conspiracy for violating internal
revenue," Garland said. "That's what got
me my most time, I got five years on
that."
When the federal men did find one of
Garland's stills, it was put out of operation
for good when the -revenooers" took their
axes to it.
One of the smallest of Garland's stills
would produce about 135 or 140 gallons of
quality moonshine per day. "We generally "
had the smaller ones out front, where if
they cut up one of them, they thought
things would be clean in that area, but
further back in there we might have a
bigger one running," Garland said.
The Garland operation had abciut 30 men
working at the height of the era. Garland
remembered that "Same of :era would run,
as much at two shifts, some of the boys
come in in the morning and work to dark
and the other shift come in and work all
night."
1
Some of the workers were undercover
men planted there on the payroll of both
Garland and the federal authorities. The
disloyal workers were a partial cause for
the downfall of Garland's operation.
"Some of those federal boys could really
give you a story," Garland said. He met
with one of his former adversaries
recently; "He's retired now, me and him's
real friends; well we was friends then, I
realized he had a job to do, and I did, too,"
Garland said.
The moonshine was packaged in clear
gallon jugs, mostly, but some of it was put
up in 10-gallon wooden kegs, and aged.
"In the 1950s. I was running about 50
gallons a day through the college here at
Murray," Garland revealed. "Now that's
going to be pretty hard for some of them to
believe, but it's the truth."
Garland's whiskey seemed to advertise
itself, and he sometimes had more orders
than he could fill. "We did put out a fine
grade of whiskey, and after it got to some,
it just advertised itself," Garland said, -It
just wasn't no trouble at all to sell the
whiskey. I had more business than I
needed at times." '
The federal authorities tried many ways
to get a "buy" from Garland, but mostly
they were unsuccessful. "I had lots of
(See Moonshine, Page 121
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Making plans for the annual Belies and Beaux Tournament,
the two day couple scramblette event on May 17 and 18 at
the Oaks Country Club are the chairmen, left to right. Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Branch, Mr. and Mrs. Stan Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim lamb, and Mr. and Mrs. Mike Morgan. Entry blanks MO
be picked up from the chairmen or at the Oaks Pro Shop.
Miss Gail Russell Named At
University Of Mississippi
Miss Gan -Russell of Murray
IS one of thirty-four women at
the University of Mississippi to
be selected for membership in
Mortar Board.
The national society is the
highest honor that a woman at
Ole Miss can attain. Miss.
Russell will be formally tapped
before the student body and
faculty at the Omicron Delta
Kappa - Mortar Board Speakers
Forum on the Ole Miss campus
March 18.
Members of Mortar Board
are chosen on the basis of
scholarship and leadership.
Miss Russell has recently
been selected by the Assistant
Dean of Women and the officers
of the Panhellenic Council as
Co-Editor of the 1975 Sorority
Rushbook. Gail is a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Alpha
Theta and the Student
Education Association. In
addition, she has been ap-
pointed to the Chancellor's
University Committee, the
Committee for Public In-
formation Distribution, the
Teacher Evaluation Committee
and the Associated Women
Household Shower
For Family Friday
A household shower for the
family of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Thompson will be held Friday,
March 14, at seven p. m. at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
The Thompson family's home
and contents at Alrno Heights
were destroyed by fire last
Friday morning. The public is
invited to attend.
- • :::=A 
Mrs. W. P. Russell, 1112 Elm
Street, Murray, and is a 1972
graduate of Murray High
School.
La Leche League
Plans Programs
The Murray Group of La
Leche League vrill be discussing
the topic, -The Baby Arrives;
the Family and the Breastfed
Baby," at the meeting at the
home of Mrs. James Bruce, 1621
Hamilton, on Thursday, March
13, at ten a. m.
Any woman interested in good
mothering through breast-
feeding is encouraged to come.
Nursing babies are also invited
to come with their mothers.
The evening group to meet in
the home of Mrs. Dewey Yates,
908 North 16th Street, on
Monday, March 24, at eight
m. will be discussing the above
topic.
For further information
concerning LLL call Mrs. R. W.
Foster 753-5963 who is also
available for telephone coun-
seling to the nursing couple on a
24 hour basis.
PERSONALS
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hal Adams of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Dirty
Carpet?
tel Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
Shag Specialists and Commercial Grade in Home
or Business
Kirby Carpet
500 Maple 753-0359
Mrs. Esther Sigmon
Hostess For Ruth
Wilson Circle Meet
The home of Mrs. Esther
Siginon was the scene of the
February meeting of the Ruth
Wilson Circle of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church which was opened with
the women reading the "Pur-
pose of the UMW."
"Toward An Honest Com-
mitment" was the subject of the
program given by Mrs. Esther
Sigmon with Bible readings
given by Mrs. Reba Miller and
Mrs. Lois Marsh. Prayer was
led by Rev. Phillip McClure.
Mrs. Mildred Smith,
president, presided, and ap-
pointed Mrs. Lois Marsh, Mrs.
Ruth Wilson, and Mrs. Bertha
Young to make plans for
projects that the group can do to
help people in the community to
submit at the next meeting.
Mrs. Katherine Wilson was in
charge of refreshments. Mrs.
Hazel Patterson baked a special
birthday cake for Mrs. Alice
Knight. Also present were Mrs.
Margaret Woods, Mrs. Audie
  Green, Mrs, Olia Lassiter. and
StUdeliti ScholarshTp- Loin- Mrs. Marie Jacobsma, a new
mince. member.
A Political Science major,
Gail participated in the Good storage
University Scholars program.
She is a major officer in her Keep enriched flour, corn-
sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi. meal, oatmeal, 
spices,
macaroni and other dry foods
She is the daughter of Mr. a dry place at roam tem-
perature. Always use the °ici-
est of these foods first when
you buy a new supply. For
example, empty the flour con-
tainer completely before fill-
ing again. Refrigerate whole
wheat and rye flour in tight
container; use within two or
three months.
1.rd$rr l'Inbra
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To Be Married
Miss La Rhea Denise Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Miller of Murray Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
La Rhea Denise, to William Ricky Stewart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Stewart of Murray Route Six.
Miss Miller and Mr. Stewart are both members of the 1975
graduating class of Calloway County High School. The bride-elect
is the granddaughter of Mrs. Nomie Miller of Murray. The groom-
elect is also self employed.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 21, at seven
p.m. at the Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 12
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. James A.
Fisher, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Fred Schultz and Wesleyan
with Dr. Alice Koenecke. 
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Thursday, March 13
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Women will meet
with Glenda Hill at seven p. m.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Town and Country
with Geneva Giles, 1513 Oxford
Drive, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.,
and Dexter with June Pritchett
at 9:30 a. m.
Two hour work shop on
"Making and Decorating
Boutique Egg Shells" will be at
St. John's Senior Citizens
Center at ten a. m.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at
seven p. m. at church followed
by a church wide shower to help
with the newly built church
kitchen.
"The Firebug" will be
presented at the Murray State
University Theatre at eight p.
m. with admission two dollars
or a season ticket.
Murray Group of Laleche
League will meet at the home of
Mrs. James Bruce, 1621
Hamilton, at ten a.m.
Thursday, March 13
Potluck supper and book
study by the Acteens, girls 12-
17, of the First Baptist Church
will be held at six p.m. at the
Swann building. Mrs. Steve Son
will teach the book.
Murray Newcomers Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the United
Campus Ministry building.
Friday, March 14
"Tasting Luncheon" will be
served from eleven a. m. to one
p. m. by the Calloway County
Homemakers Club at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church Educational
Building. Tickets are $1.05 each.
Annual Town and Gown
Dance, sponsored by MSU
Women's Society, will be at nine
p. m. at the WOW Hall.
Mesdames William Seale,
Howard Giles, Wayne Sheeks,
and Leo Blair have tickets at
$9.00 per couple.
Young Families workshop.
taught by Helen M. Stevens,
state specialist at U. K., will be
at 9:30 a. m. at the County
Extension office.
Bazaar by First Christian
Church Women will be from ten
a. m. to one p. m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
"The Firebug" will be
presented at eight p.m at MSU
Theatre.
Jazz Bands Concert, spon-
sored by MSU Music Depart-
ment, will be at Lovett
Auditorium at 7:30 p. m. No
charge.
Spring
Open House Workshop
The Wild Raspberry is featuring a free two-
day "Special" Open House Workshop Mar. 28-
29th.
Bonnie Raspberry, Buyer & Owner of the
Shop will be there to introduce the finest,
newest, and most interesting Crafts straight
from the Chicago Hobby Convention & Trade
Show.
There will be all day Workshops, Make it Tak
It Tables, Demonstrations, and Displays,
showing you the latest products and
techniques, of course all these new products
are on sale, plus a complete line of arts and
craft supplies.
Refreshments are on The Wild Raspberry
and Bonnie and Staff look forward to meeting
you.
Don't forget ttf register far the tuster Carr-
ned Ham to be given away at the close of the
Workshop Sat. No purchase necessary. Need
not be present to win. Plan now to attend.
Hazel Lodge No. 631 F&AM
will meet at the lodge hall at
7:30 p.m.
Household shower for the
family of Mr. and Mrs Edward
Thompson whose home and
contents were destroyed by fire
will be at seven p.m. at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
Saturday, March 15
Fish fry will be from five to
eight p.m. at the Alford Masonic
Building, Aurora, sponsored by
Masons and Eastern Star.
Tickets are $3.00 adults and
$1.50 for children under 12.
"The Firebug" will be
presented at eight p.m. at MSU
Theatre
 ,4•••••••••••ra
Chapter M of PRO will have a
luncheon at 12 noon at the home
of Mrs. A. H. Titsworth with
Mrs. H. L. Oakley as cohostess
Penny Homemakers
Meet, Madrey Home
Mrs. Ernest Madrey,
president of the Penny
Homemakers Club was hostess
for the February meeting of
club held at her home on the
Mayfield Road.
The lesson on "Food and
Home Management" was
presented by Mrs. Johnny
Walker, who also gave the
landscape notes on "Damage
To Your Potted Plants."
Mrs. Rubie Harrell gave a
lesson on Arta 1973-74.
The members voted to par-
ticipate in the Tasting Luncheon
by the Calloway County
Homemakers on March 14 at
the First United Methodist
Church.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Madrey, who won the door
prize. Three visitors were Mrs.
Graham Feltner, Mrs. Winnie
Scarbrough, and Mrs. Cecil
Like.
Hazel Members
Six members of the Hazel
Woman's Club attended the
meeting of the Lone Oak
Woman's Club held Thursday,
March 6, with Mrs. Donald
Dammert of Erlanger,
president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
as the speaker.
Mrs. Dammert spoke on
"Stand Up For America." A tea
followed the meeting.
Attend Meeting
Hazel members attending
were Mesdames Gerald
Gallimore, Tommy Story, Bob
Washer, Jackie Butterworth,
Max Parks, and Harold
Wilkinson.
Pleasant Divider
A screen of spaced western
wood 2x2s makes an unobtru-
sive divider for hallway or
between rooms.
Drake Hall Now With
Louisville Station
Benjamin Drake Hall, Jr., 20
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Drake Hall, Sr., of
Murray, is now' program
director and fulltime announcer
at WLRS, Louisville, 102 FM.
Hall, former announcer for
Murray Radio Station WNBS,
graduated from Murray High
School and attended Murray
State University. He has two
brothers, David and Daniel
Hall, now students at Murray
High School.
Dr. Harry Sparks Speaks
At Department Meet
Dr. Harry Sparks was the
guest speaker at the February
meeting of the Home Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house. He
was introduced by Mrs. 0. C.
Wells.
"The Four Psychologies and
Education" was the theme of
his talk. With his wit and
wisdom, Dr. Sparks kept the
ladies "spell-bound," according
to a club spokesman.
Mrs. Robbie Harrison, vice-
chairman, presided in the
absence of Mrs. Nola Lewis,
chairman, who was ill. Mrs.
Albert Crider read a poem for
the devotion and followed with
prayer. Reports were given by
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Dwight
Crisp, and Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
Announcement was made by
Mrs. Clifton Key of the Gsti'die '
Department Luncheon and
Card Party on March 19 at the
club house. Both bridge and
canasta will be played with
prizes for high and low scores
given.
Members were asked to turn
in bonus coupons and green
stamps to their department
chairmen
Hostesses for the social hour
were Mesdames Vernon
Roberts, E. W. Riley, Joseph
Herman, William Moffett, and
A. C. LaFollette.
Souper Idea
You can make lunch more
nutritious by using a soup
can of milk with each can of
condensed soup rather than
water.
•
14,
Ruth Eversmeyer will give a
demonstration on "Cake
Decorating" with special
emphasis on decorating cup
cakrs at the meeting of the
Murray Newcomers Club on
Thursday, March 13, at 7:30 p.
m. at the United Campus
Ministry building, North 15th
Street. All interested persons
are invited to attend.
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Fresh air i-n your face. Fresh Air Makeup on your face.
Estee Lauder gives you
a fresh fresh outdoor kind of radiance
with her Fresh Air Makeup Base.
Think of the look fresh country air brings to your complexion.
Now you can have it any time with Estee Lauder's
Fresh Air Makeup Base. This rich yet lightweight liquid will
smooth out texture and tiny imperfections in any shade
you choose: Newport Beige, Sunrise Beige, Outdoor Glow,
Palm Beach Tan, Ivory Mist, Sun Rose, Barbados Tan, "
Natural Beige. And Sheer Glow is the perfect pearly finisher.
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DEAR ABBY: Your answer to "Old-Fashioned Mother"
concerning her daughter and boyfriend practicing guitar
in her bedroom gave me mixed feelings. They may not have
been doing anything "wrong," but if allowed, the bedroom
might get to be a convenient place to visit for a bit of
privacy.
I am married now, but when I was in high school, I had a
similar experience. A girl in one of my classes offered to
teach me how to play the violin. She practiced in her
bedroom, so that is where the lessons commenced.
Her mother came in and told us that she was going next
door for a little while. Nothing "bad" happened, but I
confess, I felt very uncomfortable the whole time.
I'm glad that in this case there were no more lessons. I
might add that a year or two later this OH had to get
married.
 OLD-FASH1ONED FATHER
DEAR FATHER: Your young classmate obviously did a
little fiddling enound. But why mistrust the entire next
generation because of one violinist's accidental?
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for eight years and
have two children. I used to have a really nice figure, but
now I have absolutely no bust at all. I have been wearing
padded bras so I'll look halfway decent in clothes.
I have been thinking about getting some silicone
implants, but need to know more about it. How much does
it cost? And how long does it take to fully recover from such
surgery?
You see, my husband is going abroad for six weeks and I
may want to surprise him with a new "me'when-he COMM
back.
Hurry your answer, please.
CONSIDERING IT
DEAR CONSIDERING: The healing time varies with
the patient, and the cost varies with the doctor.
Talk to your own plastic surgeon. I seldom offer
unsolicited advice, but in your case make an exception,
and urge you NOT to surprise your husband with a new
"you." If you're doing it for him, he may prefer the old'
DEAR ABBY: I am truly desperate. Never in my wildest
dreams did I ever think that when I became a mother it
would be the loneliest time of My life. I am so depressed that
I can't even communicate with my husband anymore, and
he is tired of hearing it.
Abby, if I had even an inkling that motherhood was such
a onesided affair, I swear I would not have had a baby.
I love my three-month-old baby very much, and I love my
husband, too, but when does it all come together? It seems
all I do is make formula and wash diapers now, and my
husband and myself caring about each other comes last on
the list.
Why did everything change so drastically? What I
expected to be the happiest time of our lives has turned out
to be a nightmare.
I have lost all my freedom, my husband (emotionally, so
far) and my own identity. In spite of being a wife and
mother now, I am still ME! I can't wait to go back to my job
at the office.
I feel so guilty about the way I feel, but I can't help it.
Please help me, Abby. I love my husband, but I have never
been more miserable, and I don't want to lose what once was
a good marriage. LOST MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Please tell your doctor what you have
told me. You are apparently suffering from "postpartum
depression." It's not uncommon, and your doctor will help
you get over it. Don't despair. Many new mothers have
experienced the feelings you describe, but it need not last
long.
For Information
Regarding
Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Call 753-8856
The Sturre,
Ledger C Time%
WHEN YOU COVER YOUR FOOT WITH THIS
STRIPPLING SANDAL, THERE'S PLENTY OF YOU
LEFT TO SHOW THROUGH. BARE IT
BEAUTIFULLY IN BLACK OR WHITE PATENT.
aoThe
shoe
trbee
soutksido Matter
Williams-Buckalew Vows Solemnized Mrs. Collie Is
Dexter Hostess
The wedding vows of Miss
Juvanna Lynn Williams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robb
R. Williams, and Robert Clif-
ford Buckalew, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Buckalew, Sr.,
all of Mableton, Ga., were
solemnized in a lively winter
ceremony at the Wildwood
Baptist Church, Kennesaw, Ga,
Rev. Lewis Payne officiated
at the double ring -.ceremony
solemnized at the altar centered
with a white wrought iron arch
holding a white wedding bell
and flanked by arrangements of
peppermint carnations with the
seven branched candelabra
holding white tapers on each
side. The ceremony was closed
with a prayer written by the
bride and said in unison by the
couple.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by .Ieff Farmer,
organist, and Sherdon Cook,
soloist. -
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in her
wedding gown of white peau de
soie with appliques of pearls
and flowers. The high neckline
with stand up round collar and
the long sleeves of English
handmade lace with over the
Many styles & colors by...
Connie
Jacqueline
Joyce
Vitality
Town & Country
Red Rots
hand cuffs were features of the
princess styled dress. Her
cathedral length train was
adorned with tatting lace as was
the bottom of the dress.
Her shoulder length veil was
attached to a headpiece of the
same lace and pearls. She
carried a bouquet of pep-
permint carnations placed on a
Bible given to the couple by both
of their parents. Both the bride
and groom wore St.
Christopher's medals, gifts
from each other with each
unaware of their purchase.
Mrs. Donald Clifford
(Michelle) Bowman, sister of
the bride, was her only at-
tendant. She wore a floral floor
length dress designed with old
fashion type sleeves with long
cuffs and v-neckline and yoke.
She carried one peppermint
carnation.
The father of the groom
served as best man. Ushers
were Donald Clifford Bowman
and Stan Brown.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a peach floor length dress
with short jacket and peach
ostrich feathers at the sleeves.
The groom's mother wore a
mint green long dress with
matching coat. They both wore
corsages of white carnations.
Mrs. Irene Garrison of
Murray, maternal grandmother
of the bride, Mrs. Caldwell of
Powder Springs, Ga., and Mrs.
Buckalew of Cummins, Ga.,
grandmothers of the groom. all
wore corsages of white car-
nations.
The bride's paternal grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Williams, and paternal great
grandmother,. Mrs. C. J.
Williams, all of Lynn Grove,
wedding,
edinugnable to attend the
Reception
F'ollowing the ceremony the
reception was held in the social
hall of the church.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a white cloth over blue with
blue streamers with yellow
bows and arrangements of lilies
of the valley. The colors used
were those in tha colors of the
matron of honor's dress. White
candles in silver holders also
adorned the table.
Mrs. Ruth Payne and Miss
Karen Austin served the three
tiered wedding cake topped
with a bride and groom
statuette, punch, coffee, nuts,
and mints. Silver and cut
crystal appointments a ere
used.
After the ceremony the couple
left for a wedding trip at their
Alpine Cottage in the Mountains
with the bride wearing a tan
pant suit and the corsage of
her bridal
lppberridminbtoucqaurentations fromv
Mr. and Mrs; Byckalew. Jr.,. 
_are nm_resifaing._on_. G.9111°n.
Mableton, Ga., where the
groom is employed with a
subsidiary of South Central Bell
Telephone Company and the
bride
vice.
with United Parcel Ser-
Prenuptial Events
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Clifford Buckalew,
Sr., entertained the wedding
party with a rehearsal supper
and party at Shakey's Pizza
Parlor.
Several parties and showers
were given in honor of the
couple.
The home of Mrs. Brooks
Collie was the scene of the
February meeting of the Dexter
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Edna Butler, president,
presiding and -Mrs. June
Pritchett, secretary-treasurer,
giving her reports.
Mrs. Allem Pritchett showed
a button picture she had made
in the craft lesson.
The lesson on "Fabric Tips"
was presented by Mrs. Edna
Butler.
Members will participate in
the Tasting Luncheon on March
14 at the First United Methodist
Church.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Collie. Other members
present were Mrs. Lyda
Overby, Mrs. Luna Ern-
stberger, Mrs. Betty Dumas,
and Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
Three visitors present were
Mrs. Fannie Scott, Mrs. Collie,
and Miss Pam Hudson.
Morton Home Is
Scene Of Meet
Mrs. Michael Morton opened
her home for the February
meeting of the World Wide
Homemakers Club with Beverly
Shelton, president, presiding.
Plans for the Tasting Lun-
cheon on March 14 by the
Calloway Homemakers at the
First United Methodist Church
were discussed. Membera-
discussed the making of Hong
Kong stools. Elizabeth Smith
read the devotion and thought
for the month and Sheila Cain
called the roll.
Marsha Bury gave a lesson on
-Pillows" presenting several
tips on making them and also
demonstrated how to make a
pillow. She had several com-
pleted pillows and many pat-
terns.
"Button Pictures" was
another craft lesson given by
Beverly Shelton who brought a
picture she had completed.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather gave a
short lesson on "Bargello" and
had several pieces of her work
including pillows, pin cushions,
and an eye glass case to show.
She distributed supplies and
helped each member start on a
ripple pattern.
Refreshments were served.
Also present were Irene Tucker
and Cheryl Tucker.
Wod Dey Of Ayer Seivkes Are
Held With Rev. Brockheft, Speaker
A good attendance was
reported for the two World Day
of Prayer services held March 7
In Hale Chapel of First United
Methodist Church, sponsored by
Church Women United.
Members of twenty Calloway
County churches participated,
joinging with women in 169
countries around the world in
the same observance.
The service Of worship and
prayer was planned by church
women of Egypt, stressing the
theme: BE PERFECTLY ONE,
taken from the prayer of Jesus
in John IL
Mrs. Kathryn Glover,
president, welcomed the
assembly and the speaker, Rev.
Robert Brockhoff, Pastor,
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Basing his remarks on the
beginning of the Lord's Prayer,
Rev. Brockhoff spoke on the
theme, "Our Father, who art in
heaven." The audience was
reminded that when Christians
pray "Our Father" they are
also saying they are God's
children as well as brothers and
sisters of one another.
Rev. Brockhoff pointed out
that sometimes Christians act
too much like ordinary' children
and not enough like God's  
children. He also said that there
is sibling rivalry in the family of
God. Referring to the twelve
disciples, he said that they were
different persons who did not
always see and say all things
alike. What made the disciples
one was not found in them-
selves, but in the Lord who
taught them all to pray "Our
Father, who art in heaven."
Mrs. Jane Prince, First
United Methodist, was organist
for the morning service, Mrs.
Kathy Mowery, First
Presbyterian, for the evening.
The morning worship leader
was Mrs. Nell Eaton, First
United Methodist, who was also
World Day of Prayer Chairman.
Mrs. Euple Ward, led in the
evening service. Scripture
passages were-read-by- Wks—
Margaret Taylor, Memorial
Baptist, arid Mrs. Rubena Peal,
Calvary Temple Pentecostal.
 and Mrs_Virginia. Jaiae-s„. North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian, irt the morning
service; by Mrs. Katie
Charlton, Martin's Chapel
United Methodist, Mrs. Della
Gleason, St. John's Baptist, and
Mrs. Diane Moore, Good
Shepherd United Methodist, in
the evening.
Mrs. Nancy Hendon, Mrs.
Barbara Erwin, Miss Beulah
Miller, and Mrs. Ruth Wilson,
all of the host church, acted as
ushers. Mrs. Ruth Wilson also
took care of registration as
Secretary of the local unit of
Church Women United. Other
officers are Mrs. Nell Eaton,
vice-president, also 1975
Chairman of World Day of
Prayer; Mrs. William Porter,
treasurer; Mrs. Lillian Graves,
publicity and yearbook
chairman.
The annual MAY
FELLOWSHIP DAY will be
observed Friday, May 2, with
First Presbyterian as the host
church and Mrs. Charlotte
Dyer, of that church as
Chairman.
Use it up
Stir spicy mincemeat into
hot stewed apples, apple.
sauce, or canned iced
apples when you have an
opened can of mincemeat to
use up.
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens held their
regular monthly potluck at the
Ellis Community Center on
February 20, with 74 people
present.
The theme was Valentine's
Day and George Washington's
birthday. The center piece for
the table was a red pot filled
with handmade pink, white, and
red valentines and pictures of
George Washington decorated
the walls.
The band presented a musical
program of love songs, which
included: "Ain't She Sweet,"
"Oh, You Beautiful Doll," with
Willie Mae Morton and Nola
Chrisrnan acting out the song,
"Hello, My Baby," "Pretty
Baby," "Red Wing," "I Love
My Baby," a novelty song,
"How Much Is That Doggie In
the Window?", with Lillie
Farris imitating a barking dog,
"When Your Hair Has Turned
To Silver," with Mr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Vaughn acting out the
song, "Yes, Sir That's My
Baby," and Elizabeth James
dressed as a "Flapper" during
the song, "Five Foot TWo, Eyes
Of Blue."
Those in the band and not
mentioned above are: Latta
Boyd, Mary Lamb, Meme
Mattingly, Alma Cooper,
Fierene-Erwin, Lothe Bowden,
Opal Emerme, Mecla Jackson,
LiWe Farris, Erma Lovette,
Maggie Paschall, Hazel Locke,
Ruth Ferguson, Edna
McReynolds, Treva Washer,
Hazel Ahart, and Thyra
Crawford. Inactive band
members are: Dollie Haley,
Geneva Belcher, and Muria
Brandon.
Those Senior Citizens serving
on committees were: Mary
Gupton, chairman, Flossie
Snow, Rose Burgoyne, Roger
Burgoyne, Shirley Werts,
Howard Werts, Ethel. Walker,
and Maudie Vaughn.
Decorating committee were:
Elizabeth James, chairman,
Lillie Farris, Nola Chrisman,
and Mildred Barnett
Guests. present were: Mr. arid
Mrs. Theodore Schleuter, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Wheeler,
Loyola Wyatt, Nellie Bell, Ruby
White, Delle Frazier, Barbara
Tucker, Milord Roberson,
Fannie Lou Rushing, Made
Perry, and Kathy Hart.
Others present and not
mentioned above were: Mr. and
Mrs. Ocus Carraway, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Gertzen, Mr. and Mrs. William
Marose, C. E. Erwin, Lola Hale,
Charlie Marr, Arnbie Willough-
by, Wallace Dowdy, Laure
Mayfield, Vernon Turner, Seth
Cooper, Amy Wilson, Lela Culp,
Lillie Miller, Lyda Dunisch,
Rubye Barnes, Lucy Tutt,
Obera Stagner, Gussie Adams,
Novie Hale, Juanita Lax, Ruth
Ferguson, Bessie Dunn, Effie
Edwards, Daisey Wickoff,
Juanita Roberson, Pam Pryor
and BW Mayberry, student
workers, Patty Harris, bus
driver, Verona Grogan, director
and Alan Blaustein, executive
director.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn act out the song, 'When Your
Hair Has Turned To Saver," at the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens luncheon program. The heart in the
background was made by Mrs..atrgi hn.
Willie Mae Morton and Nola
Chrisman act out the song, "Oh,
You Beautiful Doll," at the
luncheon program held by the
Murray•Calloway County
Senior Citizens.
Fruited slaw
Everyone will enjoy the
crunchy, fruity appeal of this
cabbage slaw. Mix finely
shredded cabbage, canned
pineapple chunks, mayon-
naise, and salt and pepper to
taste. Gently toss in banana
slices, drizzled lightly with
pineapple juice. Chill. Garnish
generously with coarsely
broken toasted California wal.
nuts just before serving
Children... It seems they are only children
for a moment. Then the morning comes and
all that's left is a memory of their childish
ways from yesterday.
Perhaps one of the most distinguishing
marks of a fine photographer is his way with
children. He must know how to bring out the
best in them. Their pert freedom of youth and
the hidden understanding that lies behind
their smiles.
A child's portrait must have the delicate
freshness-just the right touch-that will always
remind you of their most precious moments.
A portrait by Wilson Woolley will capture
those moments forever.
t. _ CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
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Making plans for the annual Belles and Beaus Tournament,
the two day couple scramblette event on May 17 and 18 at
the Oaks Country Club are the chairmen, left to right. Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Branch, Mr. and Mrs. Stan Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim lamb, and Mr. and Mrs, Mike Morgan. Entry blanks may
be picked up from the chairmen or at the Oaks Pro Shop.
Miss Gail Russell Named At
University Of Mississippi
Miss Gail Russell of Murray
is one of thirty-four women at
the University of Micsissippi to
be selected for membership in
Mortar Board.
The national society is the
highest honor that a woman at
Ole Miss can attain. Miss
Russell will be formally tapped
before the student body and
faculty at the Omicron Delta
Kappa- Mortar Board Speakers
Forum on the Ole Miss campus
Mardi 18.
Members of Mortar Board
are chosen on the basis of
scholarship and leadership.
Miss Russell has recently
been selected by the Assistant
Dean of Women and the officers
of the Panhellenic Council as
Co-Editor of the 1975 Sorority
Rushbook. Gail is a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi Alpha
Theta and the Student
Education Association. In
addition, she has been ap-
pointed to the Chancellor's
University Committee, the
Committee for Public In-
formation Distribution, the
Teacher Evaluation Committee
and the Associated Women
Household Shower
For Family Friday
A household shower for the
family of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Thompson will be held Friday,
March 14, at seven p. m. at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
'The Thompson family's home
and contents at Alzno
were destroyed by fire last
Friday morning. The public is
invited to attend.
Students Scholarship Com-
mittee.
A Political Science major,
Gail participated in the
University Scholars program.
She is a Major officer in her
sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Russell, 1112 Elm
Street, Murray, and is a 1972
graduate of Murray High
School.
La Leche League
Plans Programs
The Murray Group of La
Leche League will be discussing
the topic, "The Baby Arrives;
the Family and the Breastfed
Baby," at the meeting at the
home of Mrs. James Bruce, 1621
Hamilton, on Thursday, March
13, at ten a. in.
Any woman interested in good
mothering through breast-
feeding is encouraged to come.
Nursing babies are also invited
to come with their mothers.
The evening group to meet in
the home of Mrs. Dewey Yates,
908 North 16th Street, on
Monday, March 21, at eight p.
m. will be discussing the above
topic.
For further information
concerning LLL call Mrs. R. W.
Foster 753-5963 who is also
available for telephone coun-
seling to the nursing couple on a
24 hour basis.
PERSONALS 
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hal Adage; of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah,
Mrs. Esther Sigmon
Hostess For Ruth
Wilson Circle Moot
Dirty
Carpet?
Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
Shag Specialists and Commercial Grade in Home
or Business
Kirby Carpet
500 Maple 753-0359
The home of Mrs. Esther
Sigmon was the scene of the
February meeting of the Ruth
Wilson Circle of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church which was opened with
the women reading the -Pur-
pose of the UMW."
"Toward An Honest Com-
mitment" was the subject of the
program given by Mrs. Esther
Sigmon with Bible readings
given by Mrs. Reba Miller and
Mrs. Lois Marsh. Prayer was
led by Rev. Philip McClure,
Mrs. Mildred Smith,
president, presided, and ap-
pointed Mrs. Lois Marsh, Mrs.
Ruth Wilson, and Mrs. Bertha
Young to make plans for
projects that the group can do to
help people in the community to
submit at the next meeting.
Mrs. Katherine Wilson was in
charge of refreshments. Mrs.
Hazel Patterson baked a special
birthday cake for Mrs. Alice
Knight. Also present were Mrs.
Margaret Woods, Mrs. Audie
Green, Mrs. Olia Lassiter, and
Mrs. Marie Jacobsma, a new
member.
Good storage
Keep enriched flour, corn-
meal, oatmeal, spices,
macaroni and other dry foods
in a dry place at room tem-
perature Always use the old-
est of these f cods first when
you buy a new supply. For
example, empty the flour con-
tainer completely before fill-
ing again. Refrigerate whole
wheat and rye flour in tight
container; use within two or
three months.
cps‘ Vlurra,
I i• Time* ce&te
To Be Married
Miss La Rhea Denise Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Miller of Murray Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
La Rhea Denise, to William Ricky Stewart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Stewart of Murray Route Six.
Miss Miller and Mr. Stewart are both members of the 1975
graduating class of Calloway County High School. The bride-elect
Is the granddaughter of Mrs. Nornie Miller of Murray. The groom-
elect is also self employed.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 21, at seven
p.m. at the Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
COMMUNI1
CALENDAR 
Wednesday, March 12
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. James A.
Fisher, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Fred Schultz, and Wesleyan
with Dr. Alice Koenecke.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Thursday, March 13
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Women will meet
with Glenda Hill at seven p. m.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows. Town and Country
with Geneva Giles, 1513 Oxford
Drive, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.,
and Dexter with June Pritchett
at 9:30 a. in.
Two hour work shop on
"Making and Decorating
Boutique Egg Shells" will be at
St. John's Senior Citizens
Center at ten a. m.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at
seven p. m. at church followed
by a church wide shower to help
with the newly built church
kitchen.
"The Firebug" will be
presented at the Murray State
University Theatre at eight p.
m. with admission two dollars
or a season ticket.
Murray Group of Laloche
League will meet at the home of
Mrs. James Bruce, 1621
Hamilton, at ten a.m.
Thursday, March 13
Potluck supper and book
study by the Acteens, girls 12-
17, of the First Baptist Church
will be held at six p.m. at the
Swann building. Mrs. Steve Son
will teach the book.
Murray Newcomers Club will
meet at 730 p.m. in the United
Campus Ministry building.
Friday, March 14
"Tasting Luncheon" will be
served from eleven a. in, to one
p. in. by the Calloway County
Homemakers Club at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church Educational
Building. Tickets are $1.05 each.
Annual Town and Gown
Dance, sponsored by MSU
Women's Society, will be at nine
p. m. at the WOW Hall.
Mesdames William Seale,
Howard Giles, Wayne Sheeics,
and Leo Blair have tickets at
$9.00 per couple.
Young Families workshop,
taught by Helen M. Stevens,
state specialist at U. K., will be
at 9:30 a. m. at the County
Extension office.
Bazaar by First Christian
Church Women will be from ten
a. m. to one p. m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Spring
Open House Workshop
The Wild Raspberry is featuring a free two-
day "Special" Open House Workshop Mar, 28-
29th.
Bonnie Raspberry, Buyer & Owner of the
Shop will be there to introduce the finest,
newest, and most interesting Crafts straight
from the Chicago Hobby Convention & Trade
Show.
There will be all day Woritshops, Make it Tak
It Tables, Demonstrations, and Displays,
showing you the latest products and
techniques, of course all these new products
are on sale, plus a complete line of arts and
craft supplies.
Refreshments are on The Wild Raspberry
and Bonnie and Staff look forward to meeting
you.
Tafget-Th registif fofiretasfer
ned Ham to be given away at the close of the
Workshop Sat. No purchase necessary. Need
not be present to win. Plan now to attend.
"The Firebug" will be
presented at eight p.m. at MSU
Theatre,
Jazz Bands Concert, spon-
sored by MSU Music Depart-
ment, will be at Lovett
Auditorium at 7:30 p. m. No
charge.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F&AM
will meet at the lodge hall at
7:30 p.m.
Household shower for the
family of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Thompson whose home and
contents were destroyed by fire
will be at seven p.m. at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
loan.
Saturday, March 15
Fish fry will be from five to
eight p.m. at the Alford Masonic
Building, Aurora, sponsored by
Masons and Eastern Star.
Tickets are $3.00 adults and
$1.50 for children under 12.
"The Firebug" will be
presented at eight p. m at MSU
Theatre.
- -
Chapter M of PEO will have a
luncheon at 12 noon at the home
of Mrs. A. H. Titsworth with
Mrs. H. I,. Oakley as rohostess.
Panty Hornomokers
Meet, Madrey Home
Mrs. Ernest Madrey,
president of the Penny
Homemakers Club was hostess
for the February meeting of
club held at her home on the
Mayfield Road.
The lesson on "Food and
Home Management" was
presented by Mrs. Johnny
Walker, who also gave the
landscape notes on "Damage
To Your Potted Plants"
Mrs. Ruble Harrell gave a
lesson on Arts 1973-74.
The members voted to par-
ticipate in the Tasting Luncheon
by the Calloway County
Hometrudters on March 14 at
the First United Methodist
Church.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Madrey, who won the door
prize. Three visitors were Mrs.
Graham Feltner, Mrs. Winnie
Scarbrough, and Mrs. Cecil
Like.
Hazel Members Attend Meeting
Six members of the Hazel
Woman's Club attended the
meeting of the Lone Oak
Woman's Club held Thursday,
March 6, with Mrs. Donald
Dammert of Erlanger,
president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
as the speaker.
Mrs. Dammert spoke on
"Stand Up For America." A tea
followed the meeting.
Hazel members attending
were Mesdames Gerald
Gallimore, Tommy Story, Bob
Washer, Jackie Butterworth,
Max Parks, and Harold
Pleasant Divider
A screen of spaced western
wood 2x2s makes an unobtru-
sive divider for hallway or
between rooms
CH300011;16 Alan James
Arkin Caan '
Ends Tonite Freebie and 11
Drake Hall Now Withiiiiff:
Louisville Station
Benjamin Drake Hall, Jr., 20
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Drake Hall, Sr., of
Murray, is now program
director anti fulltime announcer
at WLRS, Louisville, 102 FM.
Hall, former announcer for
Murray Radio Station WNBS,
graduated from Murray High
School and attended Murray
State University. He has two
brothers, David and Daniel
Hall, now students at Murray
High School.
Dr. Harry Sparks Speaks
At Department Meet
Dr. Harry Sparks was the
guest speaker at the February
meeting of the Home Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house. He
was introduced by Mrs. 0. C.
Wells.'
"The Four Psychologies and
Education" was the theme of
his talk. With his wit and
wisdom, Dr. Sparks kept the
ladies "spell-bound," according
to a club spokesman.
Mrs. Robbie Harrison, vice-
chairman, presided in the
absence of Mrs Nola Lewis,
chairman, who was ill. Mrs.
Albert Crider read a poem for
the devotion and followed with
prayer. Reports were given by
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Dwight
Crisp, and Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
Announcement was made by
Mrs. Clifton Key of the Garden
Department Luncheon and
Card Party on March 19 at the
club house. Both bridge and
canasta will be played with
prizes for high and low scores
given.
Members were asked to turn
in bonus coupons and green
stamps to their department
• STARTS TOMORROW*
Bert Repoli: Strikes Again!
"It's my kind of film.
Booze, broads, car chases,
corruption and revenge —all
the things that make life
worthwhile!"
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chairmen.
Hostesses for the social hour • STARTS TOMORROW •
were Mesdames Vernon
Roberts, E. W. Riley, Joseph
Herman, William Moffett, and
A. C. LaFollette.
Souper Idea
You can make lunch more
nutritious by using a soup
can of milk with each can of
condensed soup rather than
water.
Rath Eversmeyer will give a
demonstration on "Cake
Decorating" with special
emphasis on decorating cup
cakes at the meeting of the
Murray Newcomers Club on
Thursday, March 13, at 7:30 p.
m, at the United Campus
Ministry building, North 15th
Street. All interested persons
are invited to attend.
Lough until it hurts.
O'CONNOR IBORGNINE
LAW AND DISORDER abtit
7:20,9:10+ 2:30Sat.,Sun,
6:30, 9:30 + 2:30 Sun . .:•:•::
CENTRAL CENTER • Now Hwy Apr. 3
Nominated for
Academy Awards
Inc. Best Picture
P&G
INFERNO
 ii
.NO PASSES. Reserve Perf. "'Ickes •
Suggested Only For Fri.-Sat.-Sun. 6:30 Features
Plenty of Seats for all other Performances
Buy Res. Pert. lids. at Cine 6 to 10 Nitely
Fresh air in your face. Fresh Air Makeup on your face.
Estee Lauder gives you
a fresh fresh outdoor kind of radiance
with her Fresh  Air Makeup Base.
Think of the look fresh country air brings to your complexion.
Now you can have it any time with Estee Lauder's
Fresh Air Makeup Base. This rich yet lightweight liquid will
smooth out texture and tiny imperfections in any shade
you choose: Newport Beige, Sunrise Beige, Outdoor Glow,
Palm Beach Tan, Ivory Mist, Sun Rose, Barbados Tan,
Natural Beige. And Sheer Glow is. the perfect pearly finisher.
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By Abigail Van Buren
He's against fiddling
around in the bedroom
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to "Old-Fashioned Mother"
concerning her daughter and boyfriend practicing guitar
in her bedroom gave me mixed feelings. They may not have
been doing anything "wrong," but if allowed, the bedroom
might get to be a convenient place to visit for a bit of
privacy.
I am married now, but when I was in high school, I had a
similar experience. A girl in one of my classes offered to
teach me how to play the violin. She practiced in her
bedroom, so that is where the lessons commenced.
Her mother came in and told us that she was going next
door for a little while. Nothing "bad" happened, but I
confess, I felt very uncomfortable the whole time.
I'm glad that in this case there were no more lessons. I
might add that a year or two later this ,girl had to get
married.
OLD-FASHIONED FATHER
DEAR FATHER: Your young classmate obviously did a
little fiddling around. But why mistrust the entire next
generation because of one violinist's accidental?
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for eight years and
have two children. I used to have a really nice figure, but
now I have absolutely no bust at all. I have been wearing
padded bras so I'll look halfway decent in clothes.
I have been thinking about getting some silicone
implants, but need to know more about it. How much does
it cost? And how long does it take to fully recover from such
surgery?
You see, my husband is going abroad for six weeks and I
may want to surprise him with a new "me" when he comes
Hurry your answer, please.
CONSIDERING IT
DEAR CONSIDERING: The healing time varies with
the patient, and the cost varies with the doctor.
Talk to your own plastic surgeon. I seldom offer
unsolicited advice, but in your case I'll make an exception,
and urge you NOT to surprise your husband with a new
"you." If you're doing it for him, he may prefer the old
DEAR ABBY: I am truly desperate. Never in my wildest
dreams did I ever think that when I became a mother it
would be the loneliest time of my life. I am so depressed that
I can't even communicate with my husband anymore. and
he is tired of hearing it.
Abby, if I had even an inkling that motherhood was such
a onesided affair, I swear I would not have had a baby.
I love my three-month-old baby very much, and I love my
husband, too, but when does it all come together? It seems
all I do is make formula and wash diapers now, and my
husband and myself caring about each other comes last on
the list.
Why did everything change so drastically? What I
expected to be the happiest time of our lives has turned out
to be a nightmare.
I have lost all my freedom, my husband (emotionally, so
fart and my own identity. In spite of being a wife and
mother now, I am still ME! I can't wait to go back to my job
at the office.
I feel so guilty about the way I feel, but I can't help it.
Please help me, Abby. I love my husband, but I have never
been more miserable, and I don't want to lose what once was
a good marriage. LOST MOTHER
DEAR MCYTHER: Please tell your doctor what you have
told me. You are apparently suffering from "postpartum
depression." It's not uncommon, and your doctor will help
you get over it. Don't despair. Many new mothers have
experienced the feelings you describe, but it need not last
long.
For Information
Regarding
Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Call 753-8856
The Murray
Ledger S. Times
WHEN YOU COVER YOUR FOOT WITH THIS
STRIPPLING SANDAL, THERE'S PLENTY OF YOU
LEFT TO SHOW THROUGH. BARE IT
BEAUTIFULLY IN BLACK OR WHITE PATENT.
r‘n,siy" by Joyce
shoe
-tree
Southsirle Manor 753-8339
Williams-Buckalew Vows Solemnized
Mr. and Mrs.
The wedding vows of Miss
Juvanna Lynn Williams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robb
R. Williams, and Robert Clif-
ford Buckalew, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Buckalew, Sr.,
all of Mableton, Ga., were
solemnized in a lively winter
ceremony at the Wildwood
Baptist Church, Kennesaw, Ga.
Rev. Lewis Payee, officiated
at the double ring.-ceremony
solemnized at the altar centered
with a white wrought iron arch
holding a white wedding bell
and flanked by arrangements of
peppermint carnations with the
seven branched candelabra
holding white tapers on each
side. The ceremony was closed
with a prayer written by the
bride and said in unison by the
couple.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Jeff Farmer,
organist, and Sherdon Cook,
soloist.
Brides Dress
The bride, given in marriage•
by her father, was lovely in her
wedding gown of white peau de
soie with appliques of pearls
and flowers. The high neckline
with stand up round collar and
the long sleeves of English
handmade lace with over the
EASTER'S ON
THE WAY
Many styles & colors by...
Connie
Jacqueline
Joyce
Vitality
Town It Country
Red Hots
Robert Clifford Buckalew, Jr.
hand cuffs were features of the
princess styled dress. Her
cathedral length train was
adorned with tatting lace as was
the bottom of the dress.
Her shoulder length veil was
attached to a headpiece of the
same lace and pearls. She
carried a bouquet of pep-
permint carnations placed on 'a
Bible given to the couple by both
of their parents. Both the bride
and groom wore St.
Christopher's medals, gifts wad Day of Ai'swims Are
from each other with each IT
unaware of their purchase.
Mrs. Donald Clifford
(Michelle) Bowman, sister of R6V. Brockfieff SpeakerHew w
the bride, was her only at-
tendant. She wore a floral floor
length dress designed with old
fashion type sleeves with long
cuffs and v-neckline and yoke.
She carried one peppermint
carnation.
The father Jtf the groom,
served aS best man. Ushers
were Donald Clifford Bowman_
and Stan Brown.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a peach floor length dress
with short jacket and peach
ostrich feathers at the sleeves.
The groom's mother wore a
mint green long dress wil!ti
matching coat. They both wore
corsages of white carnations.
Mrs. Irene Garrison of
Murray, maternal grandmother
of the bride, Mrs. Caldwell of
Powder Springs, Ga., and Mrs.
Buckalew of Cummins, Ga.,
grandmothers of the groom, all
nwaotrteonscorsages of white car-
The bride's paternal grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Williams, and paternal great
grandmother, Mrs. C. J.
Williams, all of Lynn Grove,
were unable to attend thedding 
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the social
hall of the church.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a white cloth over blue with
blue streamers with yellow
bows and arrangements of lilies
of the valley. The colors used
were those in the colors of the
matron of honor's dress. White
candles in silver holders also
adorned the table.
Mrs. Ruth Payne and Miss
Karen Austin served the three
tiered wedding cake topped
with a bride and groom
statuette, punch, coffee, nuts,
and mints. Silver and cut
crystal appointments u ere
used.
After the ceremony the couple
left for a wedding trip at their
Alpine Cottage in the Mountains
with the fride wearing a tan
pant suit and the corsage of
peppermint carnations from
her bridal bouquet. • .
Mr. and Mts. Buckalew. Jr.,
are now - e,iiting 'en Gordon'
Road, Mableton, Ga., where the
groom is employed. • with .a
Subsidiary of South Central Bell
Telephone Company anti the
Mrs. Collie /s
Dexter Hostess
The home of Mrs. Brooks
Collie was the scene of the
February meeting of the Dexter
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Edna Butler, president,
presiding and Mrs. June
Pritchett, secretary-treasurer,
giving her reports.
Mrs. Allem Pritchett showed
a button picture she had made
in the craft lesson.
The lesson on "Fabric Tips"
was presented by Mrs. Edna
Butler.
Members will participate in
the Tasting Luncheon on March
14 at the First United Methodist
Church.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Collie. Other members
present were Mrs. Lyda
Overby, Mrs. Luna Ern-
stberger, Mrs. Betty Dumas,
and Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
Three visitors present were
Mrs. Fannie Scott, Mrs. Collie,
and Miss Pam Hudson.
bride with United Parcel Ser-
vice.
Prenuptial Events
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Clifford Buckalew,
Sr., entertained ,the wedding
party with a rehearsal supper
and party at Shakey's Pizza
Parlor.
Several parties and showers
were given in honor of the
couple.
Morton Home Is
Scene Of Meet
Mrs. Michael Morton opened
her home for the February
meeting of the World Wide
Homemakers Club with Beverly
Shelton, president, presiding.
Plans for the Tasting Lun-
cheon on March 14 by the
Calloway Homemakers at the
First United Methodist Church
were discussed. Members
discussed the making of Hong
Kong stools. Elizabeth Smith
read the devotion and thought
for the month and Sheila Cain
called the roll.
Marsha Bucy gave a lesson on
"Pillows" presenting several
tips on making them and also
demonstrated how to make a
pillow. She had seteral com-
pleted pillows and many pat-
terns.
-Button Pictures" was
another craft lesson given by
Beverly Shelton who brought a
picture she had completed.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather gave a
short lesson on -Bargello" and
had several pieces of her work
including pillows, pin cushions,
and an eye glass case to show.
She distributed supplies and
helped each member start on a
ripple pattern.
Refreshments were served.
Also present were Irene Ttacker
and Cheryl Tucker.
A good attendance was
reported for the two World Day
of Prayer services held March 7
in Hale Chapel of First United
Methodist Church, sponsored by
Church Women United.
Members of twenty Calloway
County churches participated,
joinging with women in 169
countries around the world in
the same observance.
The service of worship and
prayer was planned by church
women of Egypt, stressing the
theme: BE PERFECTLY ONE,
taken from the prayer of Jesus
in John 17.
Mrs. Kathryn Glover,
president, welcomed the
assembly and the speaker, Rev.
Robert Brockhoff, Pastor,
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Basing his remarks on the
beginning of the Lord's Prayer,
Rev. Brockhoff spoke on the
theme, "Our Father, who art in
heaven." The audience was
reminded that when Christians
pray "Our Father" they are
also saying they are God's
children as well as brothers and
sisters of one another.
Rev. Brockhoff pointed out
that sometimes Christians act
too much like ordinary children
and not enough like God's
children. He also said that there
is sibling rivalry in the family of
God. Referring to the twelve
disciples, he said that they were
different persons who did not
always see and say all things
alike. What made the disciples
one was not found in them-
selves, but in the Lord who
taught them all to pray "Our
Father, who art in heaven."
Mrs. Jane Prince, First
United Methodist, was organist
for the morning service, Mrs.
Kathy Mowery, First
Presbyterian, for the evening.
The morning worship leader
was Mrs. Nell Eaton, First
United Methodist, who was also
World Day of Prayer Chairman.
Mrs. Euple Ward, led in the
evening service. Scripture
Passages were read by Mrs.
Margaret Taylor, Memorial
Baptist, and Mrs. Rubena Peel,
Calvary Temple Pentecostal.
and Mrs.-Virginia- Jones, -North
Pleasant Grove Cumberrand
Presbyterian, in the morning
service; by Mrs Katie
Charlton, Martin's Chapel
United Methodist, Mrs, Della
Gleason, St. John's Baptist, and
Mrs. Diane Moore, Good
Shepherd United Methodist, In
the evening.
Mrs. Nancy Hendon, Mrs.
Barbara Erwin, Miss Beulah
Miller, and Mrs. Ruth Wilson,
all of the host church, acted as _
ushers. Mrs. Ruth Wilson also
took care of registration as
Secretary of the local unit of
Church Women United. Other
officers are Mrs. Nell Eaton,
vice-president, also 1975
Chairman of World Day of
Prayer; Mrs. William Porter,
treasurer; Mrs. Lillian Graves,
publicity and yearbook
chairman.
The annual MAY
FELLOWSHIP DAY will be
observed Friday, May 2, with
First Presbyterian as the host
church and Mrs. Charlotte
Dyer, of that church as
Chairman.
Use it up
Stir spicy mincemeat vim
hot stewed apples, apple-
sauce, or canned iced
apples when you have an
opened can of mincemeat to
USC up.
The Murray-Calloway) County
Senior Citizens held their
regular monthly' potluck at the
Ellis Community Center on
February 20, with 74 people
present.
The theme was Valentine's
Day and George Washington's
birthday. The center piece for
the table was a red pot filled
with handmade pink, white, and
red valentines and pictures of
George Washington decorated
the walls.
The band presented a musical
program of love songs, which
included: "Ain't She Sweet,"
"Oh, You Beautiful Doll," with
Willie Mae Morton and Nola
Clvisman acting out the song,
"Hello, My Baby," "Pretty
Baby," "Red Wing," "I Love
My Baby," a novelty song,
"How Much Is That Doggie In
the Window?", with Lillie
Farris imitating a barking dog,
"When Your Hair Has Turned
To Silver," with Mr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Vaughn acting out the
song, "Yes, Sir That's My
Baby," and Elizabeth James
dressed as a "Flapper" during
the song, "Five Foot Two, Eyes
Of Blue."
Those in the band and not
mentioned above are: Latta
Boyd, Mary Lamb, Meme
Mattingly, Alma Cooper,
Florene Erwin, Lottie Bowden,
Opal •Emerine, Meda Jackson,
Lillie Farris, Erma I.ovette,
Maggie Paschall, Hazel Locke,
Ruth Ferguson, Edna
McReynolds, 'Freya Washer,
Hazel Ahart, and Thyra
Crawford, Inactive band
members are: Dottie Haley,
Geneva Belcher. and Muria
Brandon.
Those Senior Citizens serving
on committees were: Mary
Gupton, chairman, Flossie
Snow, Rose Burgoyne, Roger
Burgoyne, Shirley Werts,
Howard Werts, Ethel Walker,
and Maudie Vaughn.
Decorating committee were:
Elizabeth James, chairman,
Lithe Farris, Nola Chrisman,
and Mildred Barnett.
Guests present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Schleuter, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Wheeler,
Loyola Wyatt, Nellie Bell, Ruby
White, Delle Frazier, Barbara
Tucker, Milord Roberson,
Fannie Lou Rushing, Mada
Perry, and Kathy Hart.
Others present and not
mentioned above were: Mr. and
Mrs. Ocus Carraway, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Gertzen, Mr. and Mrs. William
Marose, C. E. Erwin, Lola Hale,
Charlie Marr, Ambie Willough-
by, Wallace Dowdy, Laure
Mayfield, Vernon Turner, Seth
Cooper, Amy Wilson, Lela Culp,
Lillie Miller, Lyda Dunisch,
Rubye Barnes, Lucy Tutt,
Obera Stegner, Gussie Adams,
Novie Hale, Juanita Lax, Ruth
Ferguson, Bessie Dunn, Effie
Edwards, Daisey Wickoft,
Juanita Roberson, Pam Pryor
and Bill Mayberry, student
workers, Patty Harris, bus
driver, Verona Grogan, director
and Alan Blaustein, executive
director.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn act out the song, "When Your
Hair Has Turned To Silver," at the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens luncheon program. The heart in the
background was made by Mrs Vaugthn. 
TOWERING
GIFT OFFER!
SE4.50 VALUE
FREE vviM Purchasp
Willie Mae Morton and Nola
Chrisman act out the song, "Oh,
You Beautiful Doll," at the
luncheon program held by the . ..
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens.
Fruited slow
Everyone will enjoy the
crunchy, fruity appeal of this
cabbage slaw. Mix finely
shredded cabbage, canned
pineapple chunks, mayon-
naise, and salt and pepper to
taste. Gently toss in banana
slices, drizzled lightly with
pineapple juke. Chill. Garnish
generously with coarsely
broken toasted California wal-
nuts Just before serving.
Children...It seems they are only children
for a moment. Then the morning cornea and
all that's left is a memory of their childish
ways from yesterday
Perhaps one of the most distinguishing
marks of a fine photographer is his way with
children. He must know how to bring out the
best in them: Their pert freedom of youth and
the hidden understanding that lies behind
their smiles.
A child's portrait must have the delicate
freshness-just the right touch-that will always
remind you of their most precious moments.
A portrait by Wilson Woolley will capture
those moments forever,
CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
By
Wilson Woolley
- —753-7360
• Murray, Kentucky
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Doris Lee Key
With the passing of Doris Lee
Key whose untimely death oc-
curred suddenly on Sunday,
another of those persons who
works in the background of our
community has been lost.
Mrs. Key had the position of
Library-Technician with the
Purchase District Library with
offices in the Calloway County
Public Library. She had worked
closely with the district libraries,
especially giving of her time and
talent for Calloway. She had
helped with Story Hours and other
phases of the library work at the
various libraries in the Purchase.
In addition to her work at the
library Mrs. Key had been a
homemaker, wife and mother for
her husband, James Harris Key,
and her three sons, Clifton, Jef-
frey, and James.
Her loss to the community will
be felt by so many.
Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President
__United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: A FRIEND IN COURT
In recent years, much has been heard
about public interest law. A variety of
legal groups have emerged that purport to
be interested in civil rights, the rights of
the poor, and the protection of the en-
vironment. In many cases, however, these
groups engage in a kind of special pleading
that is not in the total public interest.
It is cheering to note, therefore, the
activities of a vigorous public interest law
group—the Pacific Legal Foundation—
which has determined that the interests of
all taxpaying citizens, businessmen and
property owners be represented in court.
The California Farmer Magazine has
described the Pacific Legal Foundation as
"a bunch of brilliant lawyers who decided
to defend the tenets of free enterprise." In
other words, this is one public interest law
group which isn't the agency of the liberal
to radical legal population. It is helping
preserve the rights of the general
populace.
For example, the Foundation in its latest
report, notes that it is has begun
"monitoring government activities and
litigation in the areas of just cotn-
pensation, coastal zone legislation,
regional planning, down zoning, open
space and wilderness." Also under careful
scr.itiay are instances where government
''may be improperly interfering with the
reasonable ownership and use of private
property."
A basic issue of concern to the Foun-
dation staff is how far government can
properly regulate land use without the
payment of compensation. It has raised
this question. "Should property owners
along the coast who are prevented from
developing their property in order that the
motoring public may enjoy an unob-
structed view of the California surf be
compensated for the loss of the use of their
HARRIGAN
property?"
The Pacific Legal Foundation I 455
Capitol Mall, Sacramento, Calif. 95814)
also has been active in the area of welfare
law. It has aided various states' efforts to
streamline welfare systems. It has also
pointed out that improper distribution of
welfare funds could be particularly harm-
ful to an unstable economy.
In this connection, the Foundation has
conducted a training program in fraud
investigation methods. As a result of this
program, it was learned that one welfare
recipient in Chicago had used 80 aliases,
obtained aid in 13 states, and received over
$350,000 in 14 different Illinois welfare
cases.
It is amazing and refreshing to find a
public interest law group that is supportive
of free enterprise and that is willing to
tackle the powerful bureaucratic agencies.
As the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner has
said, the Foundation, "Whether protecting
property rights, pocketbooks or the
principles of the free enterprise system, is
an invaluable 'friend in court' for many
victims of ill-conceived legal
requirements."
The Pacific Legal Foundation is a small
organization with a legal staff of 18. It is
based III California, but need exists for this
type of organization to operate on a
national basis with a substantially ex-
panded staff. There are many issues in tti.
public interest law area which must be
explored if Americans are to continue to
enjoy use of private property and
protection against overly-restrictive
government. The Pacific Legal Foun-
dation and similar groups can play an
increasingly important role in protecting
rights guaranteed by the U. S. Con-
stitution,
Businessmen Optimistic
On Finance Picture
By NIEL HEARD
Marking a sudden turn around, for the
first time in 18 months the nation's in-
dependent business people are more op-
timistic about obtaining financing.
This is shown in the current quarterly
economic report released to the National
Federation of Independent Business by
Joseph H. Fee, president of Faculty
Associates, Inc., an independent research
firm retained by NFIB.
During January, working with a selected
sample, a team headed by Dr. Richard
Bailey of the University of California at
Berkeley and Dr. William Dunkelberg of
Stanford found 3.6 per cent of the
respondents anticipate that it will be
easier in the next three months to obtain
needed financing.
While perhaps this percentage of 3.6
appears small, it shows an almost 400 per
cent increase in optimism on this score
that prevailed all last year when only one
per cent anticipated easier access to
capital with the exception of January, 1974
when three per cent thought they might get
money more readily.
It is difficult to determine which
vocations are the most optimistic over
increased prospects for easier financing.
In the construction industry 6.1 per cent
now expect easier financing as compared
to one per cent who felt that way last
October. But on the other hand, last Oc-
tober less than one-half of one per cent of
the wholesalers looked for easier credit
compared to the five per cent who now feel
there will be an easing of credit sources.
The only industry which does not reflect
enthusiasm over the prospects for easier
money islhe independent financial sector.
In October six . per cent in this industry
expected greater availability of. money is
compared to the 6.6 per cent who now hold
Us feeling.
The surveys by Faculty Associates do
not probe into the reasons for this sudden
Increase in confidence that there will be
more financing funds available. It is
surmised that with the new Congress
displaying stronger populist trends, plus
pressures by some in the Congress on the
Federal Reserve Bank to increase the
money supply, the independent business
sector feels that something will happen.
But on the reverse aide of the coin, when
asked what is the single most important
problem facing their businesses today, 36.5
per cent of the respondents name inflation,
which is only a slight drop from 40 per cent
who named inflation the number one
problem in October.
Funny
Funny World
Inside alarm systems and cameras
apparently are not enough to deter bank
robbers and holdups seem to be in-
creasing. So Chemical Bank which has a
hundred and sixty offices in the city and
the suburbs is installing lighted signs on its
buildings that flash the words "ROBBERY
IN PROGRESS". The alarm can be
tripped by employees in secret locations in
the bank. The purpose is to signal
policemen who may be in the vicinity or
passersby who will hopefully summon the
police. At the very least the bank hopes
that it will encourage obtaining descrip-
tions of the fleeing robbers. New York
Times)
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Clothe Your Dog
By MIKE BRANDON
Would you want your best friend running
around without any clothes on?
Unless you live in a nudist colony, the
answer is probably no.
So if it's true that man's best friend is a
dog, then it's time to start the Society for
the Prevention of Indecency to Naked
Animals.
Have you ever stopped to think that dogs
probably notice people wear clothing?
Don't you imagine they sometimes feel
embarrassed?
The world is going to the dogs. For in-
stance, there are such things now as
boarding houses for dogs. You know, if you
plan to go out of town they take your dog
walking and take as much care of him as if
they were baby-sitters with a child.
There are even beauty parlors for dogs
- And in New York, there's even a cemetery
for dogs.
So if dogs are going to be able to enjoy all
the luxuries that their masters do, then
why can't we put clothes on them?
Could you imagine the money trat
animal clothing would pour into the
economy?
Big city fashion shows with dogs, cats
and horses. Famous French designers
coming out with their spring fashion
wardrobe for animals.
How many jobless people could be put to
work tomorrow if a law were passed
saying that every animal must wear
clothing?
While President Ford and all of his
economic advisors have tried everything
in the world for a solution to the economic
program, this is one facet they've
overlooked.
Instead of putting more tax on gasoline,
why not put a tax on animal owners
without clothes, that is, a tax on naked
animals, which would be paid by their
owners?
L33KING BACK
10 Years Ago
"The Murray Lions Club is pushing its
campaign to get folks to pledge their eyes
to the Kentucky Lions Eye Bank,'' from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray."
The City Council last night approved the
purchase of liability insurance for the City
of Murray. This is an added expense to the
city and an item which never before has
appeared on the city expenses.
D9aths reported are Eugene Turner of
Hopkinsville, Leonard L. Peal of Cadiz,
and Mrs. Carlene Price of Kirksey Route
T‘Viighman beat Lewes and Carlisle
County beat Hickman County in the second
session games of the First Regional
Basketball Tournament.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Harrison and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Cain, both on March 9.
20 Years Ago
Capt. Garnet D. Page has been assigned
to the Fighter Bomber Squadron at
Spangdablem Air Base, Germany.
Delbert Hale, age 64, died this morning
at his home on Murray Route Two.
Bardwell beat Tilghman and Mayfield
beat North Marshall in the semi-finals of
the First Regional Basketball Tour-
nament.
Dr. Hugh McElrath was guest speaker
at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin M. McCuiston of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Tip Blalock of
Cash, Ark., will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversaries on March 20 at the
McCuiston home.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The next president of the United States
Should be something of a garden hobbyist;
a weekend gardner, at least. We would
then have a chief executive in the White
House who would be aware of the truism
that he who skimps on the manure will
harvest fewer roses.
Bible Thought
And Jesus answering said unto hlm, It Is
said, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy
God. Lake 412.
To be a disciple is to live on his terms,
not ours.
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carriers 1225 per month payable in advonc•
Sy mail In Callaway County and to Benton, star
din Mayfield. Sedalia and Forrnengton Ky and
limbonan and Put-1(Am. Tana., 11110 per-.
year fly.mod to other destinations U7 50 per
year
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and soonfionny Nvaynfrre Plehl.h«r•
l•um 1,111,M
Don't be surprised if some bright Easter
morning, you might drive down a country
road and look out in a field and see
brightly-decorated cows, pigs and horses;
and even chicken bonnets.
And along side the road, there'll be a
great billboard with a picture of
presidential candidate Ford, wearing his
WON button: We're okay now.
HE1RTLINE
HEARTLINE
1-800-543-2450
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
quesdons—fast. Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a. on. until 5 p. m. or write
HEARTL1NE, 8514 North Main Si,,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEAR-
TLINE pays for all calls on its toll-free
number.
1-800-543-2450
Heartline: Where can I get a list of what
Medicare considers reasonable charges
for doctor's bills? C. G.
Answer: There is no such list. The
reasonable charge is left up to the carrier
in each state. They do not make any list
available.
Heartline: If I turn 65 in the middle of
this year, can I get the tax deduction for
this year or do I have to wait until next
year? R. E.
Answer: An additional exemption is
allowed for the year in which a taxpayer
becomes 65. A person who becomes 65 in
1975 cannot claim the extra exemption
when filing their 1974 return.
Heartline: I have Medicaid. If I move to
another state, is it still in effect? J. W.
Answer: No, Medicaid is not tran-
sferable from state to state. You must re-
apply at the County Welfare office or your
Public Assistance office.
Heartline: Most people got two raises in
social security in 1974, one in April and one
in July. Why didn't I get one in July? G. T
Answer: You were under the social
security special minimum which means
that your. benefits were already raised to a
rate higher than what you were entitled to
due to your work record. Therefore, you
were not entitled to the 4 per cent increase
in July of 1974.
Heartline: Up to what amount can the
withhold social security tax from my in-
come this year? C. S.
Answer: In 1975, the amount is 514,100
Today In
History
4.sorsoad Press
Today is Wednesday, March 12th, the
71st day of 1975. There are 294 days left la_
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1938, Germany invaded Austria. The
next day, Adolf Hitler announced that
Austria would be unified with greater
Germany.
On this date—
In 1664, New Jersey became a British
colony as King Charles made a land grant
to his brother James, the Duke of York.
In 1912, the first parachute jump from an
airplane was made by Army Captain
Albert Berry at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
In 1939, Pope Pius the 12th was elevated
,to the Roman Catholic Papacy.
In 1940, a peace treaty was signed in
Moscow by the Soviet Union and Finland.
In 1947, President Harry Truman
established what became known as the
Truman Doctrine to help Greece and
Turkey resist Communism.
In 1966, General Suharto was sworn in as
acting President of Indonesia after
President Sukarno had been stripped of
authority.
Ten years ago: A mass rally of religious
leaders in Washington erupted in shouts
and accusations over what they regarded
as failure of the government to act in a
racial crisis in Selma, Ala.
Five years ago: Bombs damaged the
New York headquarters of three large cor-
porations — Socony Oil, International
Business Machines and General Telephone
and Electronics.
One year ago: President Richard Nixon
met in Washington with Jordan's King
Hussein to discuss the Middle East situ-
ation and Jordan's request for more
military aid.
Today's birthdays: Actress and singer
Liza Minnelli is 29. Playwright Edward
Albee is 47. Former astronaut Walter
Schirra is 52.
Thought for today: Make money your
God, and it will plague you like the Devil —
Henry Fielding, English writer, 1707-1754.
Let's Stay Well
Asthmatic Children
Should Avoid Aspirin
Recent studies indicate that
children with chronic asthma
should avoid aspirin.
Asthma that is brought on by
aspirin has been regarded
generally as an adult disease
and as evidence of a serious
allergy to the drug — an indica-
tion that the allergy-prone per-
son should not use it.
Research by Gary
Rachelefsky and his co-vi/oriters
at the University of California at
Los Angeles School of Medicine,
found in a group of asthmatic
youngsters (34 boys and 16 girls)
that 213 per cent had significant
airway obstruction after taking
aspirin
The childrent had physical ex-
aminations and pulmonary func-
tion tests before being given the
aspirin or a placebo in double-
blind tests, in which the child
and the physician had no
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.
knowledge of which test doses greater for the aspirin than for
(aspirin or placebo) had been the Placebo.
taken All other medications The time of the effect of the
which the children had been tak- aspirin was swift in many cases,
ing, except cranolyn (which has nine of the children having
no direct and immediate effects) asthmatic attacks within 30
had been left off 12 hours prior to minutes. Eleven had
the t bronchospasm persisting for 24
hours. Others exhibited profuse
Each child was given two -
ests.
nasal discharge, and still others4
hour tests on separate days, and experienced nausea or ab-
the results were recorded. dom ina I cramping.
Because of the delay of onsetAccording to a report of this
research recently in Medical symptoms. some Who have
taken aspirin may not recognizeWorld News, aspinn intolerance
was said to occur when the child that it is related to the
showed decreased pulmonary wrnpionts
function for the remainder of the
4-hour period or the test had to As a result of their findings,
be stopped for these reasons and Dr Rachelefsky suggests that
because of severe children with chronic asthma
hronchospasrn. when a 30 per Mould avoid the use of aspirin
cent decrease in the expired air
flow took place; and when the Q. Mr. T.O. wants an kr<plana-
decrease had been 30 per cent lion of how enlargement of the
BLASINGAME
heart is determined.
A. The size of the heart is
usually determined by an ex-
amination of the chest. An ex-
perienced physician can percuss
the chest wall and determine an
area of dullness or of flutiei.
sound outlining the size of the
heart This &illness is in contrast
to the hollow sounds which are
noted over the adjacent lungs. A
chest X-ray is the moil reliable
method of determining the size
of the heart.
Q. Miss N.T. wants an explana
lion of what is meant by pen,
dont ics.
A. Periodontics is that part id
dentistry which handles ita.
problems of the gums, soft I issiii..
and bone which support I hi,
teeth
United Feature Syndicaie
The Family Lawyer
Waterskiing And The Law
The growing popularity of ws-
terskiing has led to an increase in
the number of accidents—and an
increase also in the number of
lawsuits What are the basic legal
rules that apply?
To begin with, the person pilot-
ing the towboat must exercise the
special care called for by this par-
ticular sport Consider Cale
A man towing a youthful skier
slowed his boat, allowing slack to
develop in the rope Suddenly he
shoved the throttle to FtlEt.
_PLED Ths boat,
leaped forward and threw the
skier into the water, causing him
to suffer a painful injury
In a court hearing afterward,
the boatman W.IS ordered to pay
substantial damages The court
said he should hare foreseen the
likely consequences,of his sudden
accele ration.
Responsibility rests too on other
persons who happen to be boat-
ing in the vicinity. For example:
A man in a speedboat kept fol-
lowing right behind a young wo-
man on skis. When she lost her
balance and fell in his Path, the
speedboat ran hei down...
This man . likewise was held
liable later in ,-iisiiri":"TEe
said he had negligently created an
extra hazard for the skier
Of course, the skier as well is
obliged nil& to take - needless
chances. In another case_a man
on 011Cr skis 9,19 well aware that
another boat was moving nearby.
On an impulse he tried to cut
across the wake of his towboat
But he capsfied directly in front
of the second boat, which dealt
'him a fatal blow..
lathe litigmion which followed.
the court held that the victim him
self had been guilty of negligence
H e should have shown better
judgment, said the court, than it,
undertake a dangeomis mane,,rt
with seethe, tsmr-In the
diate offing
A public service feature of the
American Rae Association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writ-
ten by Will Bernard,
1
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GOOD POSITION-Trey Hawkins (24) of Mayfield shows how to work inside for posith.11111181111110118
this shot. Watching for the Cords are Glen Mitchell (22) sod Eddie M
UNN (34). 'Floshielsrers Wok
Reeves (41), Goode (33) and Debase (right corner).
Men threes Wawa Calms)
Racers To Hold Spring
Grid Contest Saturday
Murray State Football coach
Bill Furgerson thinks by the
time his Racers play their
scheduled inter-squad game at
Pinion County High School,
Siturday, March 15, he will
have a pretty good idea how
thingshave shaped up for next
fall.
"Practice has gone fairly
well, except for the weather
factor," Furgerson said.
"Saturday is the day we set
aside for our major scrim-
mages, and the weather on
these days hasn't been exactly
what we had hoped for."
The Murray staff thinks they
will have a good estimate,
within the next 10 days, about
what they can expect. So, by the
time they play at Union County,
the offensive and defensive
personnel should be pretty well
firmed up.
"We're really pleased to be
able to take our program to the
folks at Union County and the
surrounding area," Furgerson
emphasized. "We've got
several outstanding individuals
on our team from this area, so
we know the fans will enjoy it."
A couple of former Union
County stars will probably
make the trip, but definitely will
not see action in the scrim-
mage. They are Jimmy Joiner,
a redshirt freshman fullback
and Chuck Wernpe, a defensive
end who was a regular last
season. Joiner suffered a
broken arm last fall and is still
recovering. Wempe has had
both knees operated on and is
still mending. Both are heavily
counted on for next fall.
However, Union County fans
can expect to see Kevin Whit-
field in the lineup at middle
linebacker. Whitfield lettered
last year as a frosh. Roger
Rushing, the former Union
County All-Stater, will get a
shot at the quarterbacking
chores during the game-like
scrimmage that will be minus
kick-offs and punt returns.
SALE.
Save 3M1
The Casual 
for To53
day's--
Life-style 
•54. 
soft, goaded 
split 
leather.
7
Crepe Sole. 
ACQUitit $14 9 
Men's, Big 
Boys' Sizes
$10
44
Price Good
thru 
Saturday
-
Open Nights ail 9
Use your MASTER CHARGE Card
Flel-Air Shopping Center
Murra,
Mon -Fn 10-8
Sat 59
Sun 14
Get to know us; youll like us.  
Rushing was held out of play
last year, and, therefore, will be
declared only a freshman this
year.
Other area players who will
be seeing plenty of playing time
will be Larry Jones, the former
Madisonville great, who
transferred in from the
University of Kentucky. Most
people remember Jones as the
"other back" on the great
Madisonville team, with Sonny
Collins who is now at UK. This
will be Jones' first opportunity
to prove he is the outstanding
football player he was in high
school.
According to Furgerson, the
scrimmage will pit the offensive
units against the defense in
game-like situations. Each time
the ball changes hands, it will
start out on the 35 yard line.
The game, sponsored by the
Union County High School
Booster Club, will start at 2 p.
m. Saturday, March 15.
Eddie Williams Paces 'Cards
To Wild Win Over Lone Oak
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ray Mears, you ain't seen
nothing yet.
The colorful University of
Tennessee basketball coach
was quite unhappy after a
regular season Southeastern
Conference game in which his
Volunteers lost at the
University of Kentucky.
It seemed Mears was upset
with what he called the "karate
defense" employed by the
Wildcats.
He should have seen the
"Kung-Fu" defense that took
place Monday night in
Mayfield's 65-60 Regional
Tournament win over Lone
Oak.
Undoubtedly the most
physical game to be played in
several years in the Sports
Arena at Murray State, the
contest had a crowd of 6,300
jumping and screaming, oohing
and aahing and a couple of
excited kids doing a modified
version of the new-defunct
"Funky-chicken".
And guess who had the
Mayfield fans crowing.
Eddie Williams, the 6-5 senior
superstar of the Cardinals, did
it again.
Williams, whose arms are so
long that he can sit in the back
seat and drive a car, slammed it
into high gear, opened up and
drove the Big Red Machine to
its 26th win in 30 outings.
It was a game for the fans.
Nothing more, nothing less. And
when it was over, everyone was
talking about the contest.
There were 32 fouls called.
There could have been 72. But
from the spectator's viewpoint,
fortunately, the officials let the
teams play the way "the big
boys do" in Louisville.
Lone Oak, which carried an
impressive 18-5 slate into the
game, was the only team in the
region to own wins over both
Paducah Tilghman and
Paducah St. Mary this season.
But in the championship of
the Second District Tournament
Saturday night in Lone Oak, it
all went black for the Purple
Flash as Tilghman turned the
lights out in romping to a 91-63
win.
If Tilghman could beat Lon,-
Oak that easily then everyoni,
else in the tournament might as
well hang it up and consider the
Tornado in a class by them-
selves.
Because Lone Oak looked like
a club capable of beating
anyone, and well capable of
knocking off Mayfield.
But after a super first half of
play, the Purple Flash began to
fade into only a flicker in the
Upset-Victim Kentucky
State Rated Top Team
By The Associated Press
Kentucky State remained
atop The Associated Press col-
lege division poll, released to-
day, for the fourth straight
week on the strength of a 73-62
victory over Pikeville in the
National Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics playoffs.
Coach Mitchell's Thorobreds,
26-2, were awarded 12 first-
place votes and 236 points after
their victory in the NAIA Dis-
trict 25 championships.
The voting from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters came 'prior to
REFINANTRIN!
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Central Center
Murray, Kentucky
Great Savings On Remnants
At 20%, 331/2%, 50%, fit 75%
Regular Price...while they last!
Monique
fabrics tf'-
Monday iitru Friday
10 a.m. to 8 p.m..,
Saturday 10 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
Kentucky State's shocking 85-77
loss to unheralded Malone in
the NAIA's national playoffs
Tuesday night in Kansas City.
Old Dominion, 22-6, vaulted
from sixth to second place in
the rankings, collecting four
first-place votes and 162 points
from the voting board. The
Monarchs defeated Baltimore
95-72 and Randolph-Macon 83-76
to capture the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association Divi-
sion II South Atlantic Region
championships.
The Gardner-Webb Bulldogs.
23-3 for the season, moved up a
notch from last week to third
with one first-place vote and 93
points, and Jackson State fell
from second to fourth place
with 90 points after bowing to
Alcorn 89-84 in the finals of the
NAIA District 30 champion-
ships.
Gannon, 25-3, advanced from
eighth to fifth place among the
select group, attracting one
first-place ballot and 87 points
after trouncing C.W. Post 67-60
in the final round of the NCAA
Division 11 East Region cham-
pionships.
New Orleans, 21-6, climbed
from ninth to sixth with one
first-place vote and 72 points,
St. Mary's, Tex., 245, was
steady in seventh place with SS
points, and Bentley plunged
from third to eighth place
Rounding out the top 10 ,,T"
Randolph-Macon, 27-3, and
corner Akron, 20-8. North k,
kota was 11th, followed by new-
comer Assumption; Mary -
mount, Kan ; Norfolk State.
and Tennessee State
third period. And that was the
turning point in the contest, one
from which Lone Oak could
never quite recover.
Action in the first half was at
apace that would have had Jim
Ryun stretched out on his back
at halftime.
With some of the most un-
believable plays, the Purple
Flash dominated the game for
most of the first half behind the
awesome play of 6-4 sophomore
center Tony DeLuna, destined
to become a prime target of
college scouts in another two
years.
On one play, Delama drove to
the baseline, went behind the
backboard, whirled and tossed
the ball under-handed over his
head and the ball fell in. That
shot was just typical of the
HOCKEY
NEW YORK - The National_
Hockey League's Board of Gov-
ernors agreed to award Denver.
a conditional expansion fran-
chise for the 1975-76 season
.41
plays made, throughout the
entire contest.
When DeLuna canned a 20-
rooter at the 2:49 mark of the
second period, the 'Flash led
29-22. However, Mayfield came
hack and knotted the count at
intermission, 33-all.
Williams got his third foul at
the 5:37 mark of the third
stanza. At the time, the Car-
dinals were in front 37-35. Two
minutes later, after a couple of
sensational inside moves by
Williams, the Cardinals had
spurted out to a 45-35 lead.
Mayfield led 49-42 going into
the last canto and it appeared
the Cardinals were on the verge
of breaking the game open.
So much for appearances.
Just like a good game of dice,
the Flash came out and rolled a
2/I
TWO MORE FOR THE MAN-Eddie WiNiaras, the super senior for-
ward of Mayfield, drives in for two of his 23 points. Smithmier 
of
the Purple Flash tries to defend but can't reach Williams while Je
ff
Wilson of the Cardinals is ready for the rebound.
lucky seven at the outset of the
last quarter. Seven points, that
is, to tie the score at 49 apiece.
The count was knotted at 51
and 53 before Greg Bazzell sent
home a 15-footer with four
minutes left in the game to give
Coach Bob Sparks' Birds a 55-
53 edge.
And that was that.
The final chance for the
Purple Flash went down the
drain at the 1:22 mark. Forward
Ronnie Goode was called for a
charge, the basket was nullified
and Otis Sherrill knocked in two
charity tosses to knockout Lone
Oak.
Sherrill finished with 14
points, nine behind Williams'
game high total while Troy
Hawkins chipped in with 11.
For the 'Flash, DeLuna fired
in 22 points in a super effort
while Goode added 14.
Mayfield will collide with
Carlisle County at 7 p.m. Friday
in the semifinal round.
First round action concludes
tonight with Calloway County
tackling Wing° at 7 p.m. and
then awesome Tilghman is
expected to start chewing up
Hickman County at 9 p.m.
Caries
tg-tga tt-rta rb 1s1 tp
H11 w lunz 5-9 1-3 4 3 11
Barrell 4-9 04 4 3 8
Wdbaire ii-111 1-4 6 3 23
ryerrtII 5-10 44 5 4 14
Mitchell 1-1 0-8 1 2 2
Wllson 2-7 3-5 1 0 7
Totals 2644 9-17 24 15 65
iar 01.1
ta4ga ft-fla rb p1 tp
Goode 6-12 2-4 12 3 14
Reeves 44 0-0 3 5 8
DeLuna 513 6-7 7 0 22
Buchanan 2-10 0-0 2 4 4
Casey 2-3 04 2 4 4
Sind/miler 1-1 0-0 2 2 2
Edwards 3-5 0-0 0 2 5
Totals 36-50 511 23 17 60
Mayfield 14 19 16 6-451 
Lone Oak 12 21 9 18-40
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Fashions
Jr. Sizes 3-15
Misses 6-18
Jewelry & Lingerie
Something New
"The Second Look for Children"
One-Size
Tire Sale
Save Now Through Wednesday on Tires For Your
Colt, Gremlin, Pinto,kyota or Itga
Regulady $21.4o
878-13 blackwall
plus $1.88 F.E.T.
and old tire
Whitewalls slightly more In most sizes.
Power Sfte478
Here's -Y-611r -ciiiriCe-16---
get polyester cord
Goodyear tires at
substantial savings. For
three days only. This
B78-13 Power Streak 78
is tubeless, bias-ply
construction - with a
dependable, road-
holding 8-rib tread.
Tire up now!
Everyday Regular Prices On These Sizes
For models ot Porsche, Saab
Volkswagen
21 5.60-15Blacheall plus$1.79 F.E.T.and old tire
For models of Chevy, Chrysler,
Dodge, Ford, Plymouth, Pontiac
and many others
'26
57514 8 573-15
Stedman plus
12.40 to
Si 45 F.( T.
and old tire
For models of Chrysler,
Mercury, Oldsmobile, Pontiac
.and many others
30
073-14 & 073-1S
Illacimall plus
32.56 to
$2 60
and old tore
GOODAEAR
6 Easy Ways to Pay
• Oar Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmencard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Service
Lube and Oil Change
$444 Up to S Obt. of majorbrand muiti.grade oil
Regukuty s5"
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis & alignment
correction SO increase tire mileage
and improve steering safety
• Precision equipment used by
experienced professionals
• Including Datum: Toyota, VW
$995 most u 0. someimoort cars _pints.,?'. cu.ij
It needed
Regularty NKr
Engine
Tune-Up
• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your
engine, installing new points.
plugs & condenser • Helps main-
tain a smooth runnirrg engine
for maximum gas mileage
• Includes Batson, Toyota, VW
& light trucks
$3795
ReKulartY '34"
_Soulklath II_ Glendale—
Reg, Store Hours: Mon. & Fri 7:30 to 800 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 1:30 Is 5:30
---thone_751_0595,
A
20 lb. Bag 
99.
Stalk 19c
lb. 39c
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We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps
PRODUCE
White Russet
Potatoes
Fresh Crisp
Celery
Fancy Green
Bell Pepper
Washington State
Bartlette Pears
F177721eff.,
Frosty Acres
Orange Juice 12 01- Can 37c
Gorden Delight
French Fries 2 lb. Bog 49c
Frosty Acres
Frosty Acres
Green Peas
5p:g1;. $1 00
a/e/*07zsinigitfteelh giede
ifivramallff
 ValAeg4/
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Chuck Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice
Round
Steak $1 22.
Field Worthmore
Sliced Bacon
Field Smoked 59
Picnics lb.
Krey Hostess
Wieners
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
Z._a.trt,.._t_40....P.• 1̂ •
- 6. Dail A -We e k
4
Charmin
Bathroom
Tissue
4 Roll
With s 10.00 or
More Order
Limit 1
Dr. Pepper
Large 32-oz.
6 Bottle el 39
Carton vbr
Reg. $2.09
With Bottles or Deposit
Armour
Vienna
Sausage
5 oz. Cons
1 lb. 99C
Pkg.
Reelfoot All Meat
Bologna
12 oz. Pkg.4
Dixie Belle
Saltine
Crackers
1 lb.
39c
Kleenex
Towels
Jumbo Rolls
2 Rolls 99
EACH
PIECE
Boma
Peanut
Butter
l8 oz.
Eatwell
Mackeral
1 lb. Can
Vlasic
Hamburger Dill
Slices
9c
Brock
Milk Chocolate
Cherries
Hyde Park
Flour
1881
OR )12,r
WITH EACH
15.00 PURCHASE
FIRST WEEK TEASPOON
$t 00
VALUE
, .
qtr
This Week SOUP SPOON
$1 .23
VALUE 490
.
THIRD WEEK SALAD FORK
61 23
VALUE
n ,
49
WEEK ICE DRINK SPOON
2$
VALUEESP:LUS 490
FIFTH WEEK DINNER FORK
$1.23
VALUE
.,
4,0
six-rti WEEK _ KNIFE
$250
_ VALUE
.,
47.:
The above •chodul• 
will be repe•ted twice in the corning et•eka
for • tot& of 18 weeke
Dixie
Fresh
Eggs
Grade "A" Large
Camp Fire
Marshmallows
1 lb. 49.
Bag
Kraft Miracle
Margarine
6 Sticks 69c1 lb.
200 Count
Igzard
Puffs
Facial
Tissue
Porkers Market
Wizard
Aerosol
Deodorizer
901.
111.1 Exp
ires 3-19-75
with coupon
COUPON 
Porkers Market
Dow
Bathroom
Cleaner
Expires 3-19-75
A.AAAAAAAAAA A.A.A.
Home owned
and
Home operated
Joe M: Porker
and
Sammy' Joe Parker
Owners.
a
119
Iwned
perated
Parker
I Parker
Brs.
a
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Comets Hold Off Charge
By Tigers For 68-59 Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Wait 'til next year. —
That's an old battle cry you
always seem to hear at tour-
nament time, especially'after a
team has been eliminated.
And that's what they're
saying around Murray High
School today. And that's what
the rest of the schools around
the region are also saying about
the Tigers, only they're
speaking with a pessimistic
tone in contrast to the air of
optimism which runs abotind at
Murray High.
You've probably already
figured out by now Murray High
lost. And you're right. The
Tigers were dumped 68-59 by
the run-and-gun Comets from
Carlisle County, who didn't run
and gun that much Monday
night in their hard-fought win
over the Tigers in the First
Region Tournament at the
Murray State Sports Arena.
.Earlier in the season, the
Tigers had been humiliated 104-
66 by the Comets in a game at
Murray High. And had it not
been for the sensational fourth
quarter play of 5-10 senior
forward Thomas, Jenkins, the
Tigers might have been able to
turn the tables.
Jenkins, who plays more like
he's 6-6 than 5-10, scored 12 of
his game-high 28 points in the
fourth period, including nine
free throws in pressure
situations.
With Murray trailing 55-46,
sophomore guard Raymond
Sims pumped in two shots from
centerfield and with 4:25
showing on the clock, Carlisle
County led 55-50. Forwards Bob
Wilder and David Frank, both
juniors and 6-5 and 6-4
respectively, had picked up
their third fouls late in the third
period and were still on the
bench when the Tigers
narrowed the gap to five points.
Then Jenkins went to work.
He scored on a drive through
the middle and in the next
minute, followed with four free
throws. And at the 2:59 mark of
the game when Wilder came
back into the contest, the Tigers
trailed 61-50.
Murray made one last futile
effort at- catching the Comets.
Down 63-51, the Tigers hit six
consecutive points, four by
Andrea Perry, and pulled to
within six points.
The Tigers forced a jump ball
at the 1:01 mark of the game
and could have well pulled to
within four but Wilder, who won
the tip, tried to tip the ball under
the basket for a cinch layup.
Unfortunately for the Tigers,
nobody happened to think about
getting under the basket and the
ball fell safely into the hands of
6-3 senior center Robert Martin.
Jenkins then hit four con-
secutive free throws in the next
10 seconds and that was the
LAST TIME-Phil Miller (50) of the Tigswrgets his last rebound ef his career just before the end of the
first half. Miller quit the team during the halftime talk. Also in the picture for the Tigers is David Frank
(42). Comets In the picture include Robert Martin (20), Greg Carter (41), Robert DeJornatt (43) and David
Garrett (in lane).
game.
At one point in the third
quarter, the Tigers were behind
as much as 15 points, 49-34 with
2:27 left to play in the frame.
At that point, both Wilder and
Frank left the lineup. And it
appeared the Tigers, without
their big men inside, might be in
big trouble.
But no so.
For early in the fourth period,
behind the ballhawking defense
of reserves Donnie Williams,
Keith Tabers and Andrea
Perry, who was the talk of the
game, the Tigers battled back
and managed to close to within
five before Jenkins went to
work.
"We felt we had to have the
quickness and the pressure
defense in the game," Tiger
terniission.
"I gave Miller some con-
structive criticism and he didn't
like it and walked out," Toon
said.
"My job is to coach and a
player's job is to play. Those
that don't want to be coached
shouldn't be playing. If it comes
to the point where I can't get on
2t0 a kid, then he can't play for
(me," the Tiger coach added.
Following Jenkins in the
scoring chase was Robert
Martin for the Comets who
tossed in 19 points. He was the
only other Comet to hit double
digits.
For the Tigers, Raymond Sims
ripped in 15 points, most of
which came from the long
range. After that the scoring
dropped off to sophomore
Coach Bob Toon said. Lindsey Hudspeth who added
-We would have liked to have eight.
had Wilder and Frank in the What about next year?
game but I played it the way I "We should have a real fine
felt we had to. We played with a - club if the kids work hard over
lot of determination and hustle, the summer and keep good
"Andrea came off the bench—attitudes. We feel we'll be able
and did a tremendous job. He -- to corrects lot of the wrongs we
has a lot of talent and if he keeps made this year," Toon said.
working, he's really going to be -. Carlisle County goes to 21-9
tough next year." for the season and will face
He was tough last night too. -Mayfield at 7 p. m. Friday. the
Perry didn't make his entree
into the game until 6-3 senior
center Phil Miller was taken out
with just over two minutes left
in the first half.
And then, following a halftime
incident, the Tigers caught fire
in the second half behind the
super play of Perry, who wasn't
even on the team until the
second semester.
In fact, Perry hasn't even
played on a team of any kind in
school. But the agile 6-3
sophomore showed 'em how to
play after he came in the game.
Going inside and scrapping
tooth and nail on the offensive
boards, Perry scored 17 points,
wound up with 11 rebounds and
played a stellar defensive game
before finally fouling out in the
last minute.
His chance came in the
dressing room at halftime when
Miller walked out of ttje
dressing room and back to the
Tiger bench, just seconds after
the team went into in-
WIN A FREE TRIP TO...
Agibiasrvironz
4 FULL DAYS AND 3 NIGHTS IN SUNNY FLORIDA
Register Now At
Parker's Market
I 
1. ENTER TODAY.
2. HAVE PARENTS, RELATIVES, FRIENDS VOTE
MI YOU AT OUR STORE.
' 3. YOU WILL RECEIVE ONE VOTE FOR EACH 10
PURCHASE THEVMAKE AT OUR 1STURE . —
4. CONTESTANTS WITH MOST VOTES WIN'
HEY KIDS ... HERE'S HOW YOU CAN WIN:
Moms & Dads .. Aunts & Uncles
Grandmas & Grandpas . Relatives
& Friends .
'team
knertganitne
Help your favorite Young American win
this fabulous trip or one of the many
other great prizes. Vote for your favorite
tr.:12y2
10
ONE for PURCHASE
VOTE each YOU MAKE C 
To cast your votes, simply deposit your
vote coupons or cash register tapes in the
special Ballot Boo located in each of our
participating stores.
Hey Kids
HURRY and ENTER TODAY,
ALL CONTESTANTS MUST BE
REGISTERED BY THE END OF
THE 4TH WEEK OF THE CONTEST
PICK UP YOUR OFFICIAL
REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
AT OUR STORE
OFFICIAL
CONTEST RULES
1 Contest is open to any boy or girl who is at
least 10 years of age and not more than 14 by
the completion of the ten week voting period
2 Contestants who receive the highest number
of votes in each store will win All trips and
prizes guaranteed to be given away
3. Vote for your favorite Young American by
depositing your special vote coupons or your
cash register tapes in the Official Ballot Box lo
rated in each store. The vote value is deter
mined by your total purchase. Contestants WILL
RECEIVE ONE VOTE FOR EACH 10( PuR
CHASE. For example. a $1000 grocery pur
chase would be worth 100 votes for your faro,
rte boy or girl,
4. To enter the contest, each participant most
fill out an "Official Contest Registration Certil
mate- and have it signed by his or be, parents
' Ceitificates available at all participating stores
All Contestants must be registered by the end of
the 4th week CO the contest.
5. Votes must be placed in the of ficialballot box
Provided in each store Votes are not trans. .
ferable benheen stores Contestants pe not al,
lowed unlief any circumstances to solicit votes
Ilke ParkingilialCustOratafealla.e. —4..-
6 Contest is not open to the families of store
owners, store employees, employees of the
sponsoring comtlany, Of their strePhers
winner will advance into the
championship title, which will
be at 8 p. m. Saturday.
Meanwhile, the Tigers close
out their campaign with a 9-14
mark.
Comets
fg-fga ft-fta iii pf tp
Jenkins .8-12 2.2 12-21.62 9 1 14
S4a 
1 36
DC:rtelathj.tIr 
4-11 0-0 6 3
1,9
1-7 0-1 5 1 2
R. Martin 7-7 5-8 11 4
Garrett 
  2-2 1-2 4 4 5
Totals 34-41 20-29 36 16 58
Frank 
fr ft-fta rb pf tp
3-4 0-0 4 4 6
Wilder 04 54 2 1 5
Miller 2-7 0-0 4 1 4
Hudspeth 3-11 2-2 5 5 8
Sims 6-16 9-4 0 1 15
Diners 04 D-0 3 0 0
D. Williams. 3-3 54 1 2 4
Perry 7-15 3-4 8 5 17
totals 1340 13-18 27 21 59
Carlisle 11 13 20 16-44
Murray 15 9 15 20-59
High School Scores
Kentucky Me Schooleigketball
By Wie Associated Press
Boys Regional Tournamerds
Tuesday's Games
lat at Mayfield 65, Lone Oak 60
Carlisle CO. 66, Murray 59
Madisonville 12, Providence 75
chriattai5 Co. 112, Crittenden Co. 56
Owenalioro 83, Grayson cogs
Central City 71. Olowroart 56
1th at Henry Co.
Shelbyville 79, Gallatin Co. 50
Anderson Co. 64, Grant Co. 56
Lynch 88, RockcasUe Co. 65
Barbourville 44, Lane Jack 43
REACHING HIGH-Bob Wilder (25) of the Tigers and Steve Martin (33) of Carlisle County bottle for
rebound. Watching are DeJarnatt (43) of the Comets and Titoism Jenkins (13) while Lindsey Hudspeth of
the Tigers is just visible off to the left.
(Stuff Nieto. by Dave C•ley.)
Jabbar Fouls Out And
Bucks Lose Once More
By The Associated Press
Fouling out of a game is
about as rare for Kareem Ab-
dul-Jabbar as the Milwaukee
Bucks winning a game without
him.
The point was proven again
Tuesday night. After Abdul-
Jabbar fouled out for only the
second time this season, the
Bucks were overwhelmed by
the Golden State Warriors 107-
90.
The loss prevented Mil-
waukee from replacing Detroit
in third place in the Midwest
Division of the National Basket-
(MURRAY LEDGER P TDIES )
PORTS
Miller To Return To
Action In Doral Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
MIAMI (AP) - Johnny Mil-
ler, fresh and rested after some
time off, returns to tour com-
petition this week and takes on
Jack Nicklaus and Lee Trevino
in the $150,000 Doral Open Golf
Tournament.
"I always seem to play my
best after taking a break," said
Miller, a three-time winner and
the sensation of the winter tour.
"You look at my record.
"Except for the U.S. Open,
and the times I've won two or
three in a row, all of my wins
have come immediately after
I've had some time off. I just
seem to play better. I'm more
enthusiastic, after I've had a
break."
Miller has had a two-week
rest at his home in Napa, Ca-
lif., coming into the Thursday
start of this 72-hole chase for a
830.000 first prize over the 7,-
065-yard, Doral County Club
course.
At one time Miller, the runa-
way, record-setting winner of
the two Arizona tournaments
that opened the tour this sea-
son, had planned to skip this
event, but he decided to enter
at the last minute He's the
probable favorite, but Nicklaus
and Trevino are close behind.
"It always gives you a lot of
confidence when you win your
first tournament of tbz yeat."
Trevino said after his front-run-
ning triumph last weekend in
the Citrus Open at Orlando.
"I seem to be a streak play-
er. When I get it going, I some-
times keep it going for a while.
And I'm playing a golf course
that I like."
Nicklaus also has a history of
success in this event, winning
the tournament in 1972. He's
coming off a one-week break
and will be trying to wipe out
the memory of a final-round
collapse that cost him the title
in his last start, the Jackie
Gleason Classic.
Some other standouts include
Sam Snead and his nephew,
J.C., millionaires Tom Weis-
kopf and Bruce Crampton of
Australia, defending champion
Buddy Allin and Gleason win-
ner Bob Murphy.
Ben ,Crenshaw, who broke a
lengthy slump with a strong
performance last week, heads a
list of young turks that also in-
cludes Tom Watson, Forrest
Fezler, Tom Kite and Jerry
Heard,
Arnold Palmer and U.S. Open
champ Hale Irwin are not com-
peting.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NORMAL, Ill. - Will Robin-
son, 63, the first black head
basketball coach in major col-
lege ranks, announced his re-
tirement at, Illinois Stat;- Uni-
versity at the close of the 1975-
76 season. .
.PROYQ,Villi 7-- Glenn Pot
ter, head basketball coach
Brigham Young University, re-
signed after completing his
third year at the school.
ball Association. Detroit, edged
by Los Angeles 95-94, and Mil-
waukee are battling for the
"wild card" playoff berth in
the Western Conference.
Meanwhile, the Washington
Bullets clinched their fifth
straight Central Division title
with a 99-87 victory over the At-
lanta Hawks, the Cleveland
Cavaliers downed the New Or-
leans Jazz 123-114, the New
York Knicks topped the Phoe-
nix Suns 103-98, the Boston Celt-
ics outlasted the Chicago Bulls
121-116 in overtime,' and the
Seattle SuperSonics beat the
Houston Rockets 122-117 in
overtime.
The Bucks, who won only one
-of-their fies4--15-garnes this sea-
son when the 7-foot-3% Abdul-
Jabber was sidelined with in-
juries, trailed the Warriors by
only 77-75 when their towering
center fouled out with 10:14 re-
maining in the game.
"The officiating was inept, in-
effecient, bad," fumed Abdul-
Jabber, "Jerry Loeber sets the
standard for ineptitude. We
could be in third place now, but
they took us out of the game.
I'm not talking about Golden
State. I'm talking about the of-
ficials. It's kind of hard for me
to be any kind of a factor when
I'm on the bench.
"They fine you when you say
things about officials," he con-
tinued, "but I think he ( Loe-
her ) stinks. I'm tired of this
rule I prohibiting criticism of of-
ficials). I may need a lawyer."
Milwaukee Coach Larry Cos-
tello was almost as vehement
in his criticism of the offici-
ating. "The fans were cheated,
the players were cheated, ev-
erybody was cheated," he
charged. "This could have been
the whole thing, the whole
world's championship."
Both About-Jabber and Cos-
tello were assessed technicals
for arguing for the sixth per-
sonal against Kareem.
Abdul-Jabbar, who had
missed 18 minutes earlier in
the game because of foul
trouble, finished with 18 points
in about 19tt minutes. Rick
Barry topped Golden State with
30 points:
Lakers 95, Pistons 94
Cazzie Russell's two free
throws with two seconds re-
maining lifted Los Angeles past
Detroit,
Bullets 99, Hawks 87
Phil Chenier's season-high 38
points paced WeiEnklon to its
51st victory of the season.
Cavaliers 1.23, Jazz 114
Bobby Smith's 28 points, Jim
Chones' 27 and Austin Carr's 17
lifted Cleveland over New Or-
leans
Knicks 103, Suns 98
Earl Monroe broke loose for
25 of his game-high 31 points in
the second half to lead New
York.
Celtics 121, Bulls 115
John Havlicek and Jo Jo
White each scored 34 points to
pace Boston.
Sonics 122, Rockets 117
Leonard Gray poured in 25
points to lead Seattle past
Houston.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - Ray
Dempsey, 38-year-old head foot-
ball coach at Youngstown State
University the --past two
years, resigned to become an
assistant coach with the Nation-
al Football league's Detroit
Lions.
VACATION TIME IS ON ITS WAY
Tw• S AWL SLIMMING NOW .
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Webster And Short Top Voting
For AD-America Cage Squad
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) — Marvin
Webster, Morgan State's feared
"Human Eraser". and Eugene
Short, the high-powered for-
ward from Jackson State, were
among those named today. to
the Associated Press' 1975
Little All-America basketball
team.
Joining the talented giants on
the AP's glamour team are for-
ward Gerald Cunningham of
Kentucky State, guard Lloyd
Free of Guilford and guard Ike
Williams of Armstrong State.
Webster. a 6-foot-11 senior
called -a near-pro franchise"
by one scout, and Short, a 6-7
Junior termed the best forward
ever to play at Jackson State,
are repeaters from last year's
first team. In addition, Webster
was a second team All-America
two years ago.
Free, a 6-2 junior, was a sec-
ond-team All-America last
year. Cunningham, a 6-7 soph-
omore, and Williams, a 6-4 sen-
ior, are in the blue ribbon
group for the first time.
Webster was the heart and
soul of Morgan State's team for
the third straight year, al-
though falling off from previous
seasons because of a hepititis
attack.
Certain to go on the first
round of the pro draft, Webster
averaged 17.4 rebounds and 16.4
points a game this season.
Webster owes his colorful nick-
name to awesome shot-blocking
talents. This ability has classi-
fied him as the top center in
the country by pro scouts.
Short, one of the nation's
most fluid big men, averaged
more than 26 pouits and over 9
rebounds a game.
The lanky Cunningham, a
200-pounder with grace, led his
team into the NAIA playoffs
and his coach, Lucius Mitchell,
calls him "the best player in
the country this year, barring
none." The muscular forward
scored nearly 25 points and av-
eraged more than 13 rebounds
a game for Kentucky State.
He hit on 71 per cent of his
field goals, a figure that led the
nation, and managed 45 steals
during the course of 25 games.
Cunningham was drafted last
year as a freshman by an
American Basketball Associ-
ation team and will be on the
"Wanted List" again this sea-
TENNIS .
MUNICH — Bjorn Borg of
Sweden whipped defending ti-
tlest Frew McMillan of South
Africa 5-7, 6-3, 6-1 in a first-
round match of a 660,000 World
Championship Tennis Green
Group Tournament.
HAMPTON, Va. — Fourth-
seeded Karl Meiler of West
Germany breezed to a 6-1, 6-1)
victory over John Yuill of South
Africa in the first round of a
637,500 International Tennis
Tournament.
HOUSTON — Top-seeded
Margaret Court of Australia
won a first-round match in a
Women's Professional Tennis
Tournament by defeating Diane
Fromholtz of Australia 6-2, 4-6,
6-2.
Whalers Retain Lead In
Race By Smacking Jets
When Fred O'Donnell broke
out of his long personal slump,
it was the Winnipeg Jets that
were grounded.
The right wing for New Eng-
land scored three goals Tues-
day to lead the Whalers to a 6-2
World Hockey Association vic-
tory' over Winnipeg. The Wha-
lers thus retained their No. 1
spot in the East Division while
the Jets continued to be tied for
last in the Canadian Division.
O'Donriell's first tally of the
night broke a 1-1 deadlock at
14:37 of the second period, corn-
= Wt. 10 seconds after the
Whalers' Paul Hurley had
knotted the score.
Oilers 5, Cougars 1
The Edmonton Oilers rolled
to an easy victory over Chi-
cago, running the score to 5-0
before goalie Chris Worthy lost
his bid for a shutout in the final
minute of play.
Toros 7, Roadrunners 4
After spotting Phoenix a 4-1
first period lead, the Toronto
Toros scored six straight goals
to grab their WHA victory.
Fighting Saints 6, Mariners 4
Mike Antonovich's 19th goal
of the season broke a 4-4 tie
and lifted the Minnesota to vic-
tory' over San Diego.
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Free has been termed one of
the 10 best players in the coun-
try, including both small and
major colleges.
"If there's a better guard in
the nation, I haven't seen him,"
says his coach, Jack Jensen.
"Free is a great guard."
Free, an inspirational leader
at Guilford, averaged 25.4
Points a game while connecting
on 51 per cent of his shots from
the field. In addition, the blue
chip guard averaged nearly 6
rebounds a game.
Williams was an unexcelled
team leader, averaging 21
points, 6 assists, 5 steals and 5
rebounds a game. He's the best
player they have ever had at
Armstrong State, his coaches
say.
The Seconds Team includes,
Major Jones of Albany State:
Jim Blanks of Bayard Forrest
of Grand Canyon; Brian
Hammel of Bentley and Lewis
Linder of Kentucky State,
The Third Team: John
Grochowalski, Assumption;
Gerald Walker, Gannon; Wilson
Washington, Old Dominion;
Larry Wright, Grambling and
Jerome Holland, New Orleans,
S 011 Illl ‘1 I I 101.11f I- 11111_ 
PORTS
Jesse Williams Named
To All-Conference Team
NASHVILLE ( AP ) —Georg e
Sorrell of Middle Tennessee
State University was named to-
day Ohio Valley Conference
player of the year and his
coach, Jimmy Earle, was
named OVC coach of the year.
Sorrell, a senior from Nash-
ville, Ga., averaged 13.5
rebounds a game to lead the
conference. The 6-foot-5 for-
ward also averaged 17 points a
game but hit 56 per cent from
the field.
Earle guided the Blue Raid-
ers to the OVC regular season
title and then to the champion-
ship in the revived OVC tour-
ney. They will play Oregon
State Saturday in the NCAA
Mideast Regional.
Their 12-2 conference record
and 23-4 overall mark are the
best ever at Middle Tennessee.
He has been head basketball
coach since 1969.
Sorrell and two of his team-
rn,ltes, Jimmy Martin and
Steve Pebler, dominated the
All-OVC team.
Others named to the team
were Johnny Britt and Mike
Oderims of Western Kentucky,
Charlie Fishback and Percy
Howard of Austin Peay, Arch
Johnson of Morehead, Frank
Jones of Tennessee Tech arid
Jesse Williams of Murray.
Conference coaches picked
Sorrell, Odenuis and Jones
unanimously for the team.
Honorable mention selections
were Carl Brown and Mike Oli-
ver, Eastern Kentucky; Bruce
Curtis and Kenny Reynods,
East Tennessee; Ted Hundley
and George Williams, More-
head; Wilson James, and
Chuck Rawlings Western Ken-
tuckk Larry Moffett and Gro-
ver Woolard, Murray;- Torn
Schmidt, Tennessee Tech, and
Tim Sisneros, Middle Ten-
nessee.
Phillies Are Looking Twice As
Good As Other Baseball Teams
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia Phillies are
looking twice as good as any
other baseball team in spring
training so far. Even when they
split their team in half, they
can't be beaten.
The Phillies divided into two
squads Tuesday and doubled
their pleasure with victories
over the Pittsburgh Pirates and
Chunichi Dragons,
The 7-5 victory over the Pi-
rates and 12-1 drubbing of the
Dragons gave the Phillies a
perfect 6-0 record and an inside
track on the Citrus League
championship.
Facing Pittsburgh at Braden-
ton, the Phillies took advantage
of Steve Blass' wildness to beat
the Pirates. Blass, plagued with
the same wildness that sent
him to the minor leagues,
walked four straight batters to
open the seventh, throwing two
bad pitches in the process, to
give the Phillies two runs and a
5-4 lead. The Phillies then
scored their winning run on a
sacrifice fly off the onetime Pi-
rate ace.
Tony Taylor, a former Phillie
who is enjoying a second
chance with his team, homered,
scored four times and stole two
bases to lead the runaway over
the Japanese visitors at Clear-
water.
Elsewhere, it was Los Ange-
les 10, Cincinnati 6; Texas 6,
Baltimore 2; Chicago 12, De-
troit 4; New York Yankees 4,
New York Mets 0; St. Louis 3,
Kansas City 2; Montreal 9, Bos-
ton 3; Minnesota 5, Houston 4
and the Tokyo Giants 1, Atlanta
o.
Steve Yeager got three hits to
pace Los Angeles, playing
mostly against Cincinnati's sec-
ond-stringers. Don Sutton start-
ed for the Dodgers and gave up
eight hits and four runs in four
innings before Dennis Lewallyn
picked up the victory.
• Earlier In the day, the Dodg-
ers picked up former members
Juan Marichal for what
executives said was a nominal
price. Marichal, who was a
Dodger-killer while pitching for
the San Francisco Giants for 14
years, was released last year by
the Boston Red Sox after a 5-1
record.
grove paced the Rangers by
driving in four runs in their
victory over Baltimore. Nyls
Nyman had three RBI for the
White Sox, who scored 10 runs
on seven hits to insure their
victory in the first inning. Will-
ie Horton had a two-run homer
for the Tigers.
The Yankees picked up their
third straight exhibition victory
with the help of two-run homers
by Bob Oliver and Bobby
Bonds, both newly-acquired
players. Relief pitcher Al Hra-
bosky drove in the winning run
in the eighth inning for the
Cards' victory.
Catcher Gary Carter stole
two bases as the Expos, who
stole seven bases in all,
clubbed Boston. The Twins,
who gave up four runs in the
first inning, came back with
*wee in the sixth, sparked by
Larry Hisle's two-run double.
Doug Rader had three RBI on
two hits for Houston. Tokyo's
Osamu Shimano gave up just
two hits, singles to Darrell
Evans and Dave Johnson, to
blank the Braves.
In off-the-field action, the
Phillies acquired left-hander
Tom Hilgendorf from the Cleve-
land Indians.
Unheralded Malone College
Stuns Kentucky State 85-77
KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
second round in the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics basketball tournament
started today without top-seed-
ed Kentucky State, an upset
victim Wednesday night of un-
heralded Malone College of
Canton, Ohio, 85-77.
In second-round games today,
Edinboro, Pa., meets Alcorn,
Miss.; Wisconsin-Parkside
plays Marymount, Kan.; Grand
Canyon, Ariz., tackles Illinois
Wesleyan, and Midwestern,
Tex., takes on Norfolk, Va.
Tonight's slate has second-
seeded Fairmont, W. Va.,
against Kearney, Neb.; Malone
College meeting Tri-State of In-
diana; Millersville, Pa., match-
ing St. Mary's of San Antonio.
iatig
Portable Buildings
Custom-Built
A Division Of
Dee's Engineering
Since 1954
Sorry, Don't Have Phone,
OPEN
9 a.m.March 15 Oct. 15
Monday 6 Days All Day
flirt A Week kinds,/
Saturday
Our Prices Start at ‘4° per Sti, Ft
CLOSED 9 Pill.
6 Days
A Week
8 x 12 Only 'Mc*
Free delivery 30 miles
We build all sites and types storage 
sheds with dirt, wood or
concrete floors. Let us bid on your lake cott
age, carport and
halt house.
Come Mr and visit wit* at before rem aw
l
Custom Built
Nicks Cemermy IRK
011ie Mit Soot* of Cherry Comers 
OH 01., 17 1 Cs
Scores
Owensboro Catholic 75, Greenville 44
Gramm County 56, Hardinsburg St
Rammeld U
Barran County IS, Obnsteed 40
Bowling Green 54, Tompkinsville 52
West Hardin 52 Beiblettem 72
Manon Comity 41, LaRue County X
Jeff Butler 66, Lou Central 25
Jeff Fairdale 63. Lou. Holy Rosary 23
lou Presentaton 49. Jeff Doss 46
Jeff Iroquois 54, lou Angela Nene; 50
7th slier/ Ballard
Jeff Moore 49, Lou Maie 44
Jeff Seneca $6. Jeff Westport 37
Lou AssumpUon 59, Jeff Fern Creek 39
Lou Sacred Heart SI, Lou Mercy Arade
my X
Campbell Comity IS, Bellevue 35
Covington Holy Cross 67, &stinger Lloyd
42
Les Tates Creek 47, Woorgord County 14
imagine County 42, Berea 34
Rumen (*MO el, Bonin& 31
Mantledlo N. Boyle County 17
Breathitt Oemuy 41, PosveB Cost* 31
6,4 40 Pr
McDowell 53, Millard 47
Pamtimille 35, Belfry 311
Rowan County 1111, 'East Carter33
Ashland 75, Greenup Canty 21
Tex., and Winston-Salem, N.C.
paired against Central Wash-
ington.
Kentucky State, ranked No. 1
in this week's college division
poll by The Associated Press,
never led in their contest. "We
Just didn't come to play," was
the analysis by Thorobred
Coach Lucius Mitchell. "I told
them they'd better get ready
and they didn't."
The Malone Pioneers got a
41-point scoring performance
from Mark Klein, a 6-foot-4
guard, and a stellar defensive
showing by Larry Arrington.
"Arrington has shut off a lot
of people this year," said Pio-
neer Coach Jay Bowerman.
"We always put him on the oth-
er team's best offensive man,
no matter if he is the post man
or guard."
Harvey Carmichael topped
the Thorobreds with 23 points.
Third-seeded St. Mary's over-
came an early deficit to trip
Newberry, S.C., 75-59, with
Dave Bulls scoring 16 points
and Gary Tomaszewski adding
15. Clyde Agnew was top man
for the Indians with 21 points
and 11 rebounds.
Winona State coasted past
Bryant College of Smithfield,
R.I., 93-72, with Paul Sir SCOF-
ing 30 points and Gus Johnson
adding 18 and grabbing 12
rebounds
Central Washington broke
away in the final fiVerninutes
to notch a 76-65 victory over
East Central Oklahoma. The
sixth-seeded Wildcats got 20
points and 10 rebounds from
Les Wyatt.
Wisconsin-Parkside advanced
by nipping Morningside, Iowa,
57-54, with Gary Cole scoring 25
points for the victors. Dave
Schlesser topped Morningside
with 14.
Tri-State, sparked by Rex
Holmes' 19 points, turned back
Husson, Maine, 96-78. Scoring
honors went to Husson's Ish
McKitchen, who had 29 points.
Bayard Forrest scored 23
points and snared 14 rebounds
to lead Grand Canyon, fifth-
seeded, past Williamette, Ore.,
83-60. Mike Cashman had 23
points for Williamette.
Winston-Salem got 19 points
each from Melvin Garrett and
Don Helton en route to an 82-75
triumph over Eastern Montana.
Freeman Blade tallied 20 for
Eastern Montana.
BEST 'YOUNG TEAM'
BUFFALO, N.Y. (API --
General Manager Punch Im-
lach of the Buffalo Sabres calls
his skaters the best "young
team" in the National Hockey
League. With one-fourth of the
sea aon completed, Buffalo
paced the Adams Division of
the NHL.
It's a big team with the de-
fense averaging 6 feet 2 and 204
pounds. Forwards average 6
feet and 1113 pounds.
"tglingsmusgmmulelIMINIMIL 
Mike and Barbara Burkeen are Pleased to
opening of 
Mike's Union 76 Service
Corner of 4th and Elm
Hand car wash on Special for $3
50
ardWardww. 
Open 7 days a viefis f rom 7 a m to ci p
Cease by end see as real soon!
-F--I-
announce the
Rookie Bobby Jones Gets 33
As Nuggets Roll By Squires
DENVER (AP) — Paced by
a career-high 31 points from
rookie Bobby Jones, the Denver
Nuggets beat Virginia 137-123
Tuesday night and achieved
what must have seemed like
sheer folly to imagine a year
ago.
The Nuggets, who last year
finished fifth in the five-team
division and missed the play-
offs, clinched the Western Divi-
sion title in the American Bas-
ketball Association with Tues-
day night's triumph.
The game was the only action
in the ABA.
After last year's debacle, the
Denver franchise changed its
name from the Rockets to the
Nuggets, hired a new front of-
fice and signed some no-non-
sense, unselfish players. But
much of the credit has to go to
Larry Brown, who possesses a
certain magic when it comes to
teams he is coaching for .the
first time.
In his first year of pro coach;
ing three years ago, Brown
guided the Carolina Cougars to
the Eastern Division title.
Asked how that Cougar team
compared to the Nuggets,
Brown said Tuesday night:
"This is the greatest. We all
had to do more here and we
had to work harder. Everyone
had to struggle."
Brown noted that the Caro-
lina team possessed a number
of superstars, such as Joe Cald-
well and Billy Cunningham.
"Here it was just a bunch of
people who just wanted to es-
tablish something," he said.
The victory gave the Nuggets
a I3-game lead over second-
place San Antonio. Each team
has 12 games remaining.
Brown says Denver's next
goal is to advance to the cham-
pionship series. Denver's other
West title came in 1969-70, but
the old Rockets bowed in the
second round of the playoffs.
The Nuggets possess the best
record in pro basketball, 55-17,
and it will be up to Brown to
keep them from going flat in
the remaining regular-season
games.
Tuesday night, the Nuggets
led throughout the contest, ex-
cept for the early stages.
Rookie Don Washington teamed
with Ralph Simpson to move
Denver to a 22-13 lead in the
first quarter, but the Squires,
behind George Irvine and Willie
Wise, battled back to within
two.
The Nuggets stretched their
margin to 49-35 midway
through the second period, and
blew the game open in the third
quarter, racing to a 99-72 lead
behind the scoring of
Washington, Mack Calvin,
Jones and Simpson.
Irvine's three-pointer with
2:49 left to play cut the margin
to 123-113, but the Squires got
no &Laser than that.
Simpson finished with 23
pointeand Dave Robisch had 21
for Denver. Irvine had 26 and
Mike Jackson and Dave Tward-
zik 18 each for Virginia.
GENERAL . . .
GLEN COVE, N.Y. — Mike
Hardy, a North Carolina State
football player from Raleigh,
N.C., fell from a moving car
Monday and died at the age of
20.
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COLORS
c., a
Reg. s9.49
Save $2.5o
(Custom colors higher)
OUR FINEST
FLAT LATEX
Perfect for all type walls and
ceilings. Thick end creamy.
Non-drip. Leaves no
I ap-maris. Dries in 20
. minutes. Soapy water
Clean-up. Scrubbable. 48
Decorator Colors and White.
qial* COUPON SPECIAll   COUPON SPECIAL
MASKING SPRAY
TAPE ENAMEL
WITH COUPON
"11111.161".
fin) TEST
MU;
1.411.1
nAT WALL F10
BETTER
QUALITY
Custom colors
higher 
For walls and ceilings. Easy to apply.
High hiding. Dries in 20 minutes. Soapy
water clean-up. Pastel colors and white.
7%" Circular 199
Saw Blades
Choose combination blade
or special blade for ply-
wood C/PY714UN
1301 White or Black
WITH COUPON
GOOD
QUALITY
(Ready mixed colon)
A real money-saving value! Easy to apply.
Dries fast. Fully washable. Water
clean-up. For walls; ceilings.
REM(NGTN
2499
LIMB 'N TRIM
ELECTRIC SAW
Weighs just 6% lbs—yet cuts trees
1 6- thick, cuts firewood, rough-cuts for
construction. 1% HP. 58375
Economtcal way to build
up your lawn) Fast-grow-
ing, crabgrass free 48786
While You
Shop Have
Your Scissors
Sharpened
941.Vals7e)
2-Piece
Garden
Tool
Set
99
Early Brid Coupon
Two of the most-used gardening tools:
With transplanter, cultivator. 0631-3600CS
COU000 Limit: One Coupon Per 891 Adult Customer
J0_99.9Q9199-9Q
5-Quart 29"CROCK POT
Slow cooks foods in stone-
ware Safe to leave unat-
tended all day. 3300A
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
Phon r 757 2 5 7 1
A
4
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Armour Beef
STEW
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We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Ground
Beef
Prices Good
thru
March 19, 1975
Mustard
PICNIC lb. 49 SUGARL1
Pork Spare
RIBS lb 89'
WIENERS 12 oz 594
Fields Sliced
BOLOGNA
elloggs Pop
TARTS n 0.. 53'
24 oz. 794
Emge
Smoked
Facial Tissue
PUFFS
Overnight
PAMPERS
Van Camp
TUNA
Bash-là ox.
APPLESAUCE
200 ct 47'
12 ct $105
61/4 oz. 494
Joan of Arc. Kidney
BEANS 151/2 oz. 294
APPLES 4 lb. 69'
Red or White
POTATOES 10 lb. 694
TOMATOES Tray Pock 394
SLAW pkg. 25"
._—___-------
Johnson's Coupon R 1 5
Maxwell House
COFFEE  , Lb. Can $1 "
With this Coupon One coupon per family 
"upon
Expires 3-19-75
I
--
—Frozen Foods—
Frosty Acres Orange
Johnson's Coupon
Magic Spray Sizing
STARCH 20 oz 594
With this coupon One emipon per family Coupon
I Expires 3-19-75
%MIMI= Min NI MEM IME 11111111
Heim Genuine
DILLS
Charmin
TISSUE
Del Monte
CATSUP--
Leader Chunk
  48 oz. 894
4 Roll 694
DOG FOOD 5° lb. $6"
Golden Bake
Bread
20 Oz
DIAL SOAP 2/49" 1
with this coupon One coupon per family. Coupon
Expires 3-19-75
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F.--76e-e-lite acts eav WANT
2. Notice
Photographs
Black B, White or Color
Passports
Billfold's
for application
Copies for
old photographs
Love's
Studio
2. Notice
TN GLIDE Delivered by mail
to your home weekly. $6.75 per
year-a toying of 50 per cent
from newstand price. Send
$675 to P. 0. Box 32-N,
Murray. Kentucky.
ATTENTION: QUILTERS and
needle workers! Design and
enter a 12" block in Bicen-
tennial Quilts Contest and win
up to $25. For further in-
formation, call 753-5620.
FEEL LONELY? Depressed?
Dial NEED 753-6333.
NEEDLJNE..
503 Papier
Nom 753 2342
Caq far aposilliligal-
1'1 %NI I',
1wAs '
AD% EHTISING
DEADLINES THE FAMILY OF Mrs. Pollye
All display ads, classified 'I Bailey, would like to express
display and regular our thanks for the kindness
display, must be submitted - and sympathy Nh.wn to us
by 12 noon, the da before during the loss of our mother
publication. kt and grandmother.
All reader classifieds 4 Thanks to Dr. Hugh and Dr. Hal
must be suhmitted by 4 Houston, the nurses and staff
p.m, the day before at the Westview Nursing
publication. Home, and to the Max
- Churchill -.Funeral Home.. To
- .1-'' 1̀"411111* ""Ptrr Dr. David Roos for his corn-
2. Notice
JACK & JILL-openings Inc
children. Infants-6 years.
Drop-in service. 753-9922.
Flower Making Special
Centers 2 for the price of 1
Reg. 59e Doz
The Wild
Raspberry
WATKINS PRODUCTS-
Specials just for you Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland. 753-
8284.
3. Card Of Thanks
BRENDA'S BEAUTY Salon is
now open. Call 753-4582 for
appointment, 603 South 4th
Street.
I
Notice
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Pilot* 753-3342.
/
175 TX COC.O
10 PlAq SAL,
CHARLIE RUN'
17'5 NOT THAT COW .41)1/DON'T NEM OUR SFI0r5TOPCOMPLAININ6 PO ?
NANCY ITS TIME
FOR YOUR COD
LIVER OIL
13RINIC3-
A SPOON
IN HERE
forting words, to Mrs. Oneita
White,. for the beautiful music
and song. To our friends and
neighbors who brought food
and for the beautiful flowers.
May God bless you in your hour
of need.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Bailey
Mrs. Patsy Woodal
William Don Bailey
Mrs. Zandra Barrow
Mrs. Denise Beale
6. Help Wanted
WANTED AT ONCE -
Professional breakfast cook,
$3.00 per hour. Professional
dinner cook, $3.50 to $3.75 per
hour, Jobs Unlimited Em-
ployment Agency, 1627
Broadway, Paducah, Ken-
tucky, Call 442-8161.
TEACHERS - DO you dream
of having a new car, home,
and travel? Why not let us
show you how to have these
things and more. Pay for it
with a part time income. 753-
3763. Couples preferred.
LADIES TO do telephone
survey work in their home,
$2.10 per hour. Must nave
private line. For information,
write: T. M. Lancaster, 203
North Lake Street, Paris,
Tennessee 38242.
Cook
Wanted
Night Shift. Apply in per-
son to
Jerry's
Restaurant
641 South
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products, Call 753-
550
9. Situations Wanted
CARPENTER NEEDS work-
interior, exterior, or painting.
Lowest prices in town. For
estimate, call 753-0342.
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
desires work in Murray area.
Phone 753-5917.
10. Business Opportunity
WOULD YOU believe that
opportunity is back in town.
Due to expansion to local
concern, several openings
with opportunity for ad-
vancement are available
Excellent pay scale, excellent
working condition, complete
training program available.
Phone 753-2654 between 10 a.
m. and 5 p. m.
12. Insurance
The sooner you can,
the sooner
you save.
Phone 753-04a/
'Si
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
19 Farm Equipment
FOUR ROW or six row in-
ternational planter. Call 492-
8339.
FERGUSON 20 tractor, ex-
cellent condition, no equip-
ment. $1100. Call 753-2958 or •
753-6633.
135 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor and plow, 408 hours.
Fred Kirkland, 489-2525.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
20. Sports Equipment
16' TILT TRAILER with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
CNC, OW 6H00LD HE
ll 4,11111
.110'
COULDN'T
FIND A
SPOON
HE LOOC4 AT
EVERYONE
CIL
T
BLACK OR
WHITE • .
PRIVATE OR
GENERAL
y NOT
TH, RICHEST- MAN THIS
IN TH' WORLD IS YEAR !!!
>" NELSON
ROCKEFELLER,
NATCHERLY -
BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem.
Golan C. Hays. 753-1976.
14. Want To Buy
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or sell.
Five silver dollars, $25.
Buying gold coins, un-
circulated. $1-pay $95. $2.50-
pay $50. to $75. $5-pay $80. $10-
pay $110. $20-pay $200. Paul F
FaivTe, 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
PRECUT PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber
Company.
35 MM SLR Camera Resler
Topcon auto 100 with inter
changeable lens capabilities.
Call 753-8200,
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center,
FOUR LONG dresses, like new,
sizes Jr. 7 and 9. Ideal for
spring dances. 753-9357.
16. Home Furnishings
Bear
Archery
Equipment
Murray Home
8, Auto Store
Chestnut St
16 GUAGE Winchester shotgun,
model 12. Phone 753-7171.
14' JON BOAT. 15 H. P.
Evmrude trolling motor. New
trailer. Call 753-8147 or 753-
7656.
14' FIBERGLASS sailboat and
trailer. Call 436-2174.
...WO •
New Fishing Boats At
Used Prices!
14' Polartraft. . . $185.
14' Polartraft. . . . $225.
14' Statue . . . . $325.
Also hove Lowrance tFP-
300 Locator, used twice, still
under warranty, $120 Used
Garcia 500-c reel, 530
A good selecti,1.- .71 new
equipment. We invite you to
compare our prices with
others, then decide where the
.best deal is Looking forward /
DID HE
LOSE HIS
MONEY,
PORE
5OUL-
2
SUMSTEAD,
WHAT DID VOU BID
ON TNE 7AICKLE
CONTRACT?
BAR' 7"10.-• _Rs ?
No_ Tkil74K
THEY'RE FULL-
GROWN,. PWARX5!
51
,
WAKE UP'
Wa4AT DID
YOU SID
ONASSIS "?- HES A
HARD
WORKIN'
1-11. CHAP-
BUT HE'S
MILES FUN\
NUMBER ONE
AREA. VINYL BerklIne
recliner chair. Phone 753-6792.
Red & Orange Sale
10% *"
Al! Red S Orange Mer •
chandise
Sate ends Sat March
15 cot. to 530 p.m.
Starks Hardware
&
Kountry Kitchen
12th 5 Poplar
HREE
SPADES
IF LIRE WERE A
BRIDGE GAmErseou'D
BE A PERMANENT
swermg-yrn...
Happy fishing
Murray Bait Company
t
22. Musical
T
WURLITZER ORGAN, two full
key boards, percussion sec-
tion, 12 voice controls, built-in
cassette player, much more.
753-2637 between 6:30-9:00 p.
m,
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
I,onardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore,
Murray, Kentucky.
AMPLIFIER, .$50. Call Keys
Keel, 753-4672.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.
23. Exterminating
Free
Termite
Inspection
- Avoid Costly
Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
1111111.11114.
24. Miscellaneous
A GOOD BUY. ..give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift Shop."
MINOLTA SRT-101 with F1.7
lens and matching equipment.
Total value $530.61. All for
$325. Call 753-7632 after 9 p. m.
WHITE OAK and post oak fence
posts, slabs and lumber. Call
436-2266.
FOLDING NYLON net playpen,
$10. Practically new. 753-5240
after 4.
24. Miscellaneous
ELECTRIC POLE with
everything needed to hook up
to gas or oil trailer, $25. Call
492-8777.
BEAUTIFUL HANDMADE
quilt, Wild Rose pattern. Call
753-0845 after 3 p. m.
BEAR CAT III police scanner
Call 753-7609.
CAMPER FOR long wheel base
truck with boat racks on top,
$425. Metro-Teck metal
detector, model 220-A-DHS,
$50. 1939 Buick, $350. Call 435-
4592.
PLANTS FOR sale-tomatoes,
peppers, marigolds, petunias,
etc. Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, compost, at
Old Murray Sawmill, 753-4147.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2.315.
7. Mobile Home Sales
1970 MOBILE HOME, 12 x 50.
Call Cottage Grove, Ten-
nessee, 901-782-3892
1974 SHUI,TZ 14 x 70, three
bedroom, all electric, front
kitchen carpeted. 753-9717.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 00 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric. Call 489,-2524 or see at
Boyd's Trailer Court, No. A-8,
Highway 94 East.
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating, water
and garbage pick up fur-
nished. Will be available first
week in April. Couples only.
Call 753-8835 for appointment.
30. Business Rentals
TREASURE HUNTING time is
here. Civil war relics are
valuable. Also coins and rings.
Use a world famous White's
Metal Detector. Have one new
Coin Master at big deduction.
Call 753-1575.
Mel=
PIANO, $250. Call 753-8936
REFRIGERATOR AND stove UNIVOX GUITAR like new,
for sale or trade. Reasonable and Gibson amplifier. $160
rate. Call 753-2342. Call 753-0827.
WESTINGHOUSE DISH-
WASHER. Good buy. Phone
early morning or after 5. 753-
1924.
30" AVACADO green range,
electric, good as new. Also
drapes and miscellaneous
items. 753-9680.
Get The Top Hits
on L. P.'s, tapes & 45's al
T. V. Service
Center
Central Shopping Centet
753-5865
NOTICE
Paschall Plumbing
& Electric
Repair
Now Has A New Murray Phone No.
For Future Service Work
Call 753-5674
Day or Night
All Types of
Well Pump Repair
Bobby Paschall, owner
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
FENCE SALE-Sears pre-
season fence sale, now through
March 15. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
COMMUNITY STORAGE room
for rent. 808 Chestnut, 3,000 sq.
ft. Will rem.del. Call 501-584-
1281. Bob End,
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED MODERN two
bedroom duplex, central heat
and air, carpeted, dishwasher,
private patio, and driveway,
partial utilities paid. $140
monthly. Married couples
only. No children or pets. 753-
9574.
iDry Wall Hanging & Finishing
*Sprayed Ceilings *Textured Ceilings
Bo Roberts - 753-351112 Years Experience
WALLIS DRUG
,,PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Hey
Look!!
The boss has been operated on and won't be
here for a few days, so we girls are selling
H- -ECK, out of merchandise, if you don't
believe it, come on in and see; some mer-
chandise below discount house price.
We're the bosses now and we're giving the
deals.
Hope to see you at the
TV Service Center
in Central Shopping Center, 753-5865
And Remember
We have a to notch technician-4W
k Service What We Sell.
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32 Apartments For Rent
THREE BEDROOM house in
country with garden space.
For May 1. Call 753-8939.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, two baths. Available
March 16. Call 753.7567
NICE THREE room apartment, TWO BEDROOM house, 317
heat apd water furnished, $85 Irvan. Phone 753-8175
monthly. See at 602 Poplar.
UNFURNISHED TWO
bedroom duplex, 1310 Duiguid
Drive, central heat and air,
carpet, patio. 753-7154, 753-
8012, 753-1262.
MURRAY MANOR-all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
36. Foi Rent Or Lease
RETIRED COUPLES
Where one Is 67 or over ff your
not worth is less than SS 000 not
counting furniture or cur ond
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your rnonthty
rental New I and 2 bedroom
apartments In Murray Manor.
Control air conditioning and heat
store rehtgerator and water fur
rosh.d
Murray Manor Apts.
Diuguid Drive
753-8668
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
unfurnished apartments.
Available immediately. 753-
4331 or 753-4140.
2.18 ACRES of dark fire cure
tobacco for rent. Raymond
Hamlin. 213 South lZth Street,
753-0599
37. Livestock Supplies
TWO PONIES. Children have
outgrown them. Phone 753-
4106.
FIVE YEAR old gentle mare,
best offer. Call 753-2521.
38 Pets - Supplies
BEAUTIFUL IRISH Setter
puppies, ARC registered.
Excellent pets for children
$50. 435-4589 after 5.
AKC REGISTERED puppies
Availabl6 now. Irish Setters,
Pekingese, Miniature
Dachshunds, Chihuahuas,
Cocker Spaniels, Siamese
Kittens. Also complete
grooming service. Pet World,
121 Bypass.
MALE SETTER Bird Dog, two
years old, with papers. Call
753-5493.
$100 Reward
For irdnrmation leading to arrest and con-
viction of person or persons who have van-
dalized the home of Danny Roberts located on
London Drive in Canterbury Subdivision.
Excellent Income
Excellent Product
Superior Lead System
Local T.V. Advertising
Build your future with this successful team
coll...
Call Don PhIpot
Holiday Inn, Fulton, K.)
1502 472-2342
OFt
Call JAY BARLOW
Holiday Inn, Paducah, Ky.
( 502) 443-7521
Nara 1111-11.12 (Inee-Tees-11 01)
11 S. te 1 p.
S p. to 7 p.m.
38. Pets Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
43. Real Estate
THREE ACRES located just
500' north of Chandler Park at
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
TVA lake front. Good building
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone at property. Low
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. (502) 753-0101 or
753-7531.
FARM AUCTION
Saturday, March 15, 1975 10:00 a.m.
i. el Shin*
Coesperte Dispersal of d fermi, ineepateurt mewl by Stew nenesen, bee
2, lileyfieN, ly. Lest lie hose on his farm end is nee peg re dimes NI time is
his Nadi frit% wed Weldon Repel lesions.
Ford 5000 Diesel - 1968 model "sharp", 4 botton No. 18
breaking plows-spring trip, 10' International 37A Wheel Disc -
sealed bearings, - like new, 4 row International No. 463 Spring
Tooth Cultivator - new guage wheels, 7 tooth -3 point Krause
Chisel Plow-like new, 4 row John Deere Rotary Hoe, 4 Row
International Planter with fertilize attachment - "nice" Ford
4000-Live PTO-Spinout wheels - new tires - 1964 Model, 3 bot-
tom, Ford No. 101 Breaking plows - 12"-trip type, 742 foot 3
point Ford Flexo Disc, 2 row spring tooth cultivator, 3 point
mono rotary cutter - like new, 3 point adjustable grader
blade, a point Ford reversible Pond Scoop, Ford No. 501
Sickle Mower, Ford Post hole digger, No. 10 International
Grain Drill - 16 hole and like new, 8 row boom sprayer-trail
type Ace pump - aluminum tank, 2 row International planter
with fertilize attachment, 4 wheel farm wagon, John Deere
Hydraulic hoist for farm wagon, 3 point sub goiter, John
Deere 2 row rotary hoe, 3 point hydraulic boom pole, John
Deere two wheel-rubber tired manure spreader, 10 ft. John
Deere culimulcher, 7 foot double culti packer, 8 foot E-Z Flow
Lime spreader, VAC 14 Case tractor, 3 point wide front with
plow and disc, 1970 Chevy 2 ton truck with Mid West grain
bed, 15 top hoist and two speed axle, 1958 Dodge 2 Ton truck -
grain bed - Cattle racks - new tires, hydraulic cylinder, elec-
tric impact wrench, 2 cylinder 2 h.p. air compressor, Craf-
tsman drill press, electric drill motors, electric grinder, ben-
ch vice, 12 ton hydraulic press, log chains, lot boomers, one
barn of balled hay, other miscellaneous items.
Steve Thompson, Owner Phone 623-4666.
Location - 14 miles west of Mayfield. Ky. on Highway 121 on
Gilliam Thompson farm.
Watch for Sale Signs.
Larry Clark
and Associates,
Auctioneers
Mayfield, Ky.
Itrfo.aboosos. rrellebie
*********** * * * * ***** ** *********
"ATTENTION
FISHERMAN"
Bills Lakeshore Market on Donaldson Creek, Barkley Luke now
op.', with hg yew hue bail fishing supplies. Register for FREE
GITS No porches. Imes:ivy.
.63.41 41-104144l414104414fillt**********40-1041.4t4
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
WILL OFFER FOR SALE AT
PUBLIC AUCTION
MARCH 22 AT 10:00 A.M.
THE FO' ' OWING:
The Buildings and Grounds of the Kirksey Elementary
School. Detailed description and final announcements will be
made on.the day of the sale and takes precedence over any
printed matter or previous announcements.
Terms of the Real Estate sale will require a down payment
of 25 per cent on day of sale with balance being paid within 30
days or upon receipt of deed which ever is earliest. The suc-
cessful bidder will receive a Special Warrenty Deed.
This sale will be under the supervision of Chester and
Miller Auction Service.
-The - real estate.-braker sponsors adll_.he the. Owen_
Billington-Strout Real Estate Broker, offices in the Bel Air
Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
TRACTORS
D-17 Series - 3 A. C. Tractor
XT 190 A.C. Diesel
135 Massey Fergerson
M J.D. Tractor
PLOWS
J.D.5-16" 1250 Breaking Plow
12 Foot Multcher
2-14" Breaking Plow
5 Ft. Pickup Disc
3-16" Breaking Plow
10 ft. Chisel Plow
13',2 ft. J.D. Disc
2-14" Breaking Plow
Drag Type Disc
HAY & SILAGE EQUIP.
A.C. 442 Bailer
Ideal Rake ) New )
J.D. 35 Silage Cutter w-gram attachement
J.D. No, 12 Silage Cutter
4 Wbeel Grain Wagon w-hoist
4 Wheel grain Wagon w-bed
PLANTERS & CULTIVATORS
A.C. 4 Row Cultivator New)
A.C. Mod. 500 Corn Planter
2 Row Cultivator
Terms: Cash Day of Sale.
Lunch and Hot Coffee Available
COMBINE
Gleaner F Combine With 13 foot Bean
Header and 4 ROW Corn Header-
435 Low Profile
MISC.
New Holland Manure Spreader
12 ft. Rotary Mower ) Taylor)
3 Axle Lowboy Trailer
Ditch Witch (Ditcher-Trencher
12 ft. Pickup Harrow, 74 Model
5 ft. Rotary Mower
5 Ft. Scraper Box
Grader Blade 3 pt. Hitch
8 Ft. Dozer Blade For Tractor
210 J.D. Dozer With Traitor
59 Chev. 2 Ton Truck (long wheel base with
grain bed and fold cattle sides, w-tyvui cylinder )
3.16 Ft. Round Feed Troughs
7 Ft. Rotary Hoe
Hydrolic Front End Loader w-bucket
32 Ft. Grain & Hay Elevator
Many Items Too Numerous To List
CONSIGNED EQUIP.
801 Ford Tractor
2-14" Breaking Plow (Trip Action)
5f0. Ford Rotary Mower
Ford Sickle Mower
T.D.-9 International Dozer w-power shift,
dual hydrolic system & Dakota tilt blade
Billy Natchel
587-4228 or 364-2406 or...
Overton Real Estate & Auction Company
Martm, term. - PhonE 5G7-9547
The Auctioneer Mickey Moore 587-2725
NEIGHBORHOOD CON-
SCIOUS-Take a look at this
recently decorated home in
Canterbury Estates. Ideal for
aspiring professionals.
Features three bedrooms, two
baths, entrance hall, 'faintly
room with fireplace, and
double car garage. Please call
for appointment. Wilson Real
Estate, 202 South 4th Street.
753-3263.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
44. Lots For Sale
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate. 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753.4655.
6. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
newly redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on acre lot.
One car garage. Two miles
from Murray. Call for ap-
pointment. Call 753-4931.
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 1 1,2 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
nuns io
Cathedral ceiling, balcony,
central vac and intercom. Call
-2534208-
For Sale
By Owner
New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, located in city, inciodos
den, utility room, full gorogis,
carpeted, control bort &
built-ins. Listing lost ran out.
Owner hos redwood asking price
to $29,500. Coll day-7 5 3-
0550, niplst-753-$261.
$8800- YES, that is all you pay
for this good four bedroom
frame home with basement,
owner needs quick sale due to
ill health. ',coated in city close
to downtown. Call us now for
viewing. Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597.
818450 - CAN you believe that
for this low price you can get a
new three bedroom, 1L2 bath,
home with central heat and
air, located in county and
offers immediate occupancy.
A good buy in these days of
inflation fighters. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753,3597.
'WATCHthi FOR wHrre IMAF-4 TR4CK. -HE
MAY 'TRY PEED U4 WASHINGTON D. C.
48. Automotive Service 49. Used Cars & Trucks
THREE NEW 10 guage 650
gallon under or above ground
tanks, $245 each. Two sets of
F-15 Atlas belted tires, regular
$38 each, sale $20 each. Call
753-2432.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD Grand Torino. Take
over payments, Call 753-8001.
1943 GREMLIN X, new tires,
factory air, power steering,
levi seats, 31,000 actual miles,
one owner, $2150. Call 767-4464
after 6 p. m.
1967 CHEVROLET Van, six
cylinder. See at 112 South 10th
Street.
1914 PINTO RUNABOUT, one
owner, excellent condition.
Call 753-0310 after 6 p. m.
1963 FORD TWO ton truck. A-1
condition. 753-4545 or 753-6763.
1965 PLYMOUTH, six cylinder,
1968 Oldrnobile Cutlass, 1962
Buick Electra. Call 436-2540.
1 9 6 9 CHEVROLET
KINGSWOOD station wagon.
air, double power. Excellent
condition. 53,000 miles. 753-
9957.
1572 FAST IIACE DnLw, iike
new 5,000 actual miles. Also
1973 Chevy Impala, excellent
shape 7.53-9513.
1974 DATSUN 260-Z, bronze,
automatic, air, AP wheels.
AM-FM, eight track, fully
loaded. Listed for $6800. Firm
64900. 753-8606 days.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, $225. Call
474-2279.
1974 JAVELIN AMX, fully
loaded with all the extras
including 'AM-FM, rear
defroster, tilt wheel, 401 Gold
package and many more. A-1
condition. Priced to sell. $3100:
Call 753-9653.
1961 VOLKSWAGEN. Has 1962
motor. Good shape, $300. Call
753-5985.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39,000 miles,
$2500.00. Call 436-2584.
TRUCK BEDS. Grain trucks.
460 IH tractor. 1965 GMC with
roll back bed and winch. 1973
GMC pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix SS.
May see at Ashland Station in
Coldwater. Phone 489-2299 or
247-3895.
1964 INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL-ALL, four wheel
drive. Good condition. $400.
Call 753-0703 after 5 p. m.
50. Campers
SHASTA FIFTH wheel trailer,
self-contained, very good
condition. 753.3734 or 753-9989
after 6 p. m.
LAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers,
mile east of 68 and 641 in-
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.
51. Services Offered
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed
Call 492-8869
WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Call 753-2813.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Mrytle Brenneman, Pot-
tertown Road, 436-2540.
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
years experience. Free
festirnates. Call 753)3351.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
wen* by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 64/. Jerry McCoy,
Owner (502) 492-8837.
Wanted
General Hauling. White
Rock, Lime Stock Piled.
Jackie Hoke Truck Service
Phone 753-3533
WILL MOW residential and
cemetery lots. Also will do 
interior and exterior painting.
Cheap. Call any time. 436-2190
or 753-4465.
51. Services Offered
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines. 436-
5525.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home im-
provements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
DRY WALL construction and 
finishing. Free estimates. Call
James Cele, 1_901_593_5234. Big
51. Services Offered
GUTTERING - SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
with baked on white or colored
enamel. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
53. Feed And Seed
HAY FOR sale. Red Top and
Timothy. Call 4374230.
54. Free Column
FREE: TEN month old male
Husky. Call 436-7277.
FREE: SMALL short-haired
dog, about three months old.
Very attractive. Call 753-2614.
Sandy, tennessee.
EXPERIENCED MECHANIC.,
Tune up. alternators, starters,
and etc. Call 753-9629.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
Electric. Well pump repair
service. Phone 753-5674.
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO.-
Siding, carports, awnings,
patio covers. Will Ed Bailey,
492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.
SHER-CAR WELDING: Small
but efficient fabrication or
repair. Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and
delivery on request.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
753-0866.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Storage sheds up to 12 x 30,
lake cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways. South
of Murray to Paris Landing.
Lakeland Construction. 436-
2505.
WOULD LIKE to take down
television tower and rotor. 50
ft. or higher. Call 753-6740.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut^ Call 753-6556
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
75.1-717O actor A r m
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
laakhbe work, or Inckirr
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
Big Antique Auction Sale
Friday Night, March 14, 6:30
4*********************************
641 Auction House
Paris, Tennessee.
One of the best selections of antiques that can be found.
Lots of walnut furniture, some with marble, Rosewood inlaid
china cabinet and credenza and oval dining table, ball and
claw feet, 6 cane back chairs. One of the very best walnut
suits with white marble on dresser and wash stand. Allaciin
lamps, grandfather clock, kitchen clock, 4 spindle back
chairs, tea cart, chandelier, glassware & pottery, Roseville
teapot, creamer & sugar, cranberry lemonade set -6 glasses,
one Northwood cherry carnival water set, Northwood
tankard water set, RS Prussia shaving mug, 3 cups &
saucers, 6 pewter goblets, white carnival glass, green car-
vinal glass, lots more.
Come and See
Open Thursday Night
Shorty McBride
247 Auctioneer
The Craft House
Going Out of
Business Sale
602 South 12th Street 
Yarn-Further Reduced
Everything Marked
Down Again
Saturday is Last Day of Sale
Also equipment for sale such as:
*Cash Register *Adding Machines
*Stove *Refrigerator *Cabinets
*Tables *Etc. for sale
Farm Equipment Sale
Satur. y, Mar • 15 , 1975; 11:n a.m.
Rain Or Shine
Property of Dilly Hatchet
Location: 4 miles northeast of Dresden on Palmersville Hwy. No. 89. Turn Left on Fancy
Blacktop co mile. Watch for signs.
This Equipment is all Len Model. Some only used if.. limns
All of this equipment is ready for the field
NICE TWO bedroom house at
1416 Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple. 753-
9761.
47 Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 250 dirt bike
New paint, seat, transmission,
Korn shocks, and tires. 6900
invested. $500 or trade for car
of equal value. 753-8606 days
TRAIL BIKE-1974 Yamaha
250 MX. Also full Bore MX
boots, Enduro feathers.
Yamaha helmet. 492-8713.
48. Automotive Service
FOUR G78-1$" belted Polyglas
tires' phy It-ply -rating.
mounted on rims, fits Dodge or
Ford pickup. Tires and rims.
8100. Call 753-8964
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I Funerals 1
Funeral Rites Held
For Mrs. Collins
The funeral for Mrs. Clarence
Collins of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., the former Etna Gustave
Perdue of Murray, who died
Sunday, was held there
Tuesday.
Interment for Mrs. Collins,
age 67, and her husband,
Clarence Collins, age 65, who
died on February X, was at
Clearwater, Fla
Local survivors include a
sister, Mrs. Pat Hackett of
Murray.
Orval Simmons'
Funeral Is Today
Funeral services for Orval
Simmons, age 71, will be held
today at four p.m. at the chapel
of the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Term., with burial in the
Walker Cemetery.
Mr. Simmons died Monday at
his home. He was a retired
livestock dealer and a member
of the Church of Christ.
Local survivors include one
sister. Mrs. Hilton Williams,
and one brother, Aubrey
Simmons.
--Applications Now
Being Taken For
, Sigma Scholarship
Applications are now being
taken for the Glenda Boone
Memorial Scholarship given
each year by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The scholarship recipient is
given to a resident of Calloway
County who is working toward
completion of a Teacher Cer-
tification program with
preference given to students
interested in kindergarten or
the lower elementary grades,
according to Mrs. Morgan Sisk,
Sigma Scholarship chairman.
Mrs. Sisk said the scholarship
of $200 will be given to a student
who will be a junior or senior at
Murray State University this
fall. Financial need will be
considered, but a good
academic record and promise
of being a good teacher will
determine the selection of the
recipient, Mrs. Sisk added.
Interested students may get
applications from Mrs. Sisk or
at the offices of Dr. John
Taylor, chairman of the
Department of Instruction and
Learning, or Dr. William Read,
vice-president of Academic
Programs at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Franklin Is
Speaker At Meet
Of Lions Club
Bill Loyd and Billy Wessell
were introduced as new
members at the Murray Lions
Club meeting Tuesday night.
The Lions heard a program on
Murray City Schools presented
by Margaret Franklin, General
Supervisor of Instruction for the
city school system. Mrs.
Franklin was introduced by
Lion Jim Lawson.
L. M. Holloway and Johnny
McDougal presented plans for
the Lions' spring mop, broom
and light bulb sale on April 21
and 22.
The Lions District 43-K
convention will be held April 12-
13 at Ken-Har Resort.
1PlithSTOCKIKARKETit
Prices of stock of local Interest at noon.
EDT, today. furnished to the ledger &
'Imes by First of Miclugan, Corp. of
Murray , are as follows
Ponderosa Sy sterns
Kimberly (lark
Union Carbide
W R Grace
Texaco
Den Eke
GAF Corp
Camp Soup
Georgia Pamfu
Pfizer
tim Walters
Kirsch
Rol Inn
Disney
Franklin Mint
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the ledger & Times by
I IA Simon Co are as follows
Wheelchair Participants
Discover ManyDifficulties
AIM, • 
15',1 unc
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For eight and a half hours, 11 ad-
ministrators and faculty and staff
members at Murray State University
found out Tuesday how physically difficult
it is for a paraplegic to get a college
education.
Confined to wheelchairs as participants
in the University's first Wheelchair
Awareness Day from 8 a. m. until 4:30 p.
m., the group learned first-hand the dif-
ficulty paraplegic students experience in
moving from one building to another,
getting into the buildings themselves and
to negotiating steps, curbs, ramps and
swinging doors.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray
State's president, was one of the group.
After receiving instructions at the start of
the day from Dr. Roy Tunick, director of
the rehabilitation program at the
University, it took the president 40 minutes
to make his way from Ordway Hall to his
office on the 5th Floor of the Ad-
ministration Building 250 yards away.
Accompanied by his "guides" for the I
day, Wanda Rolfe, Murray, and Noel
Hudson, Owensboro, the president said he
was "discovering muscles" he didn't know
he had, as he pulled himself along in his
wheelchair. En route, he tried his hand at
getting over curbs, negotiating the
swinging doors of Wilson Hall and took a
look at the paraplegic ramp leading into
the library.
Dr. Curris relinquished his chair to his
administrative assistant, Kaj Spencer, at
noon in order to leave for Washington, D.
C., but before leaving, he said every effort
is being made to make the University's
facilities more accessible to handicapped
students and this will be even more true in
the future.
DT Kenneth Harrell, dean of the College
of Humanistic Studies, said the experience
"has certainly tightened my awareness
that the things we take for granted every'
day prove to be almost insurmountable
obstacles for certain handicapped
students."
Dr. Harrell also commended the
students who planned the event for
providing -not only myself, but the others
participating with the opportunity to ex-
perience first-hand the obstacles that the
handicapped face every day."
Dean of Men John Yates expressed a
great feeling of helplessness, emphasizing
the necessity of having to "take the time to
figure out your strategy before you go
anywhere." He found the University
Library the most difficult building to get
into, going down the ramp into the first
floor. He said he could go no further,
however, because he could not get into the
elevator.
At noon Gerald Williams, a
quadriplegic from Lexington and a staff
member with the Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services, was the speaker at a luncheon
given for the acting paraplegics and their
guides.
A native of Union County, Williams also
is statewide chairman of a committee
associated, with the Kentucky
Rehabilitation Association and which is
concerned with investigating architectural
barriers to the handicapped.
One out of every seven persons depends
upon an orthopedic aid of some kind,
Williams said, and pointed out that within
the past 10 years the public has become
increasingly aware of the problems these
people have in overcoming architectural
barriers.
"It is most gratifying to see the attention
which is being given here at Murray State
today to the problem of architectural
barriers," he said in commending the
Social Activities Committee of the Social
Work Club on the campus which planned
and conducted the event.
The other faculty and staff members
who volunteered to spend the day in the
-Tabeelehairs were:
I. Frank Julian, vice-president for
student development; Dr. Don Hunter,
dean of the College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning; Dr. Hugh L. Oakley,
dean of Industry and Technology; Dr.
Mark Cunningham, faculty representative
on the Board of Regents.
Mrs. Tonya Young, assistant director of
housing; Mrs. Lanette Thurman, director
of personal enrichment and women's
services; and Miss Connie Jones, a
rehabilitation services counselor at the
University.
In charge of the event, the first of its
kind to be held on a Kentucky college or
university campus was Miss Rose Schultz,
a junior social work major from Sugar
Grove, Pa. Serving with her on the basic
committee was: Gary Potts, Kirksey;
Kathy Crowell and Miss Rolfe, Murray,
and Beth Young, Washington, Ind., all of
whom served as guides.
Others serving as guides were: Gwen
Devine, Link Martin, Michael Matheny,
John lepsch, Kathi Malone, Leah Hart,
Steve Rowell, Donna Miller and Larienia
Powers. 
THIS IS HOW IT IS: Murray State University President Constantine Currris,
second from left, and other staff and faculty members began Wheelchair
Awareness Day Tuesday at the University by negotiating the steps of Ordway
Hall, Dr. Hugh L Oakley, dean of Industry and Technology, left, practices
maneuvering his chair, while Dr. Don Hunter, center, dean of the College of
Human Development and learning, prepares to go down the steps with the aid
of Neal Hudson, Owensboro, a student guide. The day was planned to focus at-
tention on the architectual barriers faced by the physcially haruicapped on
college campuses today.
(Photo by Barry Johnson)
North Vietnamese Overrun Town
North Of Saigon, Command Says
men said the North Vietnamese and hard fighting at a number.SAIGON, South Vietnam
1.AP I - The North Vietnamese
overran a district town 40 miles
north of Saigon today as heli-
copters ferried thousands of
government reinforcements to
a threatened provincial capitil
in the Central Highlands, the
South Vietnamese command re-
The command said Tri Tam,
called Dau Tieng when the U.S.
25th Infantry Division defended
it in the 19605, was lost after a
North Vietnamese infantry and
tank assault that began Mon-
day. The command claimed
seven North Vietnamese tanks
were destroyed. It said the fate
of several hundred government
troops was unknown.
Tri Tam was the 16th of
South Vietnam's 244 district
towns lost by the government
since the cease-fire agreement
two years ago and the closest
to Saigon of those lost. Four
others have been lost in the
past five days. However, much
of the region around Tri Tam
was already controlled by the
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong.
Meanwhile, hard street fight-
ing continued for the third day
in Ban Me Thuot, the besieged
provincial capital in the high-
lands 155 miles northeast of
Saigon. The helicoptered rein-
forcements raised the govern-
ment's force there to about 5,-
000 men, but military spokes-
HAZEL LODGE
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet
Friday, March 14, at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall, according to
Bruce Wilson, master of the
lodge.
still controlled parts of the city.
The Saigon command
claimed about 700 North Viet-
namese killed and two dozen
tanks and a dozen giant 130mm
artillery guns destroyed, mostly
by the air force.
Field reports said many of
the city's 150,000 cilettian popu-
lation had fled during the night.
The U.S. Embassy said nine
Americans - an official of the
U.S. aid program and eight
missionaries - were still
trapped in Ban Me Thuot but
were safe and had enough food
and water.
The Saigon command said
another district town 60 miles
southwest of Ban Me Thuot,
Kien Due, also was holding out
against North Vietnamese tank
assaults.
The Saigon command said
there was also heavy shelling
of other points around the coun-
try, from along the Cambodian
border in the Mekong Delta to
the northern quarter. In the lat-
ter sector government marines
withslo-oct a 1,000-round bar-
rage.
In Cambodia, heavy shelling
of the Phnom Penh airport con-
tinued, but the American sup-
ply airlift resumed after a brief
suspension Tuesday. Hard
fighting was reported seven
miles northwest of the capital,
but the government forces
there did not appear to be mak-
ing any progress in their drive
to push back the rockets and
guns shelling the airport.
Diplomatic sources said the
Neak Luong naval base and the
town of Baban, 32 miles south-
east of Phnom Penh, were
heavily shelled, and there were
many civilian casualties.
Mariner 10 To Take
Final Look At Planet
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) -
Burning its last drops of fuel,
Mariner 10 will take a third and
final closeup look at sun-
scorched Mercury on Sunday.
The bug-shaped space explor-
er will makes four-hour fly-by,
passing at one point only 131
miles from the surface of Mer-
cury. It will be the closest fly-
by of another planet yet at-
tempted.
The encounter will exhaust
the 1,000-pound probe's altitude
control gas and propellant. It
will go into orbit around the
sun, a space age ghost ship.
In addition to snapping about
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650 photos, the fly-by's primary
objective is to gather data
about Mercury's unexpected
magnetic field. It was dis-
covered by Mariner on its first
rendezvous with the planet
March 29, 1974.
Is the field generated by a
"dynamo" deep .within the
planet, or is it an effect created
by charged particles streaming
from the sun?
Controllers at the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory here say the
answer will help fill in ques-
tions about Mercury's interior
and about the evolution of the
sun's closest planet.
Economy Top
Priority Of
Gov. Carroll
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Gov. AVULIAN Carroll says
his No. 1 priority for state gov-
ernment will be to stimulate
the economy.
Carroll, speaking to the Hop-
kinsville Chamber of Com-
merce, said Tuesday night that
the normal relationship of sup-
ply and demand has been bro-
ken.
"We have produced things we
don't need and we have not
produced things we must
have," the governor said. Car-
roll is seeking the Democratic
nomination to run for a full
term.
Carroll said conversions of
natural gas had been encour-
aged, but that gas users now
are facing shortages.
The governor said Kentucky
is doing well in the current eco-
nomic slump and has a low
unemployment rate, compared
with the jobless rates of other
states. Carroll said no new
taxes would be needed to bal-
ance the budget.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market 'Sews Service March
12, 1475
Kentucky Purchaae Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buyvig Stations
Receipts Act 1194 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts very uneven 504 higher to The lower
S0.11 uneven weighted 500 Mr lower over
500500 higher
US 1-2 2013430 Lb. . P9.00-39 54
US 1-3 190240 bs .11311 75-29 00
US 24 240-240 82505-3575
US14 200280 137 5048.00
Sows
US 1-2 770-35015. 13350-3410
US 14 130450 Lbs P750.3310
US 1-3 45450 Ilse 538 5047.50
US 1-3 450450 the 034 50-37 50
US 2-3 300-500 !ha $32 05-3300
Boars $24 0028 00,
Rain, For Sure
Cloudy with rain and possibly some
thundershowers today and tonight with
highs in the low to mid 60s and lows tonight
in the 40s. Continued cloudy and a little
cooler with rain or rain showers likely;
Illighrftrtfle idt."5043. ()retail 1'4 YrIcTay,-
cloudy and cool. Probabilities of
measurable precipitation 90 per cent
today, go per cent tonight and 60 per cent
Thursday.
Considerable cloudiness during the
period with a chance of rain Saturday and
Sunday Early morning lows in the upper
-30e4ovrile.-40e gsiday /Ind in the 30s SaLtir,,,,
day and Sunday. Daytime highs in the up-
per 40s and low 50s Friday, and mostly in
the 5os Saturday and Sunday.
Bicentennial. . .
the National Register of
Historic Places."
Also a "lasting reminder" in
Murray's Bicentennial program
is the Nathan B. Stubblefield
Story on Murray as the Bir-
thplace of Radio. A historical
operetta on Stubblefield was
presented in Lovett Auditorium
April 26-27, 1974.
Officials in Frankfort and
Washington, D. C., were in-
formed by the Calloway
Committee: "Murray
historians have data and
materials to substantiate their
claim that Stubblefield was the
first person in the world to in-
vent and demonstrate equip-
ment for electronically tran-
smitting the human voice arid
music without intervening
wires. This 'wireless telephone'
is today known as the radio."
Under consideration to honor
Stubblefield are plans for a
repository in the proposed
museum, a marker for his
birthplace, or a memorial at a
suitable site.
The national Bicentennial
theme is: "A past to remem-
ber; a future to mold." The  
major events in Murray-
Calloway scheduled for com-
plete "thematic" coverage
were listed in three . areas:
Heritage '76; Festival USA ; and
Horizons '76. Of the 24 listed
major events, 11 were in the
"Festival" category; eight
were "Heritage"; and five were
'"Horizons."
The application for national
citation stressed the fact that
the Community included the
County, the City of Murray, and
Murray State University.
Although the Bicentennial Tree
Program was not included in
the application, plans are being
made for Calloway to par-
ticipate in the state-wide
planting of 12,000 tree seedlings.
The 24 listed Bicentennial
Activities:
I. Handmade Doll Exhibit,
Spirit of '76-Early American
Dolls-Art Guild House;
2, Historical Exhibit of
Calloway Committee-Guns,
Jewelry, Utensils, Documents-
at Bank of Murray;
3. Murray State University
Salutes Bicentennial-Campus
Lights-Lovett Auditorium;
4. American Revolution
Bicentennial Symposium-
Murray State University-
Annual Historical Meeting;
5. Jackson Purchase
Historical Society Salutes
Bicentennial-Regional
quarterly Meeting-
Descendant of Lafayette as
guest of Mrs. Corinne
Whitehead;
6. Craft Demonstrations-
Display of Handmade Articles
of Calloway Library-Annual;
7, West Kentucky Press
Association Salutes Bicen-
tennial-Semiannual Meeting;
8. Civic Clubs of Murray-
Concert of Kentucky Com-
posers-Woman's Club House;
9. City and County Schooa-
Salute Bicentennial-Emphasis
on Muisc, History, Future
Growth;
10. Nathan B. Stubblefield,
Inventor of Radio-Historical
Operetta-Lovett Auditorium;
11. Charity Ball Salutes
Bicentennial, Woman's Club -
Country Club;
12, Governor's Cup Regatta-
Boat Races on Kentucky Lake;
13. Arts and Crafts Fair,
Community Sponsored-Crafts
Demonstrations, Annual
Event-Land Between the
Lakes;
14. Calloway County Fair,
Jaycees-Exhibits, Prizes,
Displays-County Fairgrounds;
15. Long Rifleman Shoot,
Committee-Displays, Contest,
Demonstrations of Skill;
16.. Shriners' Golf Tour-
nament-Murray-Calloway
County Country Club;
17. Industry Salutes Bicen-
tennial-Tappan Stove Com-
pany, Fisher-Price Toys-Open
House, Exhibits;
18. Civic Clubs of Murray
Celebrate Bicentennial-
Rotary Club Speaker;
19. Septemberfest at Kenlake
State Resort Park-
Committees and State Park
Commission;
20. Civic Clubs Celebrate
Bicentennial-Business &
Professional Women's Club;
21. Homecoming at Murray
State, Bicentennial Salute-
Wrather Hall donors, Football,
Dinners, Memorial service,
Addresses, Parade. (MSU has
72,000 Alumni);
22. Veterans Day Celebration
and Parade-Sponsored by
Veterans, ROTC, City, County;
23 Role of Churches in
Kentucky History-
Symposiums at Murray-
Calloway Library. Panels
conducted by ministers;
24. Bicentennial Flags Flying
Pointrin.-OonwasinIty 
Over Murray State, Murray-
Calloway Hospital, Murray-
Calloway 1,ibrary, Fisher-
$477P/Prft Good .
thru Soeurdor
r
SHOES
(Continued from Page lf
Price, Tappan Stove, Cour-
thouse.
Participating with Governor
Carroll in the award
presentation Friday evenings,
March 14, will be Mrs. Jo
Westpheling, --Frankfort,
executive director of the
Kentucky Historical Events
Celebration Commission; Mrs.
Betty Lowry and County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, co-chairmen
of the Murray-Calloway
program. Murray Mayor John
Ed Scott and Judge Miller will
Moonshine. .
accept the award on behalf
the city and county.
presentation will be made at
half-time of the first game
played that evening in the
tournament.
Prior to the presentation,
Governor Carroll will be guest
of honor at a dinner given by
President Constantine Curris in
the ball room of Waterfield
Student Union at 6 p. m. Some 75
community and regional
leaders have been invited to
attend the dinner.
• (Continued from Page 11
officers, guys that they had
hired, and try to get a buy from
rne, but from some reason or
another, I was, always too
smooth. They got a lot of buys
from those small-times, but
they never got me; they tried
lots of times, lots of different
ways they approached me to try
and get the buys."
One of the ways Garland got
his whiskey out was in a meat
Bob Nolte, WPSD-TV News
Reporter who takes an active
part in the fellowship of the
Maranatha Christian Center in
Paducah, will speak at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
12th and Olive Streets,
Murray, on Thursday, March
13, at 730 p. m. Nolte has
traveled through Kentucky,
Illinois, and Missouri giving his
testimony at various
fellowships, and is editor of
"The Shepherd's Journal," a
charismatic newspaper in the
six-state area.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 355.0,
down 0.2. Below dam 322.3,
down 0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0,
down 0.2. Below dam 328.4,
down 0.4.
Sunset 6:32 p.m. Sunrise 7:49
a.m.
truck. "One guy had a meat
run, back down around Fancy
Farm, and he had two
refrigerated trucks, one filled
with meat, the other with
whiskey. Where he made the
money, hauling to Detroit, was
off that whiskey, he said. At the
time, I was getting five dollars a
gallon for it, and he told me he
was getting twenty."
Sugar was costing Garland
about eight dollars for a hun-
dred pounds, which, in the right
hands, would produce 14 gallons
of whiskey.
Sugar was one of the things,
too, that finally caught up with
Garland. The federal
authorities demanded to know
where suppliers in the region 
were selling all their sugar, and
Garland was tops on the list.
"Sometimes we would use 10
tons a week of sugar," Garland
said.
To tell more would ruin the
book for many, but suffice it to
say that the volume should do to
Murray what "Walking Tall"
did for McNairy County,
Tennessee.
Author W. R. Morris helped
make the late Buford Pusser a
household word by writing the
best-selling book, "The Twelfth
of August," Pusser's life story.
Morris spent more than two
years of close study with the
former McNairy County sheriff,
while gathering information
and illustrations for the book.
Morris has also written stories
for several national
publications including Movie
World Magazine and The
National Enquirer.
Born in Henderson County,
Tenn., Morris worked as a
newspaper reporter for several
years before devoting full time
to writing books and magazine
articles. He now makes his
home in Loretto, Tenn.
"I am very excited about
writing a book concerning the
moonshinIng activities of Bruce
Garland," Morris said.
"Bruce has had a colorful and
interesting background. It is
very possible that the book will
later become a movie," the
author added.
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-IsegesTeens
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PANTY HOSE
32('Pt
Limit 3 pairs.
SAVE $220
The great white
buffalo ... Save $4.20
New Dressed-up Wedge for
Women Teens Reg S13 97
Black or White
$977
- • "'NMDressy Vinyl
Shoulder Bags
$242"r
SAVE k555
Reg $7 97 White
Red Navy or Black
SAVE $220
Girls, New Patent Oxford.. Black
or While with Colorful Braid.
Reg $697. Sizes 81/2-12. 121/2-4
$477
Boys' New Twortone Brown Wing 
4.11%
Long-wearing Sole Reg 58 
97_4" 401/2 •VSizes 8-12, 121/2-3
\
Open Nights 'III 9
• Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Bel-air Snoiddi Ceder
hton.441. 104
Sat 44
Sul 14
Get to know us;, you'll like us.
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March 15 Is 208th Birthday
Of Jackson Purchase Founder
By Nellie Ibutin
West Kentucky and West
Tennessee historians will recall
during the BiCentennial
celebrations that the Jackson
Purchase had its beginnings 208
years ago when Andrew
Jackson was born, March 15,
1767, "somewhere in the
Waxhaws on the border bet-
ween North Carolina and South
Carolina."
Miss Louise Davis, native of
Paris, Term., arid staff writer
for the Nashville Tennessean,
has authored a new book on
General Andrew Jackson, titled
"Snowball Fight in the White
House." This book reveals
insights into the life of Andrew
Jackson who negotiated the
Jackson Purchase Treaty of
1818 with the Chickasaw In-
dians.
Because of the shifting
boundary lines in colonial days,
the exact location of Andrew
Jackson's birthplace is still
disputed after more than two
hundred years. Both North and
South Carolina have honored
the seventh President of the
United States in claiming him
as a native son. In later years,
Jackson wrote: "I was born in
So sic) Carolina, as I have been
told at the plantation whereon
James Crawford lived...."
(Quoted by Marquis James,
"The Border Captain")
At the age of thirteen, red-
haired, blue-eyed Andrew
Jackson took part in a local
skirmish of the Revolutionary
War and was captured and
imprisoned. By the next year all
the members of his immediate
family had died and he was left
on his own in his native area.
The sportsman and horseman
soon ran through his family
inheritance. He left the
Waxhaws to study at Queen's
Museum at Charlotte, N. C. He
Leading food retailers are
planning to do more advertising
in 1975 than last year, and 69.3
per cent of their advertising
budgets will go to newspapers,
according to a recent study by
the Newspaper Advertising
Bureau, Inc.
Of the 129 retail food com-
panies responding to NAB's
questionnaire 52 per cent of
those queried), 41 per cent
expect to do more advertising
than last year, 50 per cent plan
to do the same amount, and only
five per cent plan to cut back.
The most significant dif-
ference from last year's study
was the fact that the typical
food retailer runs a total of
three pages a week in the paper
where it places the most ad-
vertising in its major market,
compared to 2.9 pages per week
during the previous year. Also,
60 per cent said they had
changed major copy themes in
their ads during the preceding
year, most often in response to
news on prices and shortages
(43 per cent, but also because
of consumer issues such as unit
pricing or ecology (26 per cent.
In newspapers, the typical
respondent uses 50.1 per cent of
ad space for dry. groceries, 31.8
per cent for meat, 13.8 per cent
for produce, 8.4 per cent for non-
foods (including health and
beauty aids), and 7.8 per cent
for dairy products. Premiums,
stamps and promotions will
absorb 2.4 per cent of the
budget,
(aught a school  .111. 1784
began to study law at Salisbury,
and was admitted to the bar
there in 1787.
As the Western District (now
Tennessee) began to fill with
settlers, Andy speculated on
advantages of the tran-
smountain area in his political
future. He arrived in the Nash-
ville settlement October 26,
1788, where his famed and often
blustery, carrer began. He
became a leader in the new
state of Tennessee where he
helped frame the State con-
stitution, served as a
representative and senator in
Congress and as a judge of the
State Supreme Court. In the
War of 1812, in the Battle of New
Orleans, January 8, 1815,
Jackson became a great
military hero, popularly called
"Old Hickory."
In 1818, Andrew Jackson was
commissioned by President
Monroe, along with former
Kentucky Governor Isaac 
Shelby, to purchase more than
eight thousand square miles 4(
land on the western boundaries
of Kentucky and Tennessee
from the Chickasaw Indians.
The Treaty with the
Chickasaws was signed October
By Robert K. Baar
The Ciprian Parembescu
Conservatory Chamber Choir of
Bucharest, Romania sang to a
large and enthusiastic audience
in Lovett Auditorium on Sunday
evening, March 8. When the
choir finished their program,
the audience stood and cheered
as this choir, all dressed in their
native costumes, stole the
hearts of the Murray audience,
The choir is in this country at
the request of the American
Choral Directors Association,
who have just finished their
national convention which last
week was held in St. Louis.
Friday evening was in-
ternational night and the
Parembescu choir sang to 2000
choral directors.
Gheorghe Oprea, the con-
ductor, has formed this group
into a vibrant instrument upon
which he extracted impeccable
diction, precision, and beautiful
musical phrases. The phrase
-music is an internation
language" was proven during
the evening, for though the
audience did not understand the
Romanian language, the sound
of the music, the attituae of the
singers, and the honesty of their
offering, was like a friendly
hand shake from Romania to
the United States. From the
tender opening work "Colon
jos in Prundurele" by Medan to
the rousing dancing song
"Chindia" by Alexander
Pascanu, there were hills and
valleys of choral excitement.
How wonderful to have a choir
Films will tell
freedom's story
WASHINGTON, D.C. - To
commemorate the 200th anni-
versary of the struggle for
American independence, the
National Park Service has
created one of the most ex-
tensive programs in its his-
tory
One of its major efforts is
the making of two general
films, one telling the story of
the common American of the
war period, the other relating
the cultural diversity of the
land that was to become the
United States. - CNS
  1.at lands_or
claims in Tennessee and
Kentucky, about 7,000,000 acres
for an annuity of $20,000 for 15
years." (Lewis Collins,
historian, Vol. I, p. 28) Thus, in
1819, the eight county area of
what is now Hickman, Fulton,
Ballard, McCracken, Graves,
Marshall, Carlisle and
Calloway, became at last a part
of the state of Kentucky-and
known as The Jackson Pur-
chase.
Miss Davis' most recent
writing, published in late '74 by
Westminster Press, is
beautifully illustrated. It is
based on the writings of Mary'
Donelson, great niece of An-
drew Jackson. The story shows
that the tough, lonely old soldier
loved children and the
Christmas season. The
"snowball fight" climaxes a
delightful Christmas party
which President Jackson hosted
for children at the White House.
This was in 1835,, nearing the
end of his second term in office.
Louise Littleton Davis has
been a feature writer for The
Nashville Tennessean for more
than twenty years. She is noted
for her stories about famous
people of her home state. She
from Romania on our campus
after so many years of
American choirs in Europe.
Perhaps music and yoang
people can be the tools which
will bring us closer together.
Aebersold
Concert
Set Here
Jamey Aebersold, nationally
known jazz saxophonist, and the
Judy Roberts Quartet will be
the guest clinicians and concert
performers for the second
annual Jazz Festival at Murray
State University March 14-15.
Clinics will be held from 11:30
a. m. to 5 p. m. Friday, March
19, and from 8:30 a. m. to 5:15 p.
m. Saturday, March 15, before
Aebersold and the quartet
appear in concert at 7:30 p. m.
in Lovett Auditorium Saturday,
March 15.
Raymond L. Conklin, jazz
program coordinator on the
campus, said the clinics are
free. Admission to the concert
on Saturday evening will be $1 
for students and $1.75 for non-
students.
A teacher at Indiana
University Southeast, Aeber-
sold is an alto .and tenor
saxophonist who is also
recognized as an authority on
jazz improvisation. He has
written several books on im-
provisation and compiled four
improvisation recordings for
the development of im-
provisational skills.
An accomplished pianist and
string bass performer,
Aebersold also teaches at the
National Stage Band and
Combo Camps.
The Judy Roberts Quartet is a
young group from Chicago
consisting of piano, bass, guitar
and drums that mixes jazz and
elements of rock, ballads and
original tunes into its per-
formances. Judy. Roberts, who
has played concerts throughout
the country, is presently
negotiating several recording
contracts, according to Conklin.
_
31:1 • ""`
'
or. Richard Stout, left, takes delivery of the first 197; Audi 1001S sold at Curd!! VW-Audi from
Ed Carroll. Carroll VW-Audi recently acquired the Audi franchise for this area.
was continuing _research vn.
Andrew Jackson papers at the
Hermitage when she chanced
upon Mary Donelson's memoirs
about her childhood days in
Washington.
So, on March 15 Andrew
Jackson fans will remember the
birthday of "Old Hickory" two
hundred and eight years ago in
the Waxhaw area of the
Carolinas. These historians will
remember that The Jackson
Purchase Treaty which he
negotiated with the Chickasaws
one hundred and fifty-seven
years ago has never been
violated nor abrogated.
Gen. Andrew Jackson,
American soldier, statesman,
and two-time President of The
United States, died June 8, 1845.
He is entombed in the Her-
mitage garden, along with his
beloved Rachel, and where
other members of his family
and household are buried.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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GAMMA BETA PHI INDUCTION-A total of 108 students at Murray State
University were inducted into the Gamma Beta Phi Society chapter on the cam-
pus during the spring semester. Among students inducted into the honor,
educational-service organization were left to right from Murray: (back row) Chris
Clopton; Paula Lyons; Mary Tint and Michael Finley. (Front row) Debi Shinners;
Denise Lowery; Kathy Lea Crowell; and Patsy Mathis; not present was James
Suitor.
OTASCO
SAVE ;
$20.07 4
Throttle control, extra deep deck. Staggered 7-in. wheels eliminate lawn
scalping. Briggs & Stratton engine. Life-Gard safety protection.
Longlifet CHAMPION Mower, Reg. 89.95 AS 7,2 . . . 74.67
USE OTASCO'S CONVENIENT LAYAWAY
LAYAWAY NOW
Wednesday, March 12, 1975
Coal Wastes
Are Put
To Use
CANBERRA, Australia -
Australian coal researchers
have developed an econom-
ical method of processing the
dirt and low-grade car-
bonaceous wastes that must
be washed from coal before it
can be sold and used, and fre-
quently present pollution
problems and fire hazards in
the vicinity of coal mines.
The coal waste is injected
into a fluidized bed of inert
particles kept in continuous
agitation by a strong current
of air and this fluid-Like mass
supports the fuel while it
burns, resulting in a dust-free
coarse material suitable for
use as a lightweight aggre-
gate for concrete, etc., and
fine ash suitable for use as a
concrete additive - CNS
:;g95 Mt".
SAVE
$15.07
Big 22-in. cut, 31/2 Hi' 13,ggs & Stratton engine. 8.in, wheels, fronl side discharge,
front and rear gross baffles for better grass discharge. life Gard rear shield. rein
VSNO EXTRA CHARGE SAVE $69.96
LAWN BOY
MOWER
SAVE
$15.07
SAVE
AT
OTASCO
Quick-Hite wheel adiustments, 31/2 H.P. engine, finger tip re., and primer. Has
snap-off plate for gross catcher accessory. Sold exclusively at Otosco.
Lawn Bey 21-Inch Mower. inn?: 124.11. 88
TRACTOR
STYLE
SAVE
$69.96
RIDIAG
rnotuER
Reg. 269.95
111V11121 less with trade
Makes big mowing jobs
easy. 5 H.P. Briggs & Stratton
engine, 25-inch cut, forward
& reverse speed transmission. Chain Drive, park brake and clutch. 45 7'74
Longlife Riding Mower, 30-Inch. Reg. 539.95..5-729 499.77
5 WAYS TO BUY: CASH • CREDIT • LAYAWAY
BANKAMERICARD • MASTER CHARGE
GREAT GARDEN VALUES • BIG SAVINGS
STEEL STORAGE
BUILMAGS
Double sliding doors. De.:orateld with
2 lanterns, 4 block hinoei and «plc
Outside dimensions V. x 71/2".
Inside dimensions 96'. .
45 222 1. 2
Storage Building. 6 6. a 5'2'6" Outside Di- 0888
mentions. 6' x 4 1/2' '8 5..cle Dimensions. is 222 RIP
Storage building. 10'1',"n 9'81/2" Outside
mentions. 9'6,i4".9 2" Inside Dimen. an,',
stomo 'n 10 Outside Omen- 188118
siona. giosfe a gitr,., side D1111.02111. 25 cm ii I
OTASCO
An all-purpose garden
All Parts
& Labor
Excluding Riding Lawn Mowers
COW
MANN
Reg. 166
1.99
50-lb. bag. Composted.
No odor, won't burn.
Good soil builder. is 141
SALE PRICJES GOOD AT OVER 600 STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST
" 9:4 Mart . -115Ors . !Shopping CenterlPrices Good Thru Saturday Only
9-8 Fri. & Sat. 753-8391
ORGANIC
PEAT
2 Cu. Ft bag. Organic.
Bacterially oct,oe so,
5-313-b "4•\
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BE[-AIR SHOPPING CENTER We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Field's Sliced One Pound Pkg.
Bologna 119c
Big Quart
Cokes
32 oz.
Bottles jrelk c
Pius
Deposit
siokety
Fruit
Cocktail
Limit 2 with 57.50 or More Add. Pur.
Excluding lob. & Dairy Products
Boneless
Sirloin Tip
Or
Rump Roast
CASH POT
Fresh Picnic Pork
Roast 
59? Armour Star Vacuum Pack
Bacon
Country Style Pork
Sausage 59clb.
Boneless
Sirloin Tip
-Steak
69
816 oz. Cans 9c Reelfootto lb. Bucket
Chitterlings $499
Hyde Park
Grade A large
Friskies
Dinners 16 oz. Cans
Bee Round
Pot Roast 99?
Fresh
In The Meat Dept
99,Donuts
Fresh Water
Catfish
Steaks 99!Sun 
Margarinergar 1 lb. stick 49c
Cottonelle
Tissue00 
Kelly's
ChiliFrosty Acres
Or. Juice
2o 7.
With
Beans
16 oz.
Can
Jo Beane
Card Not Punched
Armour Testender
Frontier
Bacon 12 01 Pkg 69c
Pure lean
4 lbs. or More
Or. Beet
Pattie Mix
49c 
lb
Krey's Hostess
4 Roll Pkg.69c Wieners
39c
Fabric Softener
Downy 33 oz. Bot.89c
Liquid
Ivory Qt. Bot.99c
Cabbage 1 4!
Big Chief
Peanut Butter 3: 79c
Merit
Crackers
1 b 49cBo
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Dow
Handl- 59c
Wrap
• 2011 Roll
Expires 3-18-75
Good thil, At Storeys
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Gt. Size
Drive
99c
49 ot. Box
E-xpires 3-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
large
Roll
Bounty
Towels9.
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
No. BRA-60
Renuzit
Air
Freshner 49
lox.
Can
Expires 3-18-75
Good Only Al Storeys
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Aim
Large
Size
Expires 3-18-75
Good Onlv At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Banquet
Fried
Chicken
s249
2 lb. Box
Expires 3-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
Red Delicious
Apples 4 lb.Bag
Family 3
Pack
12 oz. Pig.
5
Cut Up
Fryers
S
  Gold Crest
Self Baisting 4-10 lb. me __
89 Hen Turkey bUclb.
10 lb.
Bag
Potatoes9.
6
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Pepsodent
59c
large
Size
Expires 3-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Sara lee
Pound Sf09
Cake
flex.
EipIrea3-18.75
Good Only At Stores'
14 Sliced
Ham
89c lb
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
DOW
Bathroom
Cleaner
79c
17 oz. Can
Expires 3-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
Emge's
Shank Port.
COUPON
Limit 1 per family
Old English
Lemon
Furniture
Polish 69
Viz. Can
Expires 3-18-75
Good Only At Storey,
COUPON
limit 1 per family
.11.1111b0
All
12"
91b. 13 or. Box
Expires 3-18-75
Good Only At Store
1 4
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Hubbard and the President—U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Ky.) confers with
President Gerald ford last week after a White House breakfast for the 75 freshman Democrats
of the 94th Congress. The breakfast was the result of a meeting between the President and
Congressman Hubbard at the White House earlier last week Hubbard, who serves as the first
chairman of the freshman class of the 94th Congress, represents 23') counties in Western Ken-
tucky.
Scientists Doubt Effect Of
Vitamin C On Common Colds
- By C.C. McDANIEL
AP Science Witter
CHICAGO (AP) — Two Chi-
cago scientists say there is
little convincing evidence that
daily doses of Vitamin C have
any effect on the frequency or
severity of the common cold.
But Dr. Linus Pauling, a No-
bel laureate in chemistry and
leading advocate of high doses
of Vitamin C for treating colds,
says the pair has not looked at
all the evidence. Pauling says
he is still convinced that Vita-
min C — ascorbic acid — is
beneficial.
The Chicago scientists, Dr.
Michael H.M. Dykes of the
American Medical Association's
department of drugs, and Dr.
Paul Meier, a University of
Chicago statistics professor, re-
viewed studies of Vitamin C in
the March 10 issue of the asso-
ciation's journal.
They summarized studies,
dating from 1939, in which sci-
entists treated comparable
groups of subjects with doses of
Vitamin C and with placebos
sugar pills.
Most studies supporting Vita-
min C as an effective cold pre-
ventive were scientifically un-
sound, they wrote. They said in
some studies the test subjects
decided whether Vitamin C had
helped, and in other instances
scientists doing the studies
made such determinations with-
out objective evidence.
Dykes and Meier said poten-
tially harmful side effects from
large amounts of ascorbic acid
have not been thoroughly estab-
lished, but a number of side ef-
fects, such as diarrhea, have
been suggested.
"Until such time as phar-
macologic doses of ascorbic
acid have been shown to have
obvious, important clinical val-
ue in the prevention and treat-
ment of the common cold, and
to be safe in a large varied
population, we cannot advocate
its unrestricted use for such
purposes," they said.
Hospital Report
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy Eula Nanney,
Rt. 1, Murray, Master Richard
Allen McCuiston, Rt. 6 Box 79,
Murray, Thomas Edward
Roberts, Rt. 3, Murray, Hafford
Boyd, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Joy F. Melton, 507 S. 7th,
Murray, Marvin Wilson
Broadbent, Box 499, Cadiz, Mrs.
Marian Posey, 1511 London
Drive, Murray, Mrs. Wilma
Dean Stephenson, 919 N. 18th,
Murray, Daniel E. Robinson,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Thelma
Irene Bennett, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Ida Ellen McKinney, 1208
Olive, Murray, Mike W. Heath,
Fox Meadows Tr. Cl. No. 16-B,
Murray, Garrett W. Andrews,
500 Pine St., Murray, Mrs. Edna
Miller, 710 Vine St., Murray,
Mrs. E. Murray Key, 304S. 13th,
Murray, Wells Overbey, 1507
Sycamore, Murray, Charlie I..
Satterwhite ( es:ptred), Rt. 1,
Murray.
"Although the common cold
is undoubtedly an uncomfort-
able and inconvenient disease,
it is rarely anything but a be-
nign and short-lived one."
In a telephone interview from
Menlo Park, Calif., Pauling
said concern about harmful
side effects is unwarranted.
There may be some side effects
for some people, but the tox-
icity of Vitamin C "is surely
low," he said.
Pauling noted that there have
been no reported deaths from-
Vitamin C overdoses, while
there have been some among
persons taking aspirin. "All
together, I think the American
Medical Association is doing a
disservice against the
American people by continuing
to raise ofjections to the use of
ascorbic acid for health," he
said.
Pauling took issue with
Dykes' and Meier's inter-
pretation of some of the ex-
perirnental data and said the
scientists failed to consider
some studies which would have
presented Vitamin C more fa-
vorably.
Among the dozen studies
cited by Dykes and Meier, a
1971-72 study by y.w. Anderson
and others of 1,000 volunteers
in Toronto was the only one
which they said demonstrated
that high doses of Vitamin C
were beneficial.
Symposium On
A free symposium on the sick
newborn of interest to
physicians, nurses and other
health personnel will be held in
the Department of Nursing at
Murray State University
Friday, March 14.
fir. Billy lr. Andrews;
chairman of the Department of
Pediatrics at the University of
Louisville School of Medicine
and chief of staff at Children's
Hospital, will conduct the
symposium from 8 a. m. to 5 p.
m. in the auditorium of Mason
Sick Newborn Is Scheduled Experts Warn Of Beef
Hall i Nursing Building).
Dr. Clegg Austin, Murray
pediatrician, has been in-
strumental in making the
arrangements to bring the
symposium to the Jackson
Purchase area. Austin and Mrs.
-Mary Jo --kni3t, -instructor of
nursing at Murray State, are
serving as coordinators for the
Program.
Co-sponsoring the sym-
posium, along with the School of
Medicine at the University of
Fast Food Operations
Moving To Other Nations
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
nation's fast-food industry,
which has put mountains of
fried chicken and billions of
hamburgers into paper bags for
hungry Americans, is planning
more outlets around the world
for people to grab a bite on the
rim.
The Agriculture Department
says that by 1979, eight leading
U.S. companies expect to have
more than 6,400 fast-food out-
lets in foreign countries, nearly
quadruple those in operation
now.
The No. I country targeted
for expansion by almost all
companies is Japan, followed
by Australia, Europe and Cana-
da, according to a study pub-
lished by the department's Eco-
nomic Research Service.
Without any adjustment for
inflation, retail sales in foreign
countries by 1979 are expected
to total at least $2 billion a
year, compared with $568 mil-
lion estimated in 1973, the re-
port said.
Philip B. Dwoskin, who pre-
pared the report for his agency,
said the 1979 projections in-
dicate a potential market for
U.S. suppliers of about $820
million annually compared with
about MO million in 1973.
But Dwoskin told a reporter
that the term "potential"
means just that. Part of the
food used in the foreign estab-
lishments is provided locally
and U.S. exporters will have to
compete for the expanding
market.
In his report, Dwoskin said
that in the United States there
is a trend to more company-
owned outlets rather than fran-
chised operations. The reason
for this seems to be that com-
panies want better control than
franchises afford, he said.
"On the foreign side, the em-
phasis is almost reversed, due
mainly to the myriad of local
government regulations, lan-
guage difficulties and so forth,"
Dwoskin said.
Consequently, it's a common
practice for fast-food com-
panies to enter intO agreements
with local trading companies or
individuals to operate the retail
outlets in those countries.
"This is particularly true in
such developed areas as Japan,
Europe and Australia, and ac-
counts in part for the more op-
timistic expansion plans on the
foreign side than for the domes-
tic market," Dwoskin said.
Carryout food also will con-
tinue expanding in the United
States, according to the survey
of the eight major firms which
account for more than one-half
of annual sales by fast-food
shops. The report said those
firms are expected to have
more than 4,000 outlets by
1979, a 54 per cent increase
from now.
Cattle change
grass to protein
Louisville and the Department
of Nursing on the campus is the
Kentucky Department of
Human Resources.
Three other faculty members
from the University of
Louisville Department of
Pediatrics will also be on the
program—Dr. Griffith Quinby,
Dr. Rodney Dorand, and Dr.
Henrietta Etada. Debbie Scott, a
registered nurse in the
University of Louisville Medical
Complex, will also participate.
-Through this symposium,
health team members in this
area will have the opportunity
to acquaint themselves with the
ideas and practices of
authoritative individuals in
neonatology and neonatal
nursing,- said Dr. Ruth Cole,
chairman of the Department of
Nursing.
Registered nurses and
licensed practical nurses who
wish to earn continuing
education units may pay a
nominal fee for CEU credit.
Persons who wish to pre-
register or obtain additional
information may contact the
Department of Nursing at
Murray State University.
Crowding In Pastures
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mniversity of /Seminal/ beef
cattle experts warn that crowd-
ing in the state's pastures could
send cattle deaths as high as
250,000 head this year.
High cattle prices in 1973 and
early 1974 prompted greater
production, but soaring grain
prices then slowed movement
of feeder calves into the feed-
lots.
Cattle prices were thus de-
pressed, which caused a build-
up of cattle on farms and over-
stocked pastures.
"In some cases there are
three generations of calves on a
farm, and two calf crops are
rather common," said Dr. John
T. Johns, a UK beef cattle spe-
cialist.
Johns said the large number
of cattle is straining the graz-
ing capacity of the pastures, a
capacity diminished by the
scarcity and high price of nitro-
gen fertilizer.
"We're pushing to the hilt on
our pasture stocking rates,"
Johns said, "and 1 would say
that our pastures are worse
now than they have been in
several years."
Dr. Curtis Absher, anothe
UK beef cattle specialist, said
the normal annual death loss of
cattle from disease, accident
and malnutrition is about 5 per
cent.
But the figure may climb to 6
per cent or 7 per cent of the
3,750,000 head of cattle and
calves on Kentucky farms this
year, he said.
"We're in a high-risk period
now and will be until the good •
grass comes in this spring,"
Absher said. He estimated that
even with cattle prices def-
lated, financial losses could ap-
proach $40 million.
"It comes to a sizable sum
any way you figure it out," he
said. "It's dramatic, but we
haven't been able to dramatize
it enough to make people aware
of it."
CUT US ADO SOME MGM. COLOR TO YOUR UM
Only about one-fourth of the
food consigned by cattle is
grain and this is feed grain
such as sorghum and field
corn, according to the Council
of California Growers.
The unique digestive syfe—
tern of cattle enables them to
digest otherwise useless
fibrous plant materials,
thereby converting them into
high-protein human food.
DAYS Thurs., Fri., Sat.
\......DATT March 13, 14, 15 HOURS 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
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Army Annouces
New 'Project Ahead'
Headquarters, US Army
Southeastern Recruiting
Command in College Park,
Georgia announces a new
education program — Project
AHEAD Army Help for
Education Arid Development ).
Under this program, an Army
recruiter puts the potential
enlistee in contact with a
college that will accept the
young man for enrollment. This
is the "home" college which
will hold his college credits as
he earns them throughout his
enlistment.
For the soldier-student, the
home college maintains an
active file, assigns him a
counselor to help him follow a
course of study while he is in the
service, evaluates his Army
training for credit toward his
degree, and gives credit for
courses completed at other
institutions of learning. This
means that when a soldier-
student completes his enlist-
ment and is diccharged, one
college holds all the academic
credits he has accrued,
regardless of where the course
credits are earned. Therefore,
as a student already enrolled,
he can continue to work toward
a degree using the G. I. Bill
benefits without loss of time,
money or college credits.
Most Army posts have
colleges operating on the in-
stallation as well as in the local
area providing off-duty
academic opportunities to
enlistees. While the enlistee is
on active duty, the Government
pays 75 percent of his tuition
costs. Upon discharge, his
service provides him 36 months
of subsidized education under
the G. I. Bill. Benefits can be
extended to 45 months if
necessary to complete work for
the undergraduate degree. )
Seven hundred colleges are
participating in Project
AHEAD and, by summer, this
will swell to 1,000 colleges.
All credits are granted in
accordance with accreditation
policies of the American
Council on Education and the
individual college concerned.
Each college sets its own en-
trance requirements.
Project AHEAD is not simply
an Army program — it is
operated by the participating
colleges. The Army is the
vehicle for bringing the student-
soldier and the college together.
This cooperation in education
lets the Army open new avenues
for colleges and universities to
do what they do best — provide
the best education possible to
the youth of this nation.
According to Sergeant First
Class Jerry Work, Army
Representative at the Mayfield
Shopping Plaza, Murray State
University is one of the par-
ticipating universities in
Project AHEAD. More in-
formation on Project AHEAD
may be obtained by stopping by
the Army Recruiting Office at
the Mayfield Shopping Plaza or
by calling Sergeant Work at 247-
4525.
Dog Obedience
Classes Are Set
DID YOU KNOW
THAT GRASS CAN GROW
6 INCHES IN THE TIME
IT TAKES TO SERVICE
YOUR EQUIPMENT
DURING THE SPRING
RUSH.
----I-F ITS GOT AN ENGINE—
WE SPECIALIZE IN ITS _REPAIR
Our trained mechanics use special tools
and genuine replacement parts to put
your equipment into running operation.
East Sias Small Engine
104, 949 753-9437
AU T... COI ZINO
•1119VoCa C•NT•
The dog obedience training
classes sponsored by the Paris
Obedience Training Club
beginning March 11. The
classes will be held each
Tuesday for 10 weeks in the old
gymnasium at Grove Jr. High
School; the time for the classes
will be 7:30 p.m.
Anyone who has a dog six
months old or older that they
want to train can come to the
classes.
"If you have a puppy,
obedience training can make a
big difference in his behavior as
an adult dog in your home and
in your neighborhood," a
spokesman said. "Or perhaps
your dog is older and set in his
ways: he takos you for a walk,
he literally bowls your guests
over, or he has the veterinarian
calling for reinforcements when
he sees you coming. The
training classes can give you
back the control you need over
your dog."
For the Boy Scouts in the area
who are working on merit
hadges, the sucePccful com-
pletion of the ten training
classes will meet almost half of
the requirements for the dog
care merit badge, the
spokesman added. The training
classes are also helpful to 4-H
members who want to work on a
dog care project. And for
anyone who is interested in
showing their dog in obedience
dog shows, the classes can
provide the basic training
needed to begin a dog in the
Novice Class, he said.
"If any of the points men-
tioned above fits your situation,
or if you just want to train your
dog for the fun involved, in-
formation is available by
calling 642-6350, 642,3628, or 642-
8746 in Paris or 753-1982 after
5:00 p. m. in Murray," the
spokesman said.
Don't snub those
dark mushrooms
The outsides of mushrooms
tend to become darker
through loss of moisture and
oxidation when they are ex-
posed to air, but this in no
way affects the quality or fla-
vor
In fact, as the mushroom
opens and becomes darker, it
is only losing moisture, which
makes it a better buy per
pound. — CNS
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112t
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us
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to preserve flavor, texture,
color and vitamins
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David Klahn, who heads the sculpture program at Ohio University in Athens, will present ad-
mission-free public lectures on African art at Murray State University March 13 and in Paducah
March 17.
He is scheduled to speak at 730 p. m. in Room 431 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
campus on March 13 and to give a similar presentation at 7:30 p. m. at the Market House in Paducah
Marekt 17.
Klahn, who is also scheduled to conduct sulpture and casting workshops at Murray State March 13-
14, will base his evening lectures on his experiences in northeastern Africa, particularly in the
countries of Kenya and Ethiopia where he has directed seminars and workshops.
His appearances in the area are co-sponsored by the Kentucky Arts Commission, the National
Endowment of the Arts and the Art Department at Murray State.
Hubert Head, chairman of the- Art Department at Murray. State-, .said—Klehnteleetsire-
demonstration workshops to art classes March 13-14 will deal with sculpture and several casting
processes, including lost wax, resin and sand, and ceramic shell, with casting to be done in aluminum
and bronze.
A native of Wisconsin, Klahn earned the B. S. degree at Wisconsin State University at La Crosse
and the M. F. A. degree at the University of Wisconsin. He was presented an honorary doctorate by
Haile Selassie I University in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, where he was a guest lecturer in 1967.
His work has been exhibited in numerous shows and is represented in several collections, both in
the United States and abroad.
Marriages Down, Divorce
Up During Last 12 Months
By JOHN STOWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) -- The
American marriage rate
dropped in 1974 for the first
tirne in 16 years while the di-
vorce rate rose for the 12th
consecutive year, the govern-
ment reported today.
At the same time, the decline
in the U.S. fertility rate slowed
and began leveling off last
year, the national Center for
Health Statistics said.
The center, an arm of the De-
partment of Health, Education
and Welfare, said provisional
1974 statistics show that both
the total number of marriages
and the marriage rate de-
creased for the first time since
1958.
There were 2,223,000 mar-
riages performed last year, 54,-
000 or 2.4 per cent fewer than
in 1973. The marriage rate de-
creased 3.7 per cent, to 10.5 per
1,000 population.
The report said the marriage
cWline occurred every re-
gion of the country except the
West South Central region en-
compassing Texas, which was
one of 14 states with modest,to-
creases.
The numb off divorces total-
ed 970,006 last year, tip 57,0110
or 6.2 per cent over 1973 and
13.5 per cent higher than in
1962, which was the last year
before the upward trend began.
The 1974 divorce rate of 4.6
per 1,000 population represent-
ed a record high 4.5 per cent
increase over the previous year
and a 109 per cent increase
over 1962.
The center's provisional re-
port said only six states — Ar-
kansas, Missouri, New Jersey,
Ohio, Vermont and Wisconsin
— had fewer divorces in 1974
than in 1973 and those differ-
ences were minor in most in-
stances.
The latest annual fertility
rate of 68.4 births per 1,000
women between the child-bear-
ing ages of 15 and 44 years was
only 1 per cent lower than in
1973, compared with the pre-
vious three-year decline aver-
aging 7 per cent, the report
said.
The nation's fertility rate has
been dropping, with some ups
and downs, since 1957. The ,
trend has been steadily down- .
ward at varying speeds except
for small increases between
1968 and 1970.
Medical school
in a camper?
TUCSON, Ariz. — To
stimulate student interest in
rural medicine, the College of
Medicine of the University of
Arizona is developing a fed-
erally - funded program to
help relieve the shortage of
health care people in rural
areas.
A camper-type van is being
developed, as the students'
classroom and reference li-
brary, including a videotape
system for viewing medical
lectures and procedures.
7 REASONS WHY
YOUR BEST BEDDING BUYS
ALWAYS COME FROM US
• professional sleep counseling
• free delivery or pick up
•ic3e0onf ig ht trial • choice of size
cho• firmness • choice of surface
• innerspring or foam rubber
Murray, Ky.
Our Posturepedic Sleep Center features all versions of the
world's finest mattress. Every Posturepedic is designed in
cooperation with leading orthopedic surgeons for comfort-
ably firm support—no morning backache from sleeping on
a too soft mattress. The Unique Back Support System has
scientifically programmed coils plus a patented torsion, bar
foundation for total support. Choice of comfort, too,..
Your new Posturepedic is an important purchase—so shop
where you -get a complete selection. Were Posturepedic
headquarters offering choice of comfort and size in inner-
;prinq or latex foam. •
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drok •
FOR THURSDAY, MARC1L 13, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
( 
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IVA
Wait fur cues before launch-
ing any new project. If not on
guard, you could get into dif-
ficult situations or needless
complications.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Dogged persistence will be
day's need; also, the fortitude
not to break your stride
hesitantly when obstacles, new
problems appear. Use that
bright mind of yours!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211 11814°‘
Mercury, in excellent
position, puts your native
Ingenuity and perceptiveness at
a peak. A time in which to
spread your wings a bit—if time
--11111rnbLigations permit.
-CANCER
__(./une 72 to July 13) 00
 )(Our .ability to weather
"stormy" periods will be of
great help now. You may run
Into some opposition, some
unexpected situations, but
eventual returns will be worth
BOW* for.
LEO
-'July 24 to Aug. '23) jatg
._. Curb a tendency toward
lethargy since your stellar
Influences promise fine
achievement if you're "on the
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Stress your foresightedness in
order to prevent witless errors.
Don't leap at ideas or
suggestions made by those who
could mislead through a
pleasing manner.
LLBRA 
AnfiASept. 24 to Oct. 23
Patience and a sense of
humor needed now. Do not let
minor annoyancei- get the
better of you or you may blow
them out of proportion
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 nttlic-
Fine influences should help
you put this day "over the top."
Polish up a dormant talent for
unique, unexpected use.
SAGITTARIUS
!Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 2,440
Uncertainty could offset your
best efforts, so be decisive.
Marshal all your talents, will
power and know-how with a
view toward taking brisk steps
forward.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20:
Don't slacken your efforts
because others are in a
frivolous mood. Consider your
own interests—especially now
when influences stimulate new
ideas for improving your status.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) .44,
Fine - stellar aspects en-
courage your creative interests.
Also favored: romance, family
concerns and cultural ac-
tivities.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to March 20)
You may encounter some
opposition, but it need not deter
your better efforts. Handle it
diplomatically—and go on to
bigger and better achievement.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely intelligent in-
dividual, a quick thinker and an
idealad with a flair for the
unusual. You have a vivid
imagination, a strong will and
an outstanding sense of justice.
You are one of the world's true
humanitarians, and a life of
service is almost sure to be in
the cards for you.
VOTE FOR
PAUL SHAPIRO
FOR
COMMONWEALTH'S :
ATTORNEY 
118 47;-HE WILL WORK FOR YOU
wo%
140
XCI
Political Ad Paid For By Candidate, Paul Shapiro
Forest
Fire Season
Begins Here
Jean Iles Davis of Owensboro, a voice major at
Murray State University, will present a senior vocal recital
on the campus Sunday, March if,.
Scheduled at 2 p.m. its the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the program will include "Softly
Rest" and '81st du Beimir" by Bach, "Plaisir d'Amour by
Martini, "Little Road to Bethelehem" and "Beloved Let Us
Love One Another" by M. Head, "The Holy City" by
--Adams, "Suleika" by Mendelssohn, "Auf fin Altes Bild" by
Wolf, "Zueignung" by Strauss, and "I Want Jesus to Walk
with Me," arranged by Boatner.
Miss Davis, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. Eugene
Davis of 2327 North York Street in Owensboro, is a mem-
ber of the Baptist Student Union choir on the campus. She
has a minor in piano.
Good Visual Habits
Important To Eye Care
Frankfort, Ky., — Vision is
essential to almost every
human activity and, according
to Dr. Kenneth Wells, President
of the Kentucky Optometric
Association, most people can do
something to preserve their
vision if they are educated as to
the importance of good visual
habits and professional care.
Announcing the vision care
organization's plans for this
year's Save Your Vision Week
to be observed during the period
March 2,8, Dr. Wells said that
volunteer optometrists
throughout the state would
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emphasize what citizens can do
to help save their own vision.
"We hope to demonstrate the
role of vision in the lives of all
citizens and encourage every
member of the community to
develop good vision habits, to
avoid eye accidents, and seek
periodic professional vision
care," the doctor of optometry
said.
The member optometrists of
the Kentucky Optometric
Association plan to provide
people with needed vision in-
formation in order to recognize
the value of vision care and to
seek this care to prevent
potential vision problems. The
Association has distributed
radio transcriptions and TV
films to stations throughout the
Commonwealth for their use as
public service spot an-
nouncements emphasizing the
importance of good vision and
vision care.
The theme of this year's Save
Your Vision Week is -Great
Things In Sight," Dr. Wells
concluded. "No one needs to
miss out on any of the great
things in sight because of an
undetected vision problem, but
the initiative to save one's sight
must come from the in-
dividual."
Hospital Report
February 22, 1075
ADULTS 102
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Bohannon ( Menet
Ann), 2101 Main Street, Murray,
Baby Boy Garrison (Francis
L), Route 6, Murray, Baby Boy
Henson (Phyllis Renee), Route
5, Benton,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Angela Holcomb,
12(6 Dogwood, Murray, Cody
Eugene Jones, Route 1, Box 135,
Murray, Mrs Geraldine Mc-
Clard, Route 8 Box 80, Murray,
Clifton Thomas Campbell, 1510
Dudley, Murray, Frank Aisle
Cooper, New Concord, Miss
Jenner V. Lee, Route 6, Murray,
Miss Debbie Marie 1-Ratter,
Route 1, Springville, Tn.,
Master Michael D. Parrish,
New Concord, Clifford
Thompson, Route 3, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Sandra Kaye Jackson,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Debbie
Harsha Flint and Baby Girl, 414
College Courts, Murray, Mrs.
Maxine Nance, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Laverne Crouse,
Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Clara J
Howard, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Irma Belle Bury, Route 2,
Puryear, Tn., Frank Keene,
Route ‘4 Box 44, Murray, Mrs.
Emrnie D. Weatherford, 302
South 6th St, Murray, Rubin
Valentine, Route 1, New Con-
cord, Frank E. Requarth,
Broach Street, Murray, Robert
Perry Hornsby, 813 Olive,
Murray, Golden R. _Ragadale,
Route 3, Murray, William Carey
Skinner, 1667 Ryan, Murray.
Garrett W. Andrews, 500 Pine,
Murray
County Banger -"Ebert Wilson
has announced that an un-
welcomed day rolled around on
March 1st, as this is the day that
officially begins the spring fire
season. Since the fire season
only lasts five months each
year, 21/2 months in the spring
and 21/2 months in the fall,
people tend to forget when it is
unlawful to burn. If you must
burn, first take precautions to
prevent the fire from spreading,
wait until after 4:30 p. m, in the
afternoon, and then burn only
when the wind is calm!!
Since it is illegal to burn
before 4:30 p. m. we will be
checking all smokes reported.
These laws are necessary
during the fire season because
of extremely dry conditions
which prevail.
Nothing is more disasterous
than a fire that is out of control.
Literally years of work can go
up in smoke in a very short
time. The preventing of forest
and grass fires means a lot to
the people of this county, and it
will take the efforts of every
man, woman and child to hold
fires to a minimum. Please help
us help you by obeying the
Kentucky burning laws!!
Wilson also wishes to state
that tree seedlings are now
being lifted and processed for
delivery. If you plan to buy
seedlings for setting this spring,
the sooner you get your order in
the better.
For information on burning,
timber management, or tree
planting call your local County
Forest Ranger Albert Wilson, at
436-2152
NA Expanding
More than 50,000 students,
teachers, and visitors were
reached through TVA's en-
vironmental education effort
during 1974, and plans for an
expanded program for 1975
have been announced by the
agency.
The majority of people
participating in 1974 were in-
volved in activities at Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre outdoor recreation
and environmental education
area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
At Land Between The Lakes
8,500 students, teachers, and
others participated in programs
at the Youth Station, an "out-
door school" that offers the
opportunity to conduct classr.s
in a natural setting. Also, more
than 45,000 persons visited
Empire Farm, a demonstration
farm with live animals, a
museum, and displays of early
American farming equipment.
Also in 1974 construction
began on facilities at the
Nolichucky Environmental
Education Center near
Greeneville, Tennessee. When
completed, it will provide a field
center for schools in the
surrounding area.
Other environmental
education programs on TVA"
were highlighted by efforts
involving schools and classes in
the east Tennessee area. This
aspect of TVA's program in-
volves direct consultation with
teachers and school ad-
ministrators in the development
of environmental education
curricula and facilities within
the schools and on the school
campuses.
Significant program
developments for 1975 include a
Valley-wide expansion of TVA's
environmental education
Program
Environmental Education
John R. Paulk, Projects
Manager for Environmental
Education, said special em-
phasis will be placed on
development of the Noliehucky
Environmental Education
Program, and on mobilizing
vicinity schotila into a
cooperative organization to
Lake advantage of the available
educational opportunities.
Highlighting the month of
March will be Career Education
in Environments, a seminar for
high school youth emphasizing
careers in environmental and
conservation fields. The
seminar will include both
career - professionals and
representatives from training
institutions. The two-day pilot
program will be held at Land
Between The Lakes.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 5. If the IRS should call you
in for an audit, H & R Block will go
with you, at no additional cost. Not
as a legal representative ... but we
can answer all questions about how
your taxes were prepared.
xiscneLOCIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
iwoot ca. •6p., Set., FRAN 753-4204
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Ford Asks Farmers
Cooperation On Census
President Ford has issued a
Proclamation asking the
Nation's farmers and ranchers
to give full cooperation with the
1974 Census of Agriculture.
"The sole purpose of the
Census is to secure general
statistical information
regarding agriculture and
related resources of the
country," the Proclamation
says, and "Prompt, complete,
and accurate response to all
official inquiries made by
Census officials are of great
importance to our country."
Approximately four million
report forms have been mailed
to farms and ranches in the 50
States, according to Vincent P.
Barabba, Director of the
Bureau of the Cenus which
conducts the census. The
Bureau is part of the U. S.
Department of Commerce's
Social and Economic Statistics
Administration.
Farmers and ranchers are
being asked to report on their
agricultural operations during
1974. This 1974 count, the
Nation's 20th farm census in a--
series that started in 1840, will
update data most recently
obtained in 1975 for 1969
operations. Primary emphasis
will be on obtaining information
about farms and ranches with
sales of $2,500 or more annually.
Such operations accounted for
98 percent of the total value of
all agricultural products sold in
1969.
Completed forms are to be
maled back as soon as possible.
Census by mail allows
operators to fill out their reports
at their convenience and use
their farm business records.
Estimates are acceptable and
should be reported in the ab-
sence of records.
Response to the census is
required by law (Title 13,
United States Code ). By the
same law, information fur-
nished on report forms is kept
confidential. It may be seen
only by sworn Census em-
ployees and may be used only
for statisical purposes. Even
other government agencies
cannot obtain or use the report
made by any operator. The law
also provides that copies
retained by the operator are
immune from legal process
We have a place
just for you
'Oak and Poplar Boxing
'Oak and Poplar Framing
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Starvation Of Cattle More Serious Than Usual
An unusually large number of
tattle are dying from starvation
this winter, according to an
Extension veterinarian with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Duane Miksch points out that
more cattle starve to death each
Hospital Report
March 7, 1975
ADULTS: 114
NURSERY: 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Sanderson
(Marilyn Faye (Mrs. Robert
G.)), 007 Guthrie Dr., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Bonnie Lee Nelson,
Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Betty Sue
Hargrove, Route 5, Murray,
Master Roy Keith Steele,
Hardin, Marty Wade Storey,
Route 3, Murray, Phil L. Collie,
1015 Payne Street, Murray,
Mrs. Martha Jane Key, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs. Teresa Jo
Morfield Alexander, Route 2,
Murray, Rudy H. Bucky, 517 S.
8th Street, Murray, Gary E.
Phipps, No. 19 Zimmerman
Apts., Murray, Wallace John
Swan, 220 N. 13th., Murray,
Eddie Ray Beach, Route 1, Box
85, Almo, Mrs. Lottie W. Mc-
Cuiston, Route 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Alice Irene Dillon, Dexter,
James Robert Thomas. 714
Washington, Cairo, Ill., Wildie
Harding Ellis, 719 Sycamore,
Murray, Rexford Canon, 1004
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Audie
Dowdy, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
Lucille Hargis, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Lorena Parks,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Winnie
Burkeen, Route 1, Dexter, Alvin
M. Jones, 323 Woodlawn,
Murray, Charles L. Pittman,
New Concord.
March 8, 1975
ADULTS: 115
NURSERY: 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Sonaike (Lola M.
(Mrs. Doyin)), No. 1 Orchard
Heights, Murray.
DISMISSALS
C. Emmet Pritchett, Route 1,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Linda K.
Harding, Box 102. Hazel, Rexie
Franklin Parrish, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Martha Faye Hill,
. Route 1, Benton, Leonard M.
May, Route 5, Box 690, Murray,
Mrs. Francis E. Merrell and
Baby Boy, Route 2, Buchannon,
Tn., Ralph V. Richardson, Box
97, Hazel
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year than most people realize.
"Cattlemen themselves of tell do
not recognize the symptoms of
starvation," notes Miksch.
"When an animal starves, the
death is often blamed on worms
or an infectious disense_" _
The UK veterinarian says two
characteristics of malnutrition
contribute to this misun-
derstanding. One is that
protein-deficient cattle lose
their appetite and refuse to eat
the feed offered to them. The
other is that malnourished
cattle are more susceptible to
infectious disease and
parasites, so that these
problems often develop as a
result of malnutrition.
Dr. Wade Kaclel, director of
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture Diagnostic
Laboratory at Hopkinsville,
says the majority of cattle cases
being submitted to the
laboratory are the direct or
indirect result of starvation.
Miksch says veterinary
practioners are alarmed and
frustrated by the situation. "By
the time they are consulted,
there is often tittle they can do
that is economically feasible,"
he points out. vOnly intensive
treatment at great expense will
reverse the starvation
metabolism of a 'downer' cow."
If enough energy, protein,
minerals, and vitamins are
provided in an animal's diet to
meet maintenance
requirements, the animal can
remain healthy even though it is
quite thin, says Miksch. On the
other hand, feeds such as silage,
corn, or grass hay may provide
adequate energy, but if the
ration is short on protein, the
animal's appetite will be
depressed. Therefore, protein-
Revlon
Easter Baskets
Filled With
Assorted
Revlon Products
EASTER
EGG DYE
ELSE V1•41F RE
F iSE WI'4ERE
1119
deficient cattle may be getting
all the feed they want, but they
often will not want enough.
The UK veterinarian explains
that the maximum amount of
feed cattle can eat daily is about
three percent of their body
weight. If the diet consists
entirely of roughage, some
cattle can't eat enough to meet
maintenance requirements.
Also, when energy
requirements are not met from
carbohydrates and fats, vital
protein is converted to energy.
This conversion deprives the
body of necessary nutrients.
Adequate calcium, phosphorus,
and vitamin A are required for
effective utilization of feed, but
an excess of minerals won't
compensate for a shortage of
food energy or protein.
Cattle of similar size vary
tremendously in their nutrient
requirements, notes Miksch. A
cow nursing a calf needs up to
twice as much feed as a dry,
pregnant cow. The protein
requirements of growing cattle
are much greater than those of
mature, non-lactating cows.
Also, says Miksch, the value
of roughage varies greatly and
depends on forage type,
maturity at harvest, and
weather damage. Farmers
should look at forage value
realistically in relation to the
class of cattle being fed when
determining the amount of the
forage to feed and the sup-
plementation to provide, ac-
cording to the UK veterinarian.
"The present value of cattle
in relation to the cost of feed is
tragic," says Miksch. "The
short-term goal of many stock-
men is to keep their cattle
healthy on a minimum amount
of feed."
He lists the following
management practices which
may help cattlemen attain this
goal:
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1. Consult someone
knowledgeable about basic
animal nutrition on how to best
use available feed resources.
Avoid individuals promoting
luxury feed additives.
2. Supplement available feeds
with soybean meal rather than
urea—containing products or
extra corn when added protein
is needed.
3. Remove nutrient-robbing
worms and lice.
4. Separate cattle according
to nutritional requirements.
5. Place racks around large
bales and stacks to reduce
waste.
6. When feeding on the
ground, feed in a new location
each time to hold down the
build-up of parasites.
7. Feed salt and steamed bone
meal or dicalcium phosphate
mixture free choice.
8. Supply the recommended
amount of vitamin A by adding
it to the supplement or by in-
jecting each animal.
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No Games - No Forced Purchases - Just Low Prices - It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!
Hilberg 14 oz.
Chuckwagons
Starkist
TUNA
44c
BOLneloGNA
Sliced
Sliced Into Chops
lb.
Freezer Special!
U.S. Choice
Side
Front Quarter
Hind Quarter 
Beef
Cut & Wrapped Free!
Boneless
ROAST
Rump
Or
Tip
79clb.
69c lb.
89 lb.
tfish
si 29 Steaks
I lb.
PoreROU ND CHUCK 89c.
BACON
Vacuum
Pak
1 lb.
09
Campbell's
16 oz. c Delmonte 
20 oz. Delmonte
Pork & Beans
V.- Nita ItFhipsTwinBag 59
Kellogg's
Corn Flakes
18 oz. 67c
We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps
Fresh
Strawberries
Pint 48
Catsup 49C FruitCoctail
Frozen
lb.
Richtex
Shortening
3 lb
$ 1 29
No. 21/2 Purex
59c Bleach
Argo
Peas4/
$Green
303 Can
(Good]
News
Food Prices
Drop
For the last two weeks more prices have gone down than
up. This is the first time in approximately two years this has
happened.
Some manufacturers are also passing on some good
allowances.
In keeping with our policy of low prices we have lowered
the price on the items that went down and are passing on
many other allowances while they are in effect.
Doesn't it seem odd that some companies who have for
years advertised discount prices and free stamps now are
dropping stamps saying they can offer you lower prices.
Seems odd that these same companies are showing,
tremendous increases in profit and would chooses time when
many prices are coming down to start this.
I guess we are still old fashioned. We have told you for
years our policy was no stamps, no coupons, no games, just
low prices.
This is still our policy, and if you wonder why you find
friendly, helpful personel in our stores and why the stores are
clean and well stocked, it is because they know they are king
of low prices and we all appreciate you doing business with
us. We invite comparison and your comments.
Remember a few items don't tell it all. It's the total on the
tape what counts,
Sincerely,
Jim Adams
TIDE DetergentFamily Size
Fresh
Cauliflower
79c
Head Dozen
40'
Off
Label '299
Juicy Florida
Oranges
49c
1 lb.
Quarters
1/2 Ga1.49
.
Margarine
9
Ore-Ida Frozen 21b.
HashBrowns 9c5
1975
its! .
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FLYING HIGH? — Members of the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board expressed great hopes for the future of the
local airport ati recent meeting. From leitistandingt lames E. Garrison, David W. Dickson, C. W. Jones, Otis H. Erwin, Dr. j. Ii
Outland, (seated from left) judge Robert 0. Miller, Dr. Hugh L Oakley, chairman, and Mayor John E. Scott
By NANCI PETERSON
County Public Relations
Director
"A progressive economy based on in-
dustry and business demands a com-
munity have an Airport," says Dr. Hugh L.
Oakley, chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board, and the other five
members agree.
A six-member group, the first airport
board was appointed in 1958, shortly after
the initial planning stages for an airport
began, and the current board is soon to
supervise some additional construction
work being federally funded.
- Faces on the board have chWAged since
that first group, with the exception of Dr.
Oakley. who remains, elected as chairman
by the other board members.
His vice chairman is Dr. J. D. Outland,
whom he succeeded as chairman, and
secretary-treasurer for the board is Otis
H. Erwin. Other members are David W.
Dickson, James E. Garrison and C. W.
Jones. Mayor John E. Scott and County
.Judge Robert O. Miller serve as ex-officio.
or non-vpting, members.,
Meeting when there is occasion to do so,
the board may assemble as frequently as
every 30 days, or four months may pass
between conferences, which are arranged
around regular working hours. Members
receive no compensation for their time and
efforts, nor are any of their expenses paid.
"All the board members have an in-
terest in aviation, a great concern for the
contributions a good airport makes to
business and industry, and the general
aviation interests of the community," said
Dr. Oakley.
As a community service, the group
exercises its authority to construct,
maintain, manage, operate and control the
airport. It has in the past year hired a full-
time manager for the airport, John
Parker.
Many compliments have been passed
along to the airport board by those using
the facilities, and the members have
received calls from other boards
requesting information regarding the
airport's management.
Each man on the board has a special
interest in the airport's continued growth
and success, and each has his own ex-
pertise which he donates without
hesitation. City and county are equally
represented by the appointment of three
members each by Murray's mayor and the
Calloway County Judge.
Dr. Hugh Oakley, dean of Murray
State's College of Industry and Technology
and a city appointee to the board, flew for
four and a half years during the second
world war, and has done some
recreational flying since. His respon-
sibilities since becoming chairman in 1969
include calling and planning meetings.
Born in 1914, Dr. Oakley studied in-
dustrial education as an undergraduate at
Western Kentucky University, and
received his M. A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Missouri.
In 1946 the Cadiz native arrived in
Murray and began the department of
industrial education at Murray State. Dr.
A scene from the University Theatre production, THE FIREBUGS by Max Frisch.
The play is directed by Robert E. Johnson, chairman, Theatre Arts Deportment .
and opens toraght,,Tintroday, March 13, running Friday and Saturday nights, Mar-
ch 14 and 15, with curtain at 1360 p. m.
15' Rer Copy One Section — 16 Pages
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Oakley, who describes himself ass Sunday
afternoon golfer, lives on Olive Blvd. with
his wife Josephine. The,y have two
children.
"A great number of hours are put in by
airport board members, and much time
spent on forms and papers to get federal
funds for the airport," said Dr. Oakley.
-That's right. If you don't push them
(state and federal funding agencies) they
won't fund your project," Dr. J. D.
Outland said supporting Dr. Oakley's
remark. -The chairman and secretary-
treasurer carry a great deal of the weight,
but all voting members share the
responsibilities," he added.
A county-appointed member since 1968.
Dr. Outland has served as vice chairman
since Dr. Oakley became chairman. He
learned to fly in 1959 in Paducah, before
the construction of Kyle Field.
An avid fisherman, he resides on Cir-
carama Drive with his wife, Kay. They
have three children. Dr. Outland, a
Murray native, attended Murray State
before entering the University of
Louisville dental school, from which he
graduated in 1958.
Otis H. Erwin, the most experienced
pilot on the airport board, has been serving
as secretary since 1970.
With a B. S. from the University of
Southern Mississippi, he now serves as
management consultant for the University
of Kentucky Bureau of Business Ex-
tension. A native of Murray, county-
appointee Erwin joined the United States
Air Force in 1942, and only recently retired
in 1969.
One of his hobbies is managing the little
league All Stars who went to state com-
petition last year. Erwin said, "I Like to
work with little boys."
(See Airport, Page 16)
Students To
Solicit Easter
Seal Donations
About 60 Murray State University
students will solicit donations from house-
to-house from 3 to 6 p.m. Sunday, March
16, for the 1975 Calloway County Easter
Seal campaign.
Organized by the Residence Hall
Planning and Advisory Board on the
campus, the special project is one of
several planned by students at Murray
State for the annual drive.
Heading the house-to-house canvass are
Resanda Speed of Symsonia and
Georgianne O'Grady of Lancaster, N. Y.,
both juniors. Mrs. Tonya Young, assistant
director of housing and adviser to the
Residence Hall Planning and Advisory
Board, is working with the group as
chairwoman of special events for the
county campaign.
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, Calloway County
Easter Seal chairman, said the in-
volvement of young women on the campus
-is indicative of their concern for people
less fortunate than they are—and that is a
most commendable motivation."
Established in 1923, the Kentucky Easter
Seal Society for Crippled Children and
Adults, Inc., provides therapies,
hospitalization, special education,'
recreation, camping and other services to
both children and adults crippled by triWlY
causes.
The campaign in Kentucky this Year,
headed by head football coach Fran C'urci
of the University of Kentucky, extends
through Easter Sunday, March 30.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court ap-
proved a resolution Wednesday asking
state and federal authorities to designate
Calloway County a disaster area, after
torrential rains have dumped nearly seven
inches of water on the area.
The resolution, presented by County
Attorney Sid Easley, and approved by the
court, asks that relief be given Calloway
County in the form of state or federal huirds
for repair of damages caused by the water.
Several Calloway County families were
forced to leave their homes, and at least
two local businesses sustained damages
due to the flood-like waters here this week.
Rapidly rising rivers and a prediction of
more rainfall for an already saturated
state caused sporadic school and road
closings across Kentucky. Calloway
County Schools remained closed today,
and •several area highways were closed
early this Morning.
Highway 641 North of Benton was
reopened shortly after seven a. m. today,
and Highway 45 north of Mayfield
remained closed at mid-morning due to
high waters. Commuters to Paducah from
Murray were forced to detour around the
area south of Draffenville by boarding the
West Kentucky Parkway for a short
distance near Benton.
The Murray division of the Tappan
Manufacturing Co. reported that it will
have to recrate about 1,000 ranges after
waters hacked up in warehouse.
Water from a backed-up storm drain
also caused considerable damage at the
Calloway Lumber Co., where officials
reported that a rear wall was washed
down, causing damages estimated at $800.
Also, a considerable amount of lumber
was carried off by the waters, but no
estimate was available as to the amount.
The Barren River was expected to crest
at 14 feet above flood stage at Bowling
Green, and the city's finance director, Bob'
Kirby, said at least 80 persons had been-- "We are going to have floods all over
forced to leave their homes because of today, left over from yesterday's rain,"
high waters. . .said Russ Durm, a forecaster for the Na-
More than 100 families were evacuated tional Weather Service in Louisville. He
in various sections of the state Wednesday said major flooding was expected today at
after heavy rains caused flash floods, Bowling Green and that minor flooding
widespread property damage and at least 'would occur in various sections of the
two deaths.
Authorities said Lola Elizabeth Patrick,
8, of Red Bird in Whitley County, ap-
parently drowned when she tumbled off a
footbridge into the rain-swollen Cum-
berland River. The body has not been
recovered. The girl's sister, Bernice, 9,
who also fell into the stream, was swept
downstream and rescued.
Ronnie Creed, 23, of Stanton, drowned
after the canoe in which he and two other
persons were riding on the Cumberland
River overturned, authorities reported.
They said Creed's companions, Mike Ben-
ningfield, 25, and Jimmy Lyle, 72, both of
Stanton, were pulled from the surging
river by local residents using boats.
Some of the hardest hit counties were
those in Western Kentucky, where a
weekend snowfall contributed to the
danger of flash flooding by keeping the
ground saturated, forcing the rain to run
Into streams and rivers.
state.
He said the Cumberland River would
crest at Harlan, Barbourville and William-
sburg.
Generally, he said, low-lying areas near
streams or rivers are threatened with the
See Weather, Page 16)
NEEDLINE In Murray Celebrates Its
First Anniversary Of Operation Here
The NEEDLINE in Murray celebrated
its first anniversary of operation at the
meeting of the Board held at the
Thoroughbred Lounge, Murray State
University.
Mrs. Euple Ward, NEEDLINE Director,
was recognized for her personal efforts
and services to the community and was
presented an inscribed silver goblet from
the NEEDLINE Board for her part in
making the service project a success. On
display also at the meeting was the plaque
presented to Mrs. Ward by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority, WOW, for being selected
"Outstanding Citizen of Murray and
Calloway County for 1975."
Members of the NEEDLINE Board said
in no way does the NEEDLINE intend to
supplant any existing agent, but rather to
support and hopefully channel their clients
to the best resource available for their
particular problem.
The NEEDLINE operates in the stric-
test confidence, and therefore, many
people may not be aware of the large
number of lives that have been touched by
the services. The NEEDLJNE functions on
donations for its operation, with offices at
203 South Fifth Street, Murray.
At the present time, Mrs. Ward said the
service operation has 344) case records on
file and over nine hundred contacts have
been made during the first year of
Operation.
Case records include 150 for general
information, 27 job related, 29 physical
problem, 26 emotional, 17 marital crisis, 15
housing, 18 legal, 11 drugs, eight unwanted
pregnancy, seven each for attempted
suicide, clothing, wage and hour law in-
formation, furniture, and spiritual, six
parents with partners, six venereal
disease, five sitter for emergency needs,
five specialists for medical problems, four
for social security and inheritance tax,
four emergency transportation to out of
town hospitals, three child abuse, 15 just to
talk, 16 alcohol, 22 food, and one each for
medicare, death in Greece, problems with
neighbors concerning moving of debris,
visits to rest home with one client weekly
visit, runaway child, transportation for
double amputee to attend church, financial
counseling and planning information,
locating Mormon minister, how to become
foster parent, donating to kidney foun-
dation, transportation for diabetic child to
camp, securing player and tapes for blind
lady, and wheel chair for patient.
Any person who would like to make a
donation to this service organization may
send it to NEEDLINE, Mrs. Euple Ward,
203 South Fifth Street, Murray. The
donation is tax deductible.
Attending the anniversary meeting were
Dr. David Roos, Mrs. Kathryn Glover,
Mrs. Euple Ward, Mrs. Judy Canupp, Miss
Susan Curvin, Rev, Robert Brockhoff,
Marvin Harris, Bailey Gore, Mrs. Julie
Lovins, Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Harold
Beaman, Mrs. Nell Eaton, and Rev. Paul
Wenger, board members, Mrs. Lillian
Graves and Joe Pat Ward, guests.
A cake, signifying NEEDLINE's first anniversary was shared by the Board of
Directors. Dr. David Roos presented a gift of appreciation from the members of
the Board to Mrs. Euple Ward, director of the service operation, for her work
during the past year with the NEEDUNE
Kentucky Must Decide How To
Implement New Health Measures
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
must decide within the next two months
how to implement new federal health plan-
ning and development legislation.
Dr. William McElwain, commissioner of
health services, told the state Advisory
Council for Health Services Wednesday
that Gov. Julian Carroll must recommend
which areas should be designated health
service areas by May in order to comply
with federal requirements.
The new legislation, signed in January,
is aimed at upgrading existing health care
services and providing access to quality
health care where none exists.
Dr. McElwain said the National Health
Planning and Development Act is a -tre-
mendous concept" but added that "its
benefits are exceeded only by the com-
plexity of the task" of implementing it.
The council will study the legislation and
report to the secretary of the state depart-
ment for human resources who will then
make recommendations to the governor.
Basically, the legislation provides for a
network of health care areas that would
honeycomb the whole country. Each of the
areas, which must contain more than
500,000 persons but less than 3 million, will
be served by a health service agency
responsible for health planning and
development.
The agency, which may be private non-
profit corporation or a public entity, is sup-
posed to prepare and implement plans to
improve the health of residents in the area,
to increase accessibility and quality of
health services, to keep the costs of health
care down and to avoid unnecessary dupli-
cation.
Besides designating health service areas
for the state, the governor will also have to
designate an agency of state government
to serve as the state health and develop-
ment agency. That body would be advised
by a state health coordinating council,
which would review the work of the state
agency and advise it on its performance.
Federal funds are to be made available
for construction of new health care
facilities and development of health
delivery systems.
Council members told McElwain that
they didn't know how to go about recom-
mending a plan and asked his advice.
. He suggested that Kentucky could, with
a current population of 3.2 million, perhaps
be designated as a single health service
area, served by one agency. But he also
proposed that since there are 15 area
development districts serving the state's
health needs, it might be better to have 15
separate service areas.
"Between the two extremes. There are
13 other possibilities," he joked.
A few council members said they leaned
toward a single service area with one
agency, possibly with the creation of sub-
agencies for each of the add districts.
Dr. McElwain advised council members
to study the legislation and offer their best
thoughts on the subject. "Don't make the
mistake of thinking there's somebody who
knows about all this," he said.
(See Health, Page 161
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